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ABSTRACT

Natural gas is widely used as a fuel for heating by
domestic and industrial consumers in many parts of North
America. The gas is piped at high pressure, from the gas
wells to "Town Border Stations", on the outskirts of load

centers, where the pressure is reduced to safe levels before
distribution to consumers. The proper functioning of Town
Border Stations is of prime importance, in the province of
Saskatchewan with winter ambient temperatures as low as

-40 degrees Celsius, but present methods of maintenance do
not guarantee continu�ty of service. With the introduction
of microprocessors the use of stored program, or "intelli

gent", controllers has become viable, from economic con

siderations alone, for a vast range of applications.

This thesis describes the use of a microprocessor based

intelligent controller for: generating advance warning of

possible failure to enable early initiation of preventive
measures; providing information about the functional status

of the Town border Station - among others; and as a basis

for forming a unified data acquisition/ information network
for the entire gas system. General information on system
background and communications requirements for the Town

Border Station monitoring system is presented. Further,
some basic criteria for the formation of the data

acquisition/ informatio·n network for the gas system and its'
future applications are developed. Results of successful
field tests and recommendations for full-scale implementa
tion of the system are included in the concluding chapters.
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1. INTRODUCTION.

1.1 The Problem.

Natural gas is used by most cities, towns and indus-

tries as a fuel for heating. As the name implies the gas

occurs naturally in subterraneous gas wells and must be

compressed and piped to the various load centres.

At the load centres the pressure of the gas is reduced

to s af e levels for use by the consumers. This process of

reduction of pressure is carried out in small regulator sta-

t ions in the outskirts of the load centre. The stations are

known by various names such as Town Border Stations (TES) in

the province of Saskatchewan, and City Gate Stations in the

United States of America.

These Town Border Stations exist in various parts of

the province. There are approximately two hundred and fifty

such stations in the province of Saskatchewan. Ambient tem-

peratures dip as low as -40 degrees Celsius in this pro-

vince, and since the majority of homes and buildings are

heated by natural gas, failure of this supply, for extended

periods of time, can result in serious probl�ms. To avoid

such an occurence each TBS is serviced by Saskatchewan Power



Corporation (SPC) personnel at least once a week. The cost
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of such maintenance is very high - in the order of $100 to

$200 per week per TBS but does not guarantee continuity of

service. During the winter months, if a Town Border Station

failure is not rectified within a few hours, it is necessary

to relight all the pilot lights in the entire centre. Loss

of such a system can result in serious consequences and a

high cost to the power utility company.

1.2 Requirements of Proposed Unit.

The need for a suitable unit, to continuously monitor

various parameters at the TBS and initiate an alarm if

corrective measures are called for, was felt. This would

enable the maintenance personnel to take the required
..

corrective actions as soon as possible.

With the above in mind, this project was initiated by

the SPC. After preliminary discussions about the problem, a

list of requirements, appendix A, was drawn up. A feasibil-

ity study, based on the initial requirements, to determine

if a practical system could be implemented to perform all

the required tasks was carried out. It was decided by the

author at that point that it would be possible to implement
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such a system and a report, appendix B, was submitted in

January of 1977. In this report a basic method for the

implementation of the monitoring system was indicated as in

figure 1.1

1.3 Selection of Site.

The requirements called for a design to be tested with'

actual data generated at a TBS, as such, a site for carrying

out the tests had to be chosen. Four possible sites for the

installation were checked. Humboldt was rejected because it

was too far from Saskatoon (70 miles) and power and tele-

phone lines did not exist in the vicinity. Humboldt was the

first TBS to be considered because mechanical failure detec-

tion equipment was already available at the station for

benchmark comparison with new systems.

Warman was found unsuitable due to lack of power and

telephone lines near the TBS site. The size of the town of

Warman is small and consumption of gas during summer months

is not high enough for testing purposes. The next station

examined was Saskatoon West. This is a large station and

had all the facilities of power and telephone lines, how-

ever, it was considered safer to carry out the initial test-
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ing on a smaller station. Minor operations could be carried

out more effectively at a smaller station without requiring

a journeyman, familiar with the TES, to be present at all

times. Temporary shutdowns of the station would be easier

to impl�ment for system test purposes at the smaller sta-

tion. In a large station, such as Saskatoon West, the noise

level caused by the flow of gas is extremely high and is not

conducive to extended periods of work. Changes required,

such as adding a sensor port or an orifice meter run, would

have been a major undertaking at a large station. The sta-

tion at Delisle was examined and found ideal situated

close to Saskatoon (30 miles) - it had power and telephone

lines close by. The size of the town was adequate to ensure

a small amount of gas flow even in the summer months and yet

the flow in winter does not make the noise

tests were carried out at the Delisle TBS.

excessive. All

1.4 Overview.

A Microprocessor based alarm/control unit was designed

and constructed according to the requirements [40]. Some

additional features found necessary were also implemented.

The process of design of the monitoring unit and study of

the gas system in this context, led to the realization of
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data acquisition/ instrumentation network systems for use

in such environments. It is felt by the author that these

aspects must be considered in greater detail and acted upon

in all phases of the system design. This will provide the

design criteria for a well adjusted base design, which will

allow for structured implementation of future additions.

After considering the aspect of communications it was found

that the centre computers have to be interfaced to the com-

munications link by satellite computers, dedicated to data

transfer and switching functions. A microprocessor based

prototype of this data transfer unit was also designed and

built. These units were installed at the Delisle TBS. They

were tested locally and remotely, via telephone link, from

Saskatoon. The system was demonstrated to SPC personnel on

the 19th of July 1978 and performed satisfactorily.

During the development and construction of the

alarm/control unit the need for some support facilities was

felt, as a result various pieces of hardware and software

modules were implemented. A 2708 EPROM programmer, control-

able by the parallel output port of a computer, was designed

and built by the author. Details for using the programmer

with the PDP 8/E computer, program listings and the circuit

diagram are included in appendix C. A jointly built
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"mechanical multiplexer" - patch board for switching EIA

RS232 standard data interchange lines - was used to inter-

connect various computers, devices and terminals.

very helpful in all phases of the work.

It proved

The following chapters discuss the problem in more

detail: the approach taken, the system planning, an� its

physical implementation. The result of field tests, recorn-

mendations for further work and full-scale implementation of

the system are presented in the concluding chapters.
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2. SYSTEM BACKGROUND.

2.1 Introduction.

certain parameters were selected for monitoring and were to

have alarms associated with them - (appendix A). A more com

plete understanding of the operation of the TBS and the gas

system will help in describing the relevant parameters and

will enable interpretation of the significance of variations

in these parameters.

2.2 TBS Operation.

Natural gas comes in to the SPC system at pressures of

100 to 200 PSI and is compressed to a pressure of 700 to

1000 PSI before being injected into the transmission pipe

lines. At a load center - such as in a town or city - the

pressure is typically reduced in two stages of expansion

before distribution to the individual consumers.

Figure 2.1 shows a simplified structure of a typical

TBS where this pressure reduction is carried out. Natural
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gas from the transmission line is heated by a natu�al gas

burning line heater in which the heat exchange is performed

surized in two stages. In the first stage the pressure of

the gas is reduced from the transmission pressure (TP) to an

intermediate pressure (IP) of 100 to 200 PSI. In the second

stage the pressure is reduced to a distribution pressure

also known as the medium pressure (MP) - of about 15 to 20

PSI. The actual expansion process is usually not a continu-

ous one. Diaphragm regulators and headers are used in this

process.

CONTROL PRESSURE

�--

Figure 2.2 Diapraghm regulator construction.

In principle, the diaphragm regulators balance out spring

tension on one side of the diaphragm by the down stream
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pressure of the gas. When the down stream pressure falls

below a certain preset limit the diaphragm is displaced

towards the low pressure side, opening a valve and allowing

gas flow to increase the downstream pressure. This contin-

ues until the downstream pressure reaches the point where

the diaphragm returns to its closed position. Once the

diaphragm is closed the pressure on the down stream side

begins to drop as the gas is consumed by the distribution

system.

spring

In pipeline sections with large flow rates, a

loaded valve, as discussed above, is used as a, pilot

regulator to provide the back pressure (instead of direct

spring loading) for a large main circuit regulator - fig-

ure 2.2 • Small storage tanks called headers, are used to

prevent the regulators from: continuously hunting between

the open and the closed positions; and for providing a cer-

tain amount of lag time, should a regulator fail, before

complete loss of supply.

The expansion process at the

of

regulators is quasi-

adiabatic and causes cooling the gas. Any moisture

present in the gas can condense and even freeze due to this

cooling, depending upon various factors such as: the ambient

temperature, the flow rate, pressure drop and initial tem-

perature of the gas. The gas is heated, in the line

heaters, to prevent condensation and subsequent freezing of
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moisture on the regulators, which can cause them to malfunc-

tion. Controlled heating of gas can result in substantial

savings and is discussed in section 9.4 •

between each header, so that if one freezes up the second

one, which is set for a slightly lower pressure, takes over.

The heat fed to the line heater is controlled by a sim-

pIe thermostat which senses a fall in the glycol temperature

and turns on the gas supply to the main burners, where a

continuously burning pilot flame ignites it. The flow rate

of gas to the main burners is adjusted by a valve set by the

local serviceman depending on the expected ambient tempera-
•

tures for the particular time of the year. This method is

simple and fairly reliable but is wasteful of gas.

After the expansion process, the gas is fed into the

distribution system of the local center. For domestic consu-

mer use, the pressure is further reduced at the consumption

site to 0.25 PSI.

2.3 Cathodic Protection.

The pipes on the transmission side and the distribution
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side are electrically isolated from each other and the TBS

plumbing. These pipes are maintained at a negative potential

of greater than 1000 millivolts with respect to ground, by a

series of suitably placed DC sources, to prevent corrosion

of the pipes. This is called cathodic protection.

2.4 Odourization.

The natural gas found locally is "s w e e t !", t e , contains

very little hydrogen sulphide and is odourless. To enhance

the safety of consumers, certain odourants are added to the

gas to give it a distinctive smell. This odourant allows

easy detection of very small leaks. A few parts per million

of the odourant - usually of the Mercaptan group - is suffi

cient for the purpose.

Odourant tanks and injectors are located at TBS and

compressor stations along the transmission system to main-

tain the required odourant concentration. The odourant is

absorbed (and adsorbed respectively) by moisture in the gas

and by the pipes themselves. Since the absorption and

adsorption coefficients are dependant on temperature, the

task of maintaining required odourant concentrations is made

difficult.
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Interspersed along the transmission system is a number

of compressor stations. Their primary function is to boost

the pressure of the gas. This is necessary to ensure that

the "discharge" - throughput - of the pipes is high enough

to be able to supply the needs of the downstream load

centers.

2.5 Failure Modes.

From the above discussion the probable failure modes at

the TBS can be discussed:

(a) Failure due to freezing of both regulators at an

expansion point causes the pressure to continue to drop at

the IP or the MP section depending on which pair of regula-

tors have failed. This condition is critical and must be

corrected by defreezing the regulator valves. The supply of

gas, to the users, continues until all the gas in the

headers and the distribution system has been exhausted. In

an average town this time can range from half an hour to two

hours depending on the weather conditions, the volumetric

capacity of the headers and the town distribution system.

This time, in essence, constitutes an "advance warning time"

(AWT) in which remedial action has to be taken.

(b) Freezing of one of the regulators causes that
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section, IP or MP, to operate at the lower preset pressure

of the second regulator. This condition, though virtually

less critical than the first, should be corrected as soon as

possible because the potential of changing into situation

(a) is high and unpredictable. The AWT in this case is the

sum of the AWT for situation (a) plus the unpredictable time

of change from situation (b) to situation (a).

(c) Failure of the pilot burner, or insufficient

supply of gas to the main burners of the line heater will

cause the regulators to be60me susceptible to freezing as

the temperature of the glycol and water mixture in the line

heater drops. The mass of the hot glycol and water mixture,

depending on its own temperature and the heat requirements,

delays the onset of condition

Am.

(b) thereby increasing the

(d) Clogging of the regulators due to accumulated

dirt can cause the same conditions as in situation (b).

(e) A low cathodic protection potential on either

the distribution or the transmission line pipes is an

high priorityunwanted situation. It does not constitute a

alarm, but should be corrected in a short period of time.

The amount of corrosion on a pipe is related to, among other

factors, the total time the cathodic protection potential is

below the required value.

(f) A fall in the transmission line pressure has to
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be corrected by turning on the compressors upstream. A high

TP is required to ensure adequate supply of gas to all con-

sumers. Due to the high capacity of the transmission line

pipes and the large distances involved, the response time of

the system can be slow.

(g) The odourant levels in the gas are also to be

monitored and maintained at prescribed levels. Present day

methods for continuous monitoring of odourant concentrations

are expensive.

Conditions (e), (f) and (g) do not represent a direct

threat to the TBS operation but have effects on the system

as a whole and are to be monitored and taken care of at the

TBS: it is assumed that necessary equipment and facilities

in the form of a monitoring unit for the alarm system, a

communications link and proper environmental housing will

already be present at the TBS; and du� "to the fact that the

parameters mentioned in paragraphs (e), (f) and (g) above

are pertinent when measured at the TBS - (sections 2.8, 2.9

and 2.10)

2.6 Present Methods.

The Town border stations are visited weekly by a ser-
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viceman who services all equipment to ensure proper opera-

tion of the TBS. In addition to the above, some other

methods have been employed to date:

(a) At small size stations, whenever a fall in pres

sure is sensed, some alcohol is injected into the gas stream

to defreeze the regulator. In extreme winter conditions this

method does not necessarily work and is limited to use in

small stations.

(b) Mechanical alarm systems exist in som� stations

to indicate the fall of pressure or temperature below preset

limits and alert the local serviceman.

(c) Catalytic heaters - fueled by natural gas - have

been used to provide radiant heat on the pre�sure regulators

to prevent freeze up.

(d) Cathodic protection potentials and odourant lev

els are checked periodically and corrective action taken as

required

level.

to maintain the cathodic protection potential

(e) The odourant levels are maintained by adjusting

the injection of odourant upstream and measuring the concen-

tration at required points. Recently, volumetric metering

odourant injectors have come in to use. These are rough

methods since the varying absorption and adsorption of the

odourant by the moisture laden gas and the pipelines respec

tively has to be compensated for from time to time.
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2.7 Monitoring System Requirements.

A consideration of the factors mentioned is section 2.5

on failure modes show that a new monitoring system should be

able to: (a) monitor the various parameters at the TBS;

(b) compare them against pre-programmed "set points"; and

(c) generate alarm signals of different priorities for out

of limit parameters depending on the AWT of the particular

failure mode.

A consideration of the present methods of alcohol

injection and use of radiant heat for defreezing of regula

tor valves, show the desireability of being able to automat-

ically initiate corrective action.

Consideration of the mechanical alarm system points out

the fact that to be effective any monitor system should be

such that its operation can be checked remotely to ensure

that the system itself is operating properly. Without this

there is no guarantee that the alarm system is functional.

Malfunction can lead either to a false sense of security or

add the alarm system itself to the list

weekly maintenance.

of candidates for

The alarms generated by the monitoring system have to

be directed to destinations where corrective action can be
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initiated. Some form of communications link between the two

points is required to carry out this function. The same

link can be used to "interrogate" the system to

operation and the state of the TBS.

check its

Some of the above points are a few of the factors men-

tioned in the initial specifications for this feasibility

study; the remaining are discussed in some of the subsequent

sections and chapters.

2.8 General Considerations.

Various possible technologies for the construction of

the monitor system were investigated (chapter 4) and it was

decided to implement a microprocessor based system.

At this point it would have been relatively easy to

build a microprocessor based alarm/control unit in accor-

dance with the requirements noted in section 2.7 but some

additional factors must be considered and acted upon in the

interests of good design practice:

(a) The requirement for a monitoring system arises

from a need to provide a predictable and better grade of

service.

(b) This usually entails a higher cost which can in
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itself become grounds for non-implementation of such sys-

tems.

(c) The aim, then, should be to implement a system

the cost of which taken over a period of time is less than

or the same as the cost of previous methods after adjusting

for the benefits gained.

(d) In this respect the present high cost of mainte

nance of the TBSs extends the range of instrumentation that

can be deployed without violating the above condtions.

A microprocessor based system in conjunction with some

form of communications network constitutes a viable solution

to the above requirements. A preliminary estimation shows

that: initial cost for the microprocessor units and communi

cations network would be substantial but the advantages and

the savings due to less frequent maintenance, among others,

would make it recoverable in less than two years. The capa-

bilities of the microprocessor would not be taxed by the

monitoring operation and if utilized for additional

the system would be more attractive.

tasks

raking a look at the gas system as a whole shows other

areas which could benefit from, and almost show an aptitude

for being automated:

(a) Household meter reading for billing purposes is

a time consuming and costly operation. This task could be
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accomplished easily for each town by the TBS monitoring sys-

tern microprocessor, during free time at the end of the

month, on command from the central computer with the

acquired billing information being routed back via the com

munications network. The savings from such a system could be

substantial and would more than pay for the cost of the

equipment required in a short period of time. The inconveni-

ence caused to the consumers by the meter reading process

would be reduced. This application has

more detail.in section 9.4 •

been discussed in

(b) The above process can be expanded to electric

meter readingwith relative ease since the meter faces are

mechanically identical to the gas meters

(c) Hourly discharge and discharge rates are

presently measured at various points in the gas system. The

microprocessor based monitoring units can be used for these

functions and would allow for feedback regulation of flow

rates: in pipeline sections or of specific (eg. industrial)

consumers. Use of the monitoring units for flow metering

has been discussed in chapter 7

(d) One of the problems with the gas system is drop-

ping pressure. The natural gas wells, when commissioned,

produced gas at a pressure in excess of six to seven hundred

PSI • With time this figure has dropped to the region of 100

to 200 PSI for some wells and as mentioned before the gas
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has to be compressed to high pressures before being fed to

the pipelines to maintain the throughput. The operation of

compressing the gas is carried out at compressor stations at

the gas wells and along the transmission line. The compres

sor stations are operated intermittently, on sensing a pres-

sure drop or on being instructed from the central despatch

office. The central despatch is notified in case of low

transmission line pressure by the various TBSs. This chain

process of reporting low pressure and instructing the

compressor stations to operate - with its inherent delays -

can be accomplished more efficiently and with greater ease

by relegating it to the microprocessor based system - (cer

tain recommendations made in chapter 3 on networking of the

system have been assumed in the above statement)

(e) These units could be located at the compressor

stations to switch the compressors on command or on sensing

a pressure drop on the downstream side.

(f) In large towns with more than one TBS, and in

the entire transmission/ distribution system of the province

with its many gas wells, compressor stations and load

centers, the task of maintaining pressures and flows is, at

prese�t, based on past experience and trial and error. 1;Ji th

the availability of "l/oad flow" programs for simulating the

operation of natural gas systems, data gathered by the TBS

monitoring systems could be used to: (a) model the entire/
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city gas distribution system and thence (b) predict action

required to produce certain pressure/flow conditions or (c)

determine effects on the system of changes made at indivi-

dual load/scource, centers/points - (same assumption as in

(d) above).

The above six points are just a few of the functions

that, if implemented, could result in large savings and/or a

more streamlined system. The question at this stage is as to

whether all functions should be handled by one and the same

unit or be distributed among a number of units. Usually in

the case of a number of simultaneous but unrelated tasks the

best approach is to decentralize as far as possible, so that

failure in one section has minimal effect on the system

operation, but in this case: data from the TBS monitoring

system has to be used for a number of other tasks mentioned

above; a communications network (as discussed in chapter 3)

will have been built for the TBS monitoring system and

adding a little extra capacity will not substantially

increase the cost; basic microprocessor systems are costly

and since spare capacity exists it can be used for these

additional tasks with minor additions; failure of a particu-

lar microprocessor unit disables monitoring and data input

from one TBS only and has minimal effect on the entire sys-

tem. Separate units and/or systems would lead to: duplica-
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tion of equipment and communications facilities, creating

problems of networking of data from different systems;

higher cost and an unwieldy overall structure.

The approach then should be to build a microprocessor

system to do the required tasks but with a hardware and

software structure which will allow for easy upgrading for

additional tasks. All information should be directed to a

central location in that region (chapter 3) where the data

can be fed to a center computer for storage and analysis.

The operation of the monitoring units could be carried out

by the center computer. Compressor station co-ordination,

initiation of meter reading function, system load flow and

other tasks
..

involving the entire system can be done by the

center computer - when implemented. Allowances should be

made for expansion in the design of the communications net-

work and the system as a whole.

The above approach may seemingly contradict the "fact"

that natural gas reserves are dwindling and not much expan-

sion will be made but: (a) usually with time new reserves

are found; (b) present reserves are usually calculated for

the present price per MCF - ie. the reserves increase if the

price payable for extraction is greater; (c) the number of

buildings will increase and natural gas will remain a major

scource of heat for some time; (d) gassification of solid
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fuel may find greater use to prevent existing gaseous

burning equipment from becoming obsolete.

fuel

2.9 Power.

Power has to be provided for the TES alarm/control unit

and any communications equipment on the premises. Wherever

available mains power can be used. At locations where there

are no power lines close by and the cost of running a mains

service is excessive, natural gas fed thermoelectric genera-

tors w L t h DC to DC converters should be used. The ther-

moelectric generators have no moving parts, require very

little maintenance and need replacement of a nozzle every

year to six months depending on the amount of dirt in the

natural gas [14]. Turbine generators working off the flowing

gas [10] were considered as an option and rejected on the

grounds that: (a) they have moving parts and are therefore

more prone to failure; (b) the output of some available

types is limited to about 50 watts - whereas natural gas

burning TE generators are available for outputs up to a few

k L Lo v a t t s [14].
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2.10 Housing.

The electronic components in the monitoring unit and

the communications equipment require to be kept at tempera-

tures between 0 degrees and 50 degrees Celsius for proper

operation (section 8.1). These units are small in size

and some form of mechanical arrangement in conjunction with

thermostats for using part of the exhaust gases from the

could be used for maintaining temperatures.

[ 35] ,

The

line heater burner or the thermoelectric generator

alarm/control unit could monitor the housing temperature and

take appropriate action or send warning signals, in case

this temperature tends to go out of operating range.
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3. COMMUNICATIONS LINK.

3.1 Introduction.

The primary function of the alarm/control unit, as men-

tioned in the previous chapter, is to send an advance warn-

ing of detected malfunction and possible failure. To do this

some form of communications link is required. One of the

factors' to be investigated was the problem of providing for

adequate communication of data between the individual units

at the Town Border Stations and the required destinations.

The actual implementation of .the communications link is

a problem too large to be included in this thesis, however a

general overview of the problem and a formulation of

requirements

study.

is within the scope of the initial feasibility

The Town Border Stations are scattered over large dis

tances and the number of stations at the present time is in

the vicinity of 250. Communications facilities such as tele-

phone lines do not exist, close by, in many cases. Associ-

ated with this, the fact that the advance warning time at a

Town Border Station is between one half an hour to two

hours, allows us to deduce some possible characteristics,
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which cDuld determine the choice of the type of

tions link to be used for the system:

communica-

(a) To be effective a channel between the Town

Border station and the destination must be provided within 5

to 10 minutes of origination of request.

(b) This time should be considerably less at any of

the central locations - ie. when the request is originated

by one of the centre computers.

(c) The fixed and recurring costs associated with

the communications link should not outbalance the advantages

gained by the implementation of the alarm/control system.

(d) In the case of an existing communications system

being used, points to be noted are: (1) the addition of

extra traffic from the TBS monitoring system could form a

substantial load on the system; and (2) correlation factors

could exist betweeft"other Services and the TBS system caus

ing demand peaking to occur concurrently which would lead to

a contention for communications channels.

(e) Power requirements at the TBS and the costs

involved in providing them depend on the type of system.

(f) Links using the same communications space entail

the use of identification paraphernalia with their attendant

costs.

(g) Regardless of the reliability of the
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alarm/control system - the ultimate limit is set by the com

munications system, if it is prone to failure.

(h) As noted in the last chapter the requirements

will increase with time. To be viable the system must allow

for expansion.

3.2 Data Routing.

Before considering actual options available, the ques-

tion remains, as to how the information should be routed.

This is probably a managerial decision more than anything

else but certain standard networking options, as shown in

figure 3.1 are: (a) to route all information to the major

center; (b) to direct them to subcenters and then to the

major center and (c) process "b" carried one step further,

vJith the local "lineman" also being alerted • The second and

third processes have consecutively greater advantage of the

possibility of action being initiated at a level where local

details are better known and yet have the central location

informed. Also in the case of the non-ideal situation, the

local nodes could be "shorted" - ie. the information routed

directly to the central location. In this case the network

reverts to process "a" - a necessary condition ,after normal

working hours, when the smaller centers are unmanned.
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(b)

o J..arge city

"" �edium sized city

o. Small town

Nodes with more than
one connecting branch,
ie. a centre, have been

depicted by a spotted
center.

Network options
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Process "a" is a simple star network and "c" a tree network

with multiple nodes and branches.

The type of network decided. on has implications on the

communications link option to be used. For example it can be

noted from fig.3.l(a) and 3.l(b) that the branches the

line between two nodes- are substantially �onger in (a) as

compared to (b) which implies that more long-haul communica-

tions equipment is required in a star network making it an

inefficient and costly proposition. The second and third

options provide for the use of short haul communications

equipment with a small number of large capacity links

between the central station and the major sub-centers. Some

additional cost is ittvolved in these two cases due to the

fact that data is to be intercepted at the node and rerouted

to a higher node in the heirarchy implying the necessity of

data handling and storage facility - which in this case

ammounts to a replication of the central computer to some

degree. The additional cost due to computer facilities

necessitated would be more than compensated for by the

reduction in the number of long-haul communications equip-

ment required. Added to this, there are definite advantages

to the data being available, at a node, "en-paseant".
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3.3 Link Options

Three options were suggested in the original specifica-

tions for study, they are: (a) SPC mobile radio telephone

system; (b) a dedicated radio link system; and (c) the use

of leased telephone lines. In addition to these, three other

methods were considered: (a) transmission of data via the

gas pipeline; (b) the SPC power line carrier (PLC) system;

and (c) combinations of the above alternatives.

The SPC mobile radio telephone (R/T) system can be

ruled out, for the purpose of data transmission, from a con-

sideration of the eight conditions noted in section 1 of

forthis chapter In particular suitable interfaces

transmission of data (via the mobile R/T system) are not

available at the present time and the channel access time

with present traffic load appears to be high.

The leased telephone line was used for the purpose of

demonstration of the alarm/control unit placed at the Deli-

sle TBS, but is not recommended for the system since it

would place an unnecessarily high running cost on the system

operation. Channel utilization, on such a system, would jus

tify a leased line only for the purposes of the large capa-

city links between the major center and the sub-centers or
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for communicating with the larger town border and compressor

stations.

The use of the PLC system by itself, to form the entire

communications system, is not feasible however it could

provide the large capacity links from the sub-centers. A

more detailed study of the spare capacities available, costs

of new equipment required (if any) and a consideration of

the factors m�ntioned in section 3.1 would be helpful. One

of the possible shortcomings of the PLC system, which is

similar to that of the natural gas pipeline transmission

system, is mentioned in the following paragraph.

The use of natural gas pipelines themselves to provide

for the communications system, at first sight, seems to be a

good proposition. This may not necessarily be the case. One

use is mentioned in the section on possible additions in

chapter 9. Certain problems are apparent with respect to its

use for the communications system. Preliminary demonstration

has been given in Edmonton of a system developed by the

"Co mmo nw e a L th Seager company", but a discussion of this

design confirmed that, the system has to be matched to indi-

vidual sections of the transmission line pipes for proper

operation. This would lead to a high cost of installation.

The seasonal change in temperatures in Saskatchewan ranges

from -40 to +40 degrees Celsius, which can lead to widely
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different ground conditions whi�h_could affect the operation

of the communications system. While this would be acceptable

for a one-of-a-kind channel it would definitely be intoler-

able for a whole communications system unless some methods

are f 0 un d tot a k e car e 0 f this, 0 rea c h 0 f the a I arm / con t r 0 1

units were used locally for automatic matching to transmis-

sion line parameters. Further the long term effects on the

superimposing an AC signal on the DCcorrosion rate, of

cathodic protection potential, which cyclically reduces the

resultant DC bias (ie. the cathodic protection potential);

should be investigated. Use of the natural gas pipelines or

the PLC system as the link option for the communications

system is restricted by their common drawback: the possible

routes are already defined by the existing pipelines or the

HV transmission lines, and may not coincide with the desired

communications network. This seems to be the case with the

gas pipelines in the province. The desireable communications

center would most likely be Regina with Saskatoon as a major

sub-center but the gas pipes route through Rosetown and Suc

cess - the midpoint between the compressor stations close to

these two centers is the closest thing to a nucleus for the

system of pipes. The HV transmission grid and hence the PLC

system seems to be more suitably located.

A dedicated VHF radio link seems at the present time to
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be the best choice. The large capacity links could be imple-

mented with either the PLC, VHF radioequipment or leased

telephone lines. The final structure could contain a mixture

of systems depending on the economics associated with indi-

vidual locations. With the radio link some form of scanning

and identification has to be used. One of the most con-

venient techniques is the use of pseudo random binary

sequence codes [31],[21]. The total number of channels

required can be arrived at from a consideration of the past

frequency of failure and the characteristics of the compo-

site communications system used. One channel out of the

total should serve as an override channel to allow for

request of control of data channels; the channel adjudica-

tion being carried out by the center computers.

3.4 Computer Interface.

The main computers are to be interfaced to the communi-

cations system chosen. The major function of these center

and sub-center computers are to: (a) monitor the operation

of, and intercept messages from the alarm/control units; and

(b) to control the system operation. The nature of the

above tasks dictate that the center computers be free to

devote most of their time to them and be freed of the
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mundane tasks of establishing communications channels or of

having to communicate directly with the individual

alarm/control units at relatively slow speeds.

The above mentioned secondary functions have been

relegated to small microprocessor based satelite computers.

A prototype of this unit was designed and built by the

author with so�e additional capabilities to assist in in i-

tial testing and debugging of the whole system in the

laboratory - and for want of a better name was "christened"

the Automatic Data Transfer Unit (ADTU).

3.5 ADTU Hardware •

•

The ADTU, in the prototype version, is an 8080 based

micro computer with 1 kilo bytes of ROM for program storage,

128 bytes of read write memory for data manipulation and

has: (a) an 801A compatible automatic calling unit inter-

face; (b) a serial interface for a 103A modem; (c) one

bidirectional eight bit parallel interface; (d) a serial

interface line for the central computer; and ( e ) a serial

interface for use of a console device - in accordance with

EIA RS 232C and RS 366A specifications [12].

The latter two serial lines were implemented primarily
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for the purpose of development and laboratory testing of the

entire system and may not be essential in the field ver-

sions. They allow for control of all hardware from the "con

sole device" and facilitated the development of software on

a PDP 8/E minicomputer, which was also used as the central

computer, for down1ine loading of the alarm/control unit and

testing of the software. The test setup used for the entire

system is shown in figure 3.2 • The alternate positions of

the alarm/control unit show the field and the laboratory

testing positions. In the laboratory, the sensor inputs to

the alarm/control unit were simulated using a set of poten-

tiometers in conjunction with a voltage source. Theoreti-

cally the field and the laboratory simulation look identical

but some data on certain aspects of the behaviour of the

system, which might otherwise have been overlooked, were

obtained in the field. Results of these data have been used

to modify the system software version 2.3 - listed in

appendix D. The multiplexer shown in figure 3.2 was dis-

cussed in the first chapter. In the case of a dedicated

radio link option being used for the communications system,

the serial line interface to the l03A data coupler would

have to be modified to enable it to decode and generate PRES

codes for identification of individual units. Diagrams

Kl - K4 in appendix E, show the circuit details of the

laboratory prototype ADTU.
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3.6 ADTU Software.

,In keeping with the general requirements and the

alarm/control unit design structure, the ADTU hardware can

support either polled or interrupt driven software.

Three versions of the software were developed and ver-

sion 3.0 (appendix D) is discussed here. Version 3.0 sup-

ports all the ser�al lines, the 801 ACU and the l03A modem.

The parallel line is not supported in this .version -

subroutine "oplmd" in one of the other versions can serve as

an example of software for the parallel line.

In this version the CPU samples port -B of 8255 #2 -

sheet K2, appendix C - to determine if any of the serial

lines require servicing. The serial lines are serviced.

according to a predetermined software established priority.

Data from the serial lines are routed according to the dic-

tates of the current mode. Three of the possible four modes,

figure 3.3, were allowed in version 3.0: (a) mode 0 allows

bidirectional communications between the central computer

and the main console; (b) mode 1 establishes a bidirectional

path between the main console and the data interchange line;

and (c) mode 2 allows programs to be down loaded from the

central computer under the control of the main console; and
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(d) (in other versions), mode 3 establishes two bidirec-

tional paths, one between the main console and the co�puter

co�sole and the other between the parallel port and the data

interchange line. Whenever mode 3 is used the parallel port

output should be checked for escape sequence characters.

Figure 3.4 shows a flow chart of the ADTU software ver-

sion 3.0 In this version, escape sequences are recognized

from the main console and the data interchange line. Escape

sequences can be used: to set the ADTU mode; to dial tele-

phone numbers uSing the ACU; to disconnect phone lines etc.

Figure 3.5 is a flowchart of the command routines entered by

using the escape sequence. A detailed flowchart of the dial

routine is given in figure 3.6
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4. ALARM / CONTROL UNIT HARDWARE.

4.1 Introduction.

Building of the alarm/control unit hardware was the

starting point in the construction of the system - after the

priliminary feasibility study. This process began in Janu-

ary 1977 - at whicb t�me eight bit microprocessors such as

the Intel 8080A and the l{otorola 6800 were readily avail-

able. The question of hardware type - random logic, field

programmable logic array or microprocessors - has been dealt

with often enough [7J, [24J, and is now almost legendary. At

the time of making this decision, however, the different

alternatives,

investigated.

including the use of minicomputers, were

Prior to 1971 the possibility of using the

stored program approach, for this application, was almost

non-existent. The advent of the 4004 and other 4 bit

microprocessors changed this position in theory, but these

devices had an instruction set/speed capability which was,

by present standards, primitive and it was not until the

introduction of the second generation eight bit microproces

sors such as the 8080A and the 6800, that the stored program

approach became the preffered choice; since there is a cer-

tain amount of mathematical computation involved in this
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application. There'are, of course, certain classes of prob-

lems for which random logic implementation is probably the

best possible choice - ego high speed data manipulation and

prototyping for custom integration. The new bipolar 'and

emitter coupled logic processors - CPU and bitslice are

beginning to make inroads in to the first of the above two

areas, and Motorola's custom ECL fabrication modules

the second.

into

The stored program approach leads to lower hardware

costs for the more complex systems and an inherent flexibil-

ity in the sense that the hardware behaves as dictated by

the current stored program segment being executed. This

"time multiplexing" of the hardware by the stored program

sets the limit on the speed of execution of programs and

leads to the second familiar question of: which processor to

use? Benchmark programs are totted up as the ultimate test

for this selection process, but their limitations are clear:

well written benchmark programs can give an indication,

only, 'of the speed and suitability of a microprocessor for

the particular application for which the benchmark programs

were written.

When speed is not a major criterion, as in the present

application, the choice of microprocessor type is based on

other factors such as: (a) existence of second scource for
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port chips available - often support chips belonging to a

different microprocessor family are useable; and (c) the

amount of prepackaged software and hardware support avail

able.

Based on the above criteria and the fact that it is the

unofficial industry standard the SOSOA was chosen for the

application.

4.2 Hardware Specifics.

.One of the major requirements for the alarm/control

unit hardware, demonstrated in chapter 2, was flexibility

with respect to end use of the unit. The first step in this

direction was taken with the decision to use a microproces

sor based system allowing for the stored program approach.

A number of kit form and prefabricated microcomputers

based on the a080A, such as: the HITS altair; the IMSAI; and

the Intel SBC 80/XX series were available at the time of

starting the construction of the alarm/control unit

hardware. There were two aspects on which the decision not

to use one or the other of these "prefabricated" units was

based:
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(a) from the general discussion in chapter 2 it can

be seen that the requirements for the unit to be used is in

excess of 250 for the purposes of the TBS monitoring system

alone. The design of the unit should allow for easy incor

poration of specific capabilities to enable it to carry out

other functions in the gas system, reducing the possibility

of obsoloscence and the cost per application. The initial

expenses for the implementation of a. microprocessor based

system would be high and should be minimized if possible.

(b) the author wanted to gain sufficient experien�e

in designing hardware equipment from the chip level.

The advantages of having an "in house" design can be

seen from (a) above. In quantities specified in the preced-

ing paragraph, it is more economical to design and build

one's own unit than to use a prefabricated one. The turn

requiredaround time and cost for any additions or changes

for additional tasks (section 2.B), would be considerably

less. Only those capabilities or functions actually

required for the new duties need be added and not as dic-

tated by available market products. When these capabilities

or functions are to be added one need not ha�e to wait for

particular products to appear on the market or depend on any

organization to design and produce the same - with their

attendant time delays and cost increases - since the
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requirements for applications in a power utility company and

of the gas system can be quite unique.

A preliminary microcomputer design around the Intel

SOSOA was made and construction was started.

additions were made as new ideas, related

Changes and

the system,to

were developed with flexibility as the central theme. The

microcomputer was to consist of the CPU, the read/write

memory commonly called RAM - the read only memory (ROM),

the analog to digital and digital to analog conversion sec-

tion, the interrupt handling section, a manual interface

board and a board for interfacing to a bell l03a modem and a

SOIA type automatic calling unit for communications inter

face.

The following sections discuss the hardware within the

context of structure and general concepts only, pertinent to

the gas system monitoring unit, since it is recommended that

the field units be constructed using the Intel 8085

microprocessor and certain other components (section 9.1),

which were introduced long after the construction of the

'particular sections of the prototype unit. Incorporation of

these changes will reduce the cost of the field units and

decrease the failure rate. The structure and the general

concepts

the same.

required for the field versions, however, remain

The change over to the 8085 processor represents
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minor changes since it belongs to the same family as the

S080A and its instruction set is a super-set of the S080A's.

The manual interface hardware is discussed in more detail

since it is possible to come up with widely varying designs

from the HDSP2000 display specifications. The method used in

this design requires a minimum of CPU attention for the

display functions. Sheets K5 to K14, appendix E, contain a

complete

hardware.

set of circuit diagrams for the alarm/control unit

4.3 The Alarm / Control Unit.

The unit developed, was a test prototype and changes to

optimize the design were anticipated, as such: the various

sections were built up as individual boards for plugging

into a bus system; a bus layout was adopted with the con-

sideration of reducing noise and effects of cross coupling

of signals [8] to a minimum. A power supply providing pre-

regulated 8 volts at 6 amperes, + 20 volts at 2 amperes was

designed and built. The entire hardware, with the exception

of the analog to digital converter multiplexer section and

the digital to analog outputs section, was mounted in a

standard card cage with slots for eight modules. Separate

regulators were provided at each of the card slot positions
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for the 5 volt TTL supply.

4.4 The Kernel.

Figure 4.1 shows the architecture of the CPU board.

The 80aOA CPU is supported by an 8224 clock generator and an

8228 system controller. An on-board 8205 has been used to

decode the address lines low active signals

( csO - cs7 for the first eight one kilobyte. blocks of

memory area. A low active signal ( address select

addrsel ) is provided whenever any location in the 4k block,

starting after the first 1k meMory block, is addressed.
..

These signals - csO to cs7 and addrsel - are the additional

signals, over and above those available from the 8228 system

controller, required for a minimal system.

The signal csO is used to select one kilobyte of ROM,

starting at memory address location 0000, connected directly

on to the data bus following the 8228 system controller.

Interrupt vector addresses and system initialization

routines can reside in this ROM section allowing for power

on restart of the system. Schematics of the CPU board is

contained in sheet K5 of appendix E. A maximum of four

kilobytes of read/write memory can be placed (in a minimal
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system) directly on the 8228 data bus, the address decoding

being taken care of by the use of the cs1 to cs4 and the

addrsel signals. Sheet K6, appendix E, shows the circuit

details of the RAM board used in the test prototype unit.

As opposed to the prefabricated units previously men-

tioned, all input/output (I/O) functions are memory mapped

into the eighth kilobyte of memory address area - thus the

signal cs7 functions as an I/O select; the I/O read and I/O

w r L te signal s from the 8228 system controller are not

required. This method effectively allows for an extended

set of instructions for performing I/O operations, including

direct

data.

register to peripheral and quasi block transfer of

In addition to providing an extended instruction set,

the memory mapped I/O structure allows for a large number of

ports. The requirements at any single TES may not exceed

256 I/O ports - as provided by the 8080A in the form of con

ventional I/O ports - but the availability of 1024 I/O ports

allows each type of peripheral with a particular function to

have an unique a�dress allocated to it, regardless of loca-

tion within the entire monitoring operation, and hence:

allows for the use of common software modules for particular

functions for the entire TBS monitoring system; with room

for extra peripherals, that may be required, for additional

duties. In the event of more than 1024 ports being
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required, another 1k block could easily be dedicated to the

I/O operations. The general practice followed, of com-

p1ete1y decoding all port addresses, disallows "images" of

the I/O ports from being present and does not unduly reduce

the useable memory address space Table 4.1 gives a list

of I/O port addresses used in the test prototype of the mon

itoring unit.

The remaining two 1k blocks, selected by cs6 and csS,

can be used as desired in the minimum system. In the test

prototype a large part of the program was tested by down-

loading programs from a PDP 8/E minicomputer and extra

read/write memory space was desired. To this end 1 kilobyte

of read/write memory was placed on the interrupt control

board and selected by cs6. One kilobyte of ROM selected by

csS was used for storage of frequently used programs since

the first 1k block contained a monitor program required dur-

ing the development phase of the unit. As the requirements

for non-volatile storage increased, a separate board with

positions for 8 kilobytes of ROM was designed and built -

sheet k7, appendix E. Figure 4.2 shows the hardware memory

map of the test prototype.



teletype data port

teletype control port

unallocated

A/D 8255 port A

A/D 8255 port B

A/D 8255 port C

A/D 8255 control port

current status register
unallocated

12 bit A/D converter interface ports

unallocated

character display addresses for the

manual interface unit

lc38 to lc3c keyboard input addresses for the

port address

lcOO

lcOl

lc02,lc03

lc04

lc05

lc06

lc07

lc08 and lc09

lcOa,lcOb

lcOc to lcOf

lclO to lclf

lc20 to lc37
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allocated to

manual interface unit

lc3d to 1c3f unallocated

lc40 communications interface data port

lc4l communications interface control port

lc42,lc43 unallocated

lc44 to lc47 communications interface board

automatic calling-unit and modem

control ports

lc48 to lfff unallocated

Table 4.1 Alarm/Control unit port addresses.
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4.5 The Support Hardware.

An interrupt control board was designed and built to

allow for eight levels of vectored interrupt around the

Intel 8214 - sheet Kll, appendix E. On receiv�ng an inter-

rupt request the appropriate vector address is generated by

the 8214 chip. The 8214 also contains a hardware register -

the current status register - which has to be controlled by

software. Specific groups of interrupt signals may be

blocked by the use of this register [49]

For interfacing the microprocessor based unit to the

analog parameters commonly encountered, an analog to digital

(A/D) converter board with outboard analog multiplexer and

signal patch board was built. Included in this section were

three digital to analog (D/A) converters. These D/A con-

verters are for use in control functions such as: turning on

and off valves; and generating programmed hardware limits

for various parameters. The A/D and the D/A section has

been discussed in detail in chapter 5.

To interface with the telephone lines via a bell 103A

modem [45] and an 801 type automatic calling unit [38], [12],

a communications interface was built. This unit performs

the same functions as the corresponding sections in the
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automatic data transfer unit discussed in chapter 3.

Software modules from the ADTU system software can be used

with the port numbers changed as per table 4.1. Data cou

pling units [44] such as the DClOOO, DClOOlA and the DClOOlB

were considered for use in conjunction with the Mot6rola

6860 modem chip [30] for coupling of data from the

alarm/control unit to the telephone lines. The DClOOlA was

considered the most suitable unit since it can operate in

conjunction with the BOlA type automatic calling unit. An

interface for the DClOOlA using the 6B60 and the· Intel 8255

PPI [50] was designed but not constructed and tested. A

103A type hardwired mndem was used instead as indicated in

figure 3.2 A manual interface unit using a calculator

keybord and HDSP2000 alphanumeric displays [18] was designed

and partly constructed but not tested. A block diagram of

the fuanual interface display section is shown in figure 4.3

and sheet K12 in appendix C,

diagram of the entire interface.

gives a detailed circuit

The manual interface looks like a series of memory

locations (table 4.1), which can be written into using stan-

dard 8080A opcodes. Onboard bus arbitration logic is forced

to transfer the address and the data inputs of the 68l0A

read/write memory chip, from the display scanning logic to

the system address and data buses when a memory write signal
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is received. The scanning logic inputs are re-enab1ed on

completion of the write operation. ASCII data written into

the first twenty four locations of the 6810A are displayed

number of characters in the display can be increased,

The

if

continuously by the scanning and display circuitry.

required, by changes in the design. The scanning logic,

clocked by the <I> 2 TTL signal, cyclically generates each of

the twenty four addresses. It also generates strobe pulses

and column signals such that the ASCII data read from the

6810A is used fls address information for a 2708 EPROM pro

grammed as a character generator - available character gen-

era tors can not be directly used due to the internal con-

struction of the HDSP2000 [18]. Use of the 2708, however,

allows for encoding of custom character sets. Data from the

2708 is loaded in to a shift register, by an appropriately

delayed

displays.

strobe pulse, for clocking into the HDSP2000

The last process is repeated five times at each

address location for the five column addresses. The column

addresses, generated by the scanning logic, are fed into the

lower three address lines of the 2708. The whole process of

scanning, counting and clocking is disabled during a display

period -to The duty cycle tiT, where T is the time for one

complete cycle, is determined by the display duration logic

[ 32 J • The keyboard part of the manual interface unit con-

sists of an 8255 interfaced to the system bus, used in
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mode 1 [50J. The upper half of port c is used in mode.O to

strobe the keyboard rows by using the bit set and reset

feature [50J and the lower five bits of port b is used as a

latched input for the keybord column data. An interrupt is

generated on depression of anyone of the keys via the

strobe input port c bit 2. The system is interrupted by the

interrupt request bit, port c bit 0, of the 8255 in mode 1,

to branch to the appropriate service routine.

,Sens 0 rs for conversion of analog parameters into

electrical signals ,are required. Various types of sensors

were investigated [39J, [25J, and it was decided that the

system AID converter should be able to handle either voltage

or current input, due to the variety of sensors available.

The current input range selected was the 4-20 mA standard.

The AID converter accepts 2.5 to 12.5 volt input or a

4-20 mA current scource with a 625 ohm resistor in parallel

- which produces the same voltage range (chapter 5). Some

of the analog electrical signals such as the cathodic pro-

tection voltage and the output of the temperature transduc-

ers are very low. Buffer amplifiers with constant gain are

used to increase the voltage so that a greater part of the

AID converter input range is used. Thus greater sensitivity

to change in those parameters is achieved. Figure 4.4

shows: (a) the temperature transducer circuitry; and (b) the
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buffer amplifiers for use with low voltage signals.

A board with a teletype interface, and circuitry to

control the alarm/control unit during the test period was

built. The teletype interface circuitry is similar in

design to corresponning sections in the ADTU hardware.

Sheet K13 and K14, appendix E, contains circuit diagrams for

this board.

The whole unit was packaged in a standard 19 inch rack

24 inches high - plate 2 - for easy transportation to and

from the test site. A pair of blower fans were mounted

above the card cage since the package density was high in

the test system. Results of operation of the system are

described in chapter 8.
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Rs

V+�
10mV/ K

LX5700

Rs = (V· - 6.8)*103 ohms

(a) Temperature sensor

circuitry

LM301

..

LM301

3k

LM301

(b) Buffer amplifiers

Figure 4.4 Sensor support circuitry
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5. ANALOG DATA CONVERSION.

5.1 Introduction.

The parameters to be measured are all analog quantities

whereas the microprocessor can operate only on digital sig-

nals. Transducers are available which will produce a digi-

tized electrical signal corresponding to the measured param

eters , but these are usually relatively expensive and are

not the most suitable devices to use within the confines of

a town border station. Some of these units have moving

parts.

Inexpensive yet fairly reliable transducers are avail

able which convert the measured parameters to analog electr-

ical signals. Some of these have no moving parts other

a compliant diaphragm and as such are reliable.

than

The process of digitizing the analog electrical parame-

ters to a form suitable for the microprocessor to operate

on, is carried out by the analog to digital (A/D) converter

board. There are a number of methods of A/D conversion:

ramp conversion, successive approximation, flash conversion

and some combinations of the latter two methods each with

its own speed/cost tradeoffs.
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In the present application speed is not of prime impor

tance because the rate of variation of parameters is fairly

slow and the number of values to be input at a particular

station is not likely to exceed 30 in the near future.

Extremely accurate measurement of the parameters are

not required except in the case of those used in the flow

rate calculations, and an eight bit AID converter should be

adequate. As mentioned in the chapter on flow meter�ng -

the accuracies required in this sector are determined by the

range of flows to be measured at a particular installation

and the final accuracy requirements placed on the calculated

flow values.

One LSB in an eight bit converter represents 1/256 ie.

0.39% - this far exceeds the requirements of the application

and the capabilities of present low cost sensor units. The

limits on the overall accuracy could well be imposed by the

accuracy of the transducers themselves.

The choice of AID converter is between the single-chip

monolithic and the hybrid units. At the time of designing

this section, the single chip units did require a few out

board components, and were not as fast as the hybrid units

but were less expensive and adequate for this application.
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5.2 The A/D Converter.

The A/D converter board is built around the national

HM5357/4357 eight bit successive approximation converter

chip. The chip has a maximum rate of conversion of approxi

mately once every 40 micro seconds when clocked at a IMhz

rate. The input range of the converter is 10 volts and it

can be either bipolar 5 volts or 10 volts unipolar. Due to

the type of signals expected the circuit values were

designed for an unipolar 10 volt input range with the zero

point offset to 2.5 volts. The MM5357/4357 is a P channel

MOS device (appendix F) and certain specifications [25) per

tinent to the design are noted below:

(a) Maximum operating voltage at which

accuracy specifications are measured:

Vss - Vgg = 18.5 volts.

(b) Functional operation is guaranteed

over:

13 volts < Vss - Vgg < 21 volts.

(c) Clock pulse width:

500 nano sec. min. (worst case).

(d) Logical '1' input voltage (Vh):

Vss - 2.5 < Vh < Vss + 0.3 volts.

(e) Logical '0' input voltage (VI):
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Vgg<= Vl <= Vss - 4.2 volts.

(f) Output logic levels swing from Vss to Vdd.

Due to the voltages used for Vss and Vdd, the output levels

are greater than can be directly placed on the 8255 parallel

peripheral interface chip inputs, used to interface the AID

converter chip to the microprocessor system bus. CMOS gates

operating from a five volts supply with current limiting

resistors on the inputs are used as a simple means of

conversion to TTL level signals.

The AID converter will accept signals from 2.5 volts to

12 •. 5 volts which coincides with the output of the pressure

transducers used. Or if industry standard 4 - 20 mA current

loop output sensors are used with a 625 ohm load resistor

the voltage developed at the AID converter input is the

same. So the same unit can be used interchangeably with

either current loop or voltage output sensors and a simple

yet effective design is possible. Sheets K8 and K9,

appendix E, give a complete circuit diagram of the AID and

the DIA converter circuits.

5.3 Noise and Line Frequency Interference.

Noise and line frequency pickup can cause degradation
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of AID converter operation unless minimized by the use of

appropriate circuitry and techniques. The use of proper

layout and bypassing minimizes the noise and line frequency

pickup in the actual circuitry; however a major portion of

the line frequency pickup is usually due to the cabling of

analog signals from the sensors to the AID converter. This

is relatively easy to remove since the frequency of the

major component of the induced voltage is fixed and the

effect of harmonics is negligible in comparison.

The line frequency interference was reduced by the use

of a second order lowpass Butterworth filter, of standard

design, with a cutoff frequency of 10Hz. This filter was

placed after the analog multiplexer (section 5:4) since the

pickup on site is expected to be small in comparison to the

10 volt input range of the AID converter and it is not

expected that the multiplexer inputs will be overloaded.

Thus it was not necessary to use separate low pass filters

for each of the 16 multiplexer input channels. In locations

where power line interference is high and cannot be removed

by the simple shielding of signal cables, current loop

sors may be used.

sen-

Noise on the other hand is harder to remove because it

is usually a random wide band signal. Again by extensive

use of techniques mentioned above, all noise pickup external
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to the individual components can be minimized, but the

internal noise induced by digital signals in monolithic ICs

such as the single chip A/D converters, cannot be elim-

inated. This has been the limiting factor of the single chip

monolithic A/D converters [22]. Yet the low cost and
.-'

ease

of use of these devices make them attractive for use in

large volume applications. Therefore other methods of

r e d u ct Lo n of the effects of noise must be used.

Assuming that the noise induced in the MM4357/5357 is

random, an easy method of elimination would be take the

average of a large number of samples. If the measured sam-

pIe mean noise voltage is sn millivolts and if n is the

number of samples taken then the standard deviation of the

sample mean noise sm is given by:

sn
sm =

\ n

The peak noise measured at the input to the MM5357 chip was

200 millivolts and for n = 100 , the average contribution

from noise after averaging would be:

SID =
200

= 20 millivolts.
\ 100

For an eight bit a/d converter, with a 10 volt signal input

range 1 LSB represents 10/256 = 39 millivolts. Since 2� mil-
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livolts is less than this figure, the initial accuracy of +

1 LSB is maintained. In actual tests the digitized values

without averaging, varied by about

after averaging were constant.

five to six LSBs and

The speed of conversion is reduced considerably since a

large number of samples are required, each of which requires

an AID conversion and due to the mathematical operations

required to obtain the average. In an actual field proto-

type unit, built using printed circuit boards and the recom-

mended AID

lem.

converter chip, noise should be less of a prob-

5.4 Analog Input Multiplexing.

At each station, several different parameters are to be

monitored, hence multiplexing of the analog quantities or

more than one AID converter is required. Multiplexing the

analog data is more economical since speed of data acquisi-

tion is not a limiting factor with the type of parameters

sensed, and an AD7506 single chip 16 channel multiplexer was

used for the purpose of the tests.
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On the same board some D/A channels were

provtded
to

allow for control functions and for the setting of hardware

limits on specified parameters4 \
For providing multiple D/A channels, the optionl are to

use a single D/A converter and mUltiple sample hold lircuits

5.5 The D/A Section.

or to use multiple D/A converters with their own digital

latches. The second method was chosen since the sample hold

circuits require periodic refreshing and the cost of the

digital latches and the D/A converter is not much greater

than that of the sample hold units. The 1408 L8

DiA
con

though six bit accuracyverter chips were used in the system

1408 L6 units would be sufficient for most appli atibns.

Figure 5.1 shows a method of using the D/A outputs tl set up

hardware limits on the required parameters. The rJsistive

fol\.rms thedividers in conjunction with the battery supply,

base value in case of failure of the alarm/control u it, the

D/A section or of the supply. The outputs of the

1ompara
tors can be used to create system interrupts or to irectly

signal the local serviceman.

Some difficulty was encountered due to the use Jf port

c of the 8255 parallel peripheral interface in mode 0 for
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data I/O as a result of improper functioning of the 8f55 and

certain design changes had to be made - section 8.1

Recommendations for the use of recently introduced A/D

and D/A converter chips for better performance and reduced

chip count have been discussed in section 9.1
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6. ALARM / CONTROL UNIT SOFTWARE.

6.1 Introduction.

Through out the design of this unit the objective has

been to design a system with the maximum amount of f1exibi1-

ity. The design of the hardware as it stands allows for

Thedifferent levels of complexity in the software.

software should, therefore, be structured in a manner which

will allow it to be operated �t any of the desired levels of

complexity with a minimum of modifications. It was found

that by observing a few simple methods in programming, the

above goal could be easily met. Actual software invoked

will depend on the use to which the system is put and the

demands placed upon it by the particular application.

The software discussed, therefore, in this chapter is

just representative of system s o f t w a r e for a small town

border station. It does not use the interrupt structure

available in the hardware unit because the demands placed on

the system by a station of the size of Delisle, without

f10wmetering or

warrant it.

other types of data processing, does not

The above paragraph should not be inferred to mean that
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software has been relegated to a position of lower impor-

tance [36], but should reiterate the fact that this project

is a preliminary design and feasibility study; �s a result

of which the emphasis has been on comprehending the various

facets of the problem of the gas system in general to real

ize a design with certain desireable characteristics (as

discussed in chapter 2.), which will allow the unit to be

used for a large variety of applications in the gas system

and by the SPC in general.

The first decision to be made regarding software

develppment is the choice between high Level and assembly

languages.

languages

The relative merits of high level and assembly

are well known: high level language programs are

easier to write but are usually wasteful of program space

and run slower than well written assembler programs. At the

time of starting the development of software for the

alarm/control unit a few Basic interpreters were all that

was available for the a080A by way of high level languages.

Later a Basic compiler - called Cbasic for control basic -

was introduced but the memory overhead due to the runtime

package was high. The Cbasic compiler versions available

would run under either the Intel ISIS or the Digital

Research CP/H operating systems. The memory overhead

required by the Cbasic runtime system did not make it
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requirements for the project at yresent are not critical but

with the addition of new functions the situation could

change. Due to the above reasons the program development

was done in assembly language although it made the task more

complicated. It is anticipated that compilers for high

level languages with good control structure, bit manipula-

tion capabilities and I/O structure and which produce tight

code for the 8080A such as "c" will become available in the

near future. The change to a higher level language should

be made at such a time.

detail in chapter 8.

This aspect is discussed in more

6.2 The General Method.

The general method followed has been to develop

independent software modules to: (a) drive the various

interfaces; (b) perform particular functions such as conver-

sion of raw data to their final values; and Cc) to write

main programs which call different modules in particular

sequence so as to perform a series of operations. Hence the

mainline programs

subroutines making

consist essentially of calls to

it easy to follow the control structure

of the program. All parameter passing, data and control, is
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done via specially designated nemory locations to make the

modules completely portable - and all data communication for

I/O i's done via hardware register c of the 8080A.

At the time of starting construction of the hardware,

some thought was given to the methods to be used for the

development of software. The only cross assembler available

to us at the time was a patch on the PAL8 resident assembler

for the PDP 8 minicomputer. The patch substituted values

for 8080A opcodes and operands with no check for errors.

Various cross assemblers, for the SOSOA, on the PDP 8, the

PDP 11/40 at computer science department, the campus IBM370

and several resident assemblers for the 8080A were tested.

The PDP 8 with one of the cross assemblers was chosen for

the development system. This choice was made since there

were three PDP 8s available in the department, which made it

easy to get access to one or the other of the. machine s at

any given time. The operating system on the PDP R is the

08/8 [34] which is fairly good and, being a single user sys-

tern, a Ll o ws for complete control of the hardware for func-

tions such as EPROM programming (appendix C).
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6.3 Sample Software Description.

The following is a discussion of the software generated

for the station of Delisle. The main program and modules

referred to in this section belong to the second major

iteration of the system software and demonstrate the basic

functions required at all TBS - such as monitoring of pres-

sures, temperatures and cathodic potentials. In specific

they cover the measurement of the transmission, intermediate

and medium pressures, the glycol temperature, the distribu

tion and transmission cathodic potentials, the differential

pressure accross an orifice plate in a meter run and the

flowing temperature of the gas in the meter run. Tab 1.e 6.1

shows the A/D converter channel numbers assigned to the par-

ticu1ar parameters in versions 2 and 3 of the software. A

listing of version 2.3 of

appendix D.

the software is included in

Version 2 is not interrupt based but works on. polled

operation and there are two major loops - figure 6.1 In

the foreground loop the processor samples all channels in

sequence, processes raw data, checks them against set-points

to generate alarms if called for and stores an updated value

of the sampled parameter. During this process it samples

the currently available I/O devices to check for service
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channel assignments

channel 0

channel 1

channel 2

channel 3

channel 4

channel 5

channel 6

channel 7

transmission pressure

intermediate pressure

medium pressure

differential pressure

glycol temperature

flowing temperature

transmission cathodic

protection potential

distribution cathodic

protection potential

Table 6.1 Analog to digital converter channel allocations

for system software versions 2 and 3.
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Figure 6.1 System software structure, version 2�3
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requests. On finding such a request it switches mode to the

background loop and searches for a valid command from the

input device. After servicing the request it reverts back

to the foreground loop to sample at least one parameter

before allowing artother service request. This ensures that

the task of monitoring TBS parameters are not suspended for

long periods of time.

Figure 6.2 shows the structure of the software as

defined by the main program - "mprog" - of version 2.3. On

initialization the system samples and stores parameter

values for all eight channels, before allowing for any ser-

vice requests. Subroutine "indq" samples the previous

status (prestat) flag - figure 6.3 - and checks to see it

=
( N )

Perform N samples before

allowing switch to foreground
mo de. (n 0 r m a 11 y bet 'ire e n 0 F, 7).

Fi8ure 6.3 Previous status (prestat) flag word

service requests are allowed. In case of service requests
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limits.
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Change mode
if I/O status
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prestat clear. I
A

tty.

Clear
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Dial.
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age.
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error

msq, flag. Clear Alarm
status word/
error mess-

age flag.

Delay 1.5
uS.

End
phone
link.

Read comm.

'---""--.Ilink statu
word ..

Figure 6.2 Main program structure, version 2.3
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being allowed it causes the main program to branch to

subroutine "prichk" of the background loop.

When there are no service requests or if restrained by

the prestat flag to operate in the foreground loop;

subroutine "incchn" reads the current channel number, incre

ments and stores it in location chnno, and then passes con-

trol to "chnout". Subroutine "chnout" initializes the mul-

tiplexer of the AID converter to the current channel.

"adcnvs" digitizes· the current value of the sampled parame-

ter and

ure 6.4 •

stores it in the raw data storage location - fig-

"cnvstr" is used to read the raw data, convert it to

its actual value and store it in the designated location for

the final value for the particular channel figure 6.5

The upper and lower limits of the voltage input accepted by

the AID converter, the corresponding voltage limits output

by the sensor and the parameter range covered by the sensor

are stored as control parameter values. From the first two

control values the input voltage range of the AID converter

is calculated. The digitized value (raw data) of the param-

eter is scaled by this range to obtain the actual voltage

output of the sensor. The second pair of control values

give the sensor output voltage range against which the sen-

sor output voltage, calculated above, is compared to give a
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Figure 6.4 Subroutines "chnout" and "adcnvs" sample
and digitize channel data
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fractional output value. The fractional output value is

mUltiplied by the last control parameter, which gives the

final parameter value. "cnvstr" also checks to see if there

is any cause to suspect sensor malfunction. On detecting an

odd value it sets an error flag (bit 0) in the sensor status

word (snstwd) to be detected by the alarm generation

routine.

At this point the main program calls up the subroutine

"chklim", which uses the general routine "chnset" to set up

pointers to the appropriate channel status word - figure 6.6

to determine currently enabled limits and priorities for

the given channel. This done it proceeds to read the param-

eter value, check it a�ainst enabled limits ( if any), and

set or clear appropriate bits in the alarm status word

figure 6.7

"chklim"

Figure 6.8 gives a flowchart of the subroutine

Subroutine "alarm" - figure 6.9 first checks the

alarm flag to see if values provided by the sensors are rea-

sonable. In case of proper sensor operation it reads the

alarm status word to determine if any alarm signals are

called for. If alarm or error messages are to be sent it

sets up pointers to the appropriate messages, prints them

and clears the error or alarm flag before returning control

to the main program. The main program decrements the
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HSB LSB

I�
D: 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

1 0

D7: Limits enabled disabled

D6: Upper limit

priority red yellow

D5: Lower limit

priority red yellow

D4: Upper limit enabled disabled

D3 : Lower limit enabled disabled

D?·'- .

Dl: Upper limit

value set to variaQle default

DO: Lower limit

value set to variable default

Channel status word

Figure 6.6 Channel status word (chnstwd) bit assignments
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MSB LSB

�
D: 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

1 0

D7: Alarm present not present

D6: Upper limit

priority red yellow

D5: Lower limit

priority red yellow

D4: Upper limit exceeded clear

D 3: Lower limit violated clear

D2 : Flow rate

alarm present not present

D 1 : Upper flow

rate limit exceeded clear

DO: Lower flow
rate limit violated clear

Alarm status word

Figure 6.7 Alarm status word (alstwd) bit assignments
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of limits and sets the alarm status word
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Figure 6.9 Subroutine "alarm" sends warning and alarm
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prestat flag value via the subroutine "clpre" each time it

completes a sample reducing the number of channels to �e

sampled before allowing

loop.

for operation in the background

Figure 6.10 gives a flowchart of the foreground loop.

Subroutine "prichk" checks for valid commands - P for prin-

tout, L for Intel format load, and <Esc> for abort in ver-

sion 2.3 - and branches to the appropriate routine. Invok-

ing "intlod" (appendix D) causes the alarm/control unit to

load Intel format data and set the prestat flag to cause the

unit to sample all seven channels before allowing another

service routine. Subroutine "printx" prints out the float-

ing point format data in human readable form, while "xprint"

and "aprint" are used for the printing out of alphanumeric

text.

Results of the use of version 2.3 of the

discussed in chapter 8 and sample printouts are given in

figures 8.1 and 8.2
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7. FLOW METERING.

7.1 Introduction.

The flow of gas through diffe ent parts of the

transmission system has to be monitored Different types of

meters are used depending on the condit·ons under which the

measurem.en t is made and on the rates of flow encountered.

For the measurement of gas at high pressures a n d- high

volumes the conditions found at !BS, compressor stations

and gas well to transmission line junct·ons - orifice meters

are appropriate.

7.2 "Head" Meters.

Orifice meters belong to the "head" meters class. These

meters do not measure gas by dividi g it in to isolated

quantities but by causing a head loss (pressure drop) in the

flowing gas by means of some form of constriction - the pri

mary element - and by using a secondary lement which is a

device to measure the pressure drop c used by the primary

element. T�e primary element can be a nozzle, venturi,

fice or, more recently, a flexural iris [37].

ori-
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Various types of orifice are available for measurement

of different fluids. The gas industry standard orifice is a

circular plate with a sharp edged, centered, hole. It is

mounted concentrically in a straight section of the pipe in

which the flow rate is to be measured. Taps ,for sensing the

gas pressure, are placed at specified locations upstream and

downstream of the orifice plate - figure 7.1 A complete

installation contains, in addition to the pressure differen

tial sensing taps, a tap for sensing the static pressure and

the flowing temperature of the gas.

The orifice is placed in a section of the pipe after a

specified distance of straight section of pipe which follows

a bundle of straightening vanes or tubes, so that the flow,

.by the time it reaches the orifice, is laminar. Due to the

sharpness of the orifice [17] the fluid flowing through it

separates from the downstream lip of the plate and forms a

free flowing jet of fluid and a vena contracta is formed: a

point of minimum flowing fluid cross section, maximum velo-

city and maximum pressure draw down - figure 7.2 • From the

figure it can be seen that the values of pressure differen-

tial measured will depend on the location of the taps. The

most common locations for the taps are at the flanges; at

the vena contracta - known as the radius taps. Pipe taps and

corner taps have been used at different places. Flange taps
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have the advantage that if the orifice is of the right type,

the meter run can be used for bidirectional flow metering.

Corner taps have higher accuracy for small diameter pipes.

Equations for all head meters are of the form [17)

Q = C A U

where:

Q = flow rate

C = flow coefficient

a = cross sectional area

and U = velocity.

certain irreversibilities, energy losses, friction losses,

and non-idealities make the theoretical development of a

rigorous equation from fundamental principles impossible and

it becomes a problem of experimentation and determination of

empirical factors for correction of non-ideal effects.

Details of one approach are given in the AGA - ASME publica-

tion "Fluid Meters: Their theory and applications". There

were large differences in correction factors recommended by

different studies until the joint AGA - ASHE study and stan

dardization in the AGA gas measurement committee report #3:

"Orifice Metering of Natural Gas" [3]. If these standards

are used the problem is reduced to the use of field meter

runs which match the specifications laid down for the
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laboratory instruments on which the parameters were deter-

mined.

7.3 Orifice Meter Constants.

The flowrate Qh of gas in the line is related to the

head loss Hw and the static pressure pf and is given as:

Qh = C' \ Hw*Pf

where:

C' = the orifice flow coefficient

Hw pressure differential in inches of water

and Pf = the static pressure.

The orifice flow coefficient C' must account for all charac-

teristics of the gas, the flow conditions and the meter run

- which affect the flow measurement. C' is given by:

C' = Fb*Fpb*Ftb*Ftf*Fr*Y*Fpv*Fm*Fg

The manometer factor Fm can be neglected as a semiconductor

strain guage differential pressure transducer has been used.

The other factors can be reduced to:

Fb = base orifice flow factor 338.17 k d12
o
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(
)

where kO = discharge coefficient for

infinite Reynolds number.

Fpb = base pressure factor = 14.73/pb

Pb = base pressure.

Ftb = base temperature factor = tb/520.0

tb = base temperature in degrees Rankine.

Fr = Reynolds number factor = l+(b/ \ hw*pf )

b = E/12835*k*d ,E dO*(830.0-5000B

�9000B2 -4200B3 +B)

B = 530.0/ \ d1 for flange taps.

Y = expansion factor = 1 - (0.41 + O.35B4)*

[(pl-p2)/p1]*(cv/cp).

Fpv = compressibility factor

flowing conditions.

1/ \ z at

Fg = gas gravity factor = 1/ \ G

where G = gas specific gravity; air = 1.0

The quantities measured on site are the differential pres-

sure, the static pressure, and the flowing temperature.

Other factors required for calculation of the flow rate are

the specific gravity of the gas, the pipe diameter and the

orifice diameter.
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7.4 Software Implementation.

An algorithm for flow calculations can be arrived at

quite simply from the previous section. The effects of the

supercompressibility factor can be neglected for approximate

calculations. Figure 7.3 shows the algorithm for carrying

out flow calculations.

tions were written in Basic and "C". The results of calcu-

lations were satisfactory. A sample printout from the Basic

language version is shown in figure 7.4 The flow values

shown are calculated for differential pressure steps of 1 to

10 inches of water and in steps of 10 to 140 inches of

water. Further programs were written in the "c" language to

calculate the maximum possible errors caused by the hardware

and it was found that for accurate work an eight bit AID

converter is not sufficient and a twelve bit AID converter

should be used. A listing of the "c" language program is

included in appendix G.
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8. RESULTS.

8.1 Introduction.

The testing of "the alarm/control unit, after the

hardware was completed, was done in stages as software for

the various interfaces and functions were developed. Ver-

sion 1 of the software allowed for runtime change of: analog

input channel allocations; data conversion control parame-

ters to match different sensors; and of limits. Version 2,

listed in appendix D, has all data in ROM for the Delisle

installation with channels pre-allocated to particular

parameters. The structure of version 3 is the sam� as that

of version 2 but allows for input of variable limits, prin-

tout of single parameters and the setting of frequency of

alarm messages - version 3 has been tested out as parts.

The test prototype alarm/control unit was put into an

environmental chamber and functioned satisfactorily between

o and 50 degrees Celsius ambient without the use of blowers.

A field unit constructed on printed circuit boards should

have no trouble operating over at least this temperature

range, since the package density in the test prototype cards

is high - high package density reduces the upp�r limit of
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the operating temperature range d�e to reduced surf ate area

available for the dissipation of each unit quantity of heat.

The 8255 parallel peripheral interface chip did not

function according to specifications; as a result some

changes to the design had to be made. Port c of the 8255

when used in mode 0 does not function properly if the bit

set reset feature is used with one half, and the other half

is used as inputs. It was found subsequently that this

problem has been encountered by other users [33].

The test monitoring system was demonstrated to SPC per-

sonnel on the 19th of July 1978. The alarm/control unit was

placed in a trailer, plate 1 outside the Delisle TBS and

linked by telephone. Various parameters were intentionally

varied to test the reaction of the alarm/control unit. All

alarms with appropriate priorities were faithfully generated

along with sensor check messages when: the pressure sensors

were shorted or valved off from the TBS plumbing; the tem

perature sensors were put in ice baths; or the cathodic pro

tection potential measurement terminals were shorted.

The advantage of the interrogation facility was demon-

strated by "natural" causes. On turning on the

alarm/control unit on the test day it indicated a low pres

sure alarm for the transmission line - on interrogating the
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the unit it was found that the transmission pressure was 537

PSI, or 13 PSI below the lower set limit. TNithout the

interrogation facility such a situation would have necessi

ated a trip to the TES to find out the extent of the prob

lem.

The following paragraphs summarize and discuss the

results with respect to the initial specifications for the

development of an automatic alarm - appendix A.

8.2 Un�t Performance.

As mentioned in the preliminary report - appendix E

the measurement of flame temperature serves no useful pur

pose because it depends on the zone in which it is measured.

The presence or absence only of the flame need be detected.

This function can be accomplished quite adequately by some

of the "automatic pilots" available on the market. Logic

signals, internal to the above mentioned units, indicating

the presence or absence of flame could be interfaced to one

of the analog inputs of the alarm/control unit to provide

for remote data readout. It was decided not to perform the

task of controlling the line heater burners by the

alarm/control unit since the present thermostat controlled
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method is simple and reliable. The use of an "automatic

pilot", which relights the pilot flame whenever heat is

called for, interfaced to the alarm/control unit as

described above could be the optimum solution. The power

supply requirements for operation of the "automatic pilot"

should be investigated.

The remaining four parameters mentioned in the initial

specifications the glycol temperature, the transmission,

intermediate and medium pressures - are measured with asso-

ciated limits. High and low limits, individually or

together, can be imposed on any of the measured parameters

if required. Subroutine "govad" - version 3 - can be used

for the enabling ana insertion of adjustable limits. Field

adjustment of limits are to be carried out by the use of the

handheld manual interface unit described in chapter 4. The

design of the manual unit was completed (chapter 4) and

sheet K12 in appendix E gives a complete circuit diagram,

however construction and testing of the unit was not com-

pleted. At the time of designing of the handheld unit, con-

siderable experience in the design and tesing of hardware

had been gained and the author feels that there will be no

major problems associated with the functioning of this unit.

The feasibility study was done in stages: first, before

the start of construction of the alarm/control unit - the
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result of which was the preliminary report (appendix B); and

after that as an on going process, as various aspects were

better understood.

(a) Commercially available equipment, for remote

monitoring

later the

of parameters, such as a "Telesponder" [41], and

"Am e r Lc a Ll " data acquisition system [ 4 ] were

investigated. Two major shortcomings of these designs

become obvious: (1) both designs treat isolated problems and

fail to realize even the basic requirements (chapter 2) of

opetation within a large system; nor (2) do they take into

account the effects of operation within a large system - and

as mentioned in chapter 2, implementation of such units

would create problems associated with multiple systems and

increase the work load with respect to handling of data. The

advantages of using a common instrumentation network, dis-

cussed in various sections of chapter 2, would be lost by

the use of such systems.

(b) various temperature and pressure transducers

w e r e investigated [39]. The semiconductor strainguage pres-

sure transducers and the temperature transducers manufac-

tured by National Semiconductors appear to be the most suit-

able devices. Some difficulty, due to the connecting wires

on the pressure transducers becoming brittle in winter tem-

peratures of -30 degrees Celsius was encountered, but once
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installed in their explosion proof housing and conduit, they

will be reliable.

the calibration of th� system for the individual pres-

sure transducers and the temperature transducers along with

the buffer amplifiers is a relatively simple process because

mechanical adjustments are not required - only the lower

dead points are to be measured and entered as control param-

eters into the software. The pressure transducers are

slightly sensitive to temperature variations [ 3 7 J ; the

resulting inaccuracies are immaterial for all except the

transducers associated with the flow measurement functions.

Recently units similar in construction to the pressure

transducers mentioned above, which are less sensitive to

temperature [48J, have been introduced and could be suitable

for flow metering applications. In locations with less

variations in the ambient temperatures, the previously men-

tioned sensors would be adequate. Some transducer installa-

tions, in the station of Delisle, are shown in plates 3, 4

and 5

(c) Several methods of conversion of sensor Signals

to a form suitable for comparison with limits were tried.

The one used in version 2 of the software is completely gen-

eral and the most convenient since it allows for the use of

any sensor with a change of control parameters only, and as
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mentioned in the last paragraph, no mechanical adjustments

for calibration purposes are required - provided the output

of the sensor is within the range of input voltages accepted

by the A/D converter unit. In case the out�ut of a particu-

buffer amplifiers with fractional gain could be used to

scale the output down to acceptable levels. With extremely

low voltage output transducers, buffer amplifiers with con-

stant gain c�uld be used to allow for the use of a greater

part of the A/D converter's input range - (chapter 4).

(d) Techniques for the transmission of alarm sig-

nals, requirements imposed and possible effects of use in

the SPC gas

chapter 3.

system were studied. and are discussed in

(e) Alternative methods of supplying power to the

alarm/control unit and the communications equipment are dis

cussed in section 2.9

(f) As mentioned in chapter 4, on the alarm/control

unit hardware, the question of the use of alternative tech-

nologies - random logic, microprocessor based or FPLA

their advantages and limitations are fairly well understood

at the present time. The microprocessor based system was

chosen after a consideration of the various types.
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Figures 8.1 and 8.2 show the printouts generated by the

alarm/control unit and the alarms generated due to either

out-of-limit parameters, or possible sensor malfunction with

version 2.3 of the software. It can be seen from the suc-

extent of variation in the parameter values read are small

and the resulting accuracy and reapeatability are adequate

for all required functions. These parameter printouts can

be generated either at the TES or at a centre depending on

the hardware and software configuration.

The following chapter contains recomendations for the

design of the field units, future applications, full-scale

implementation of the system and conclusions.
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9. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION.

9.1 The Field Unit Hardware.

The test prototype hardware structure was determined by

various factors mentioned before in chapters 2 and 4. Cer-

tain recommendations regarding the field unit hardware are

made: as a result of the tests carried out with prototype

unit; from a consideration of presently available micropro

cessor hardware and software; and the trend of microcomputer

technology. A field test unit, closer in structure to the

final field units to be used, could be tested out before

full-scale implementation of the system.

The initial decision to use the 8080A has been substan

tiated by the fact that it is the most widely used micropro-

cessor in it's class today. Though new processors are being

announced frequently, the S080A, like the PDP 8 minicom-

puter, will remain in use for a long time, not necessarily

because it is the best processor but because it was the

first of the second generation eight bit processors intro-

duced and was used by a large number of people, leading to a

large selection of support hardware and software. Further

the addition of the 8085 and the 8086 - the ?OXX series of -
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8080A's allow for easier upgrading. From the point of view

of system architecture the 80XX series represents a good

general purpose microprocessor structure which can be

adapted to a large variety of applications. Support for the

80XX microprocessor architecture can be seen from the number

of manufacturers "second sourcing" this group and compatible

peripheral chips.

With the possibility of adding new tasks to the moni-

toring system, which might require more processing power,

the field units should be built using the 80R5 processor.

The use of the 8085 will significantly reduce the chip

count and system complexity, due to which the initial and

maintenance costs will be significantly lower.

The 8085 allows for 4 levels of interrupt with all the

circuitry required for the generation of vector addresses

contained in the processor; it has a built in clock genera-

tor [ 28] , and requires a single 5 volt supply. The last

point may not make a large difference if some of

support chips use more than one supply voltage.

the other

The use of

2716 EPROMS in preference to the 2708 EPROMS would result in

advantages due to a more compact system and the use of a

single supply.
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The hardware costs can be further reduced and the reli

ability of the system increased by the use of single chip 16

channel A/D converter with on board multiplexers such as the

National ADC0816 [2]. This unit directly interfaces to the

microprocessor bus and appears to be ideal for the app1ica-

tion. It was not used in the test prototype unit since it

was only recently introduced. The recently announced D/A

converter, which directly interfaces to the microprocessor

bus and has an onboard digital latch, the AMD6801, is an

ideal replacement for the D/A converter hardware used. The

use of the above two chips will further reduce the chip

count allowing for the recommendations made in the subse-

quent paragraphs.

The field test unit should be built in sections. The

primary PC board should contairi the etch for the wiring of:

the CPU, the support chips, the A/D and D/A converter chips,

the minimal RAM and ROM, the basic I/O and positions for bus

drivers. The unit need have only a semblance of a bus with

only required lines available terminated in slots for

stacking connectors so as to dispense with the need

backplane and connector arrangement.

for a

The primary board can be populated to the required

extent. In case of additional requirements: memory or

peripheral support on secondary PC boards, can be stacked on
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to the primary, and bus drivers added to the primary board.

The division of functions between the primary and the

various secondary boards; and the structure of the vestigial

chapters 2, 3 and 4 in mind. The design of the actual units

to be used can be decided after evaluation of field test

units.

The advantages of an "in house" design w e r e stated in

chapter 4 • The resulting hardware could be produced in the

required quantities by some company specializing in these

areas, or by the utility itself if it has the required

facilities and expertise to do so. It is sometimes felt

that the more economical route is to use prefabricated units

and have the maintenance done by the original supplier; this

is not always true and depends on: the locations of the

maintenance offices; the charges levied by the company and

as mentioned before, the number of units to be used. In

addition, the fact that these units would be located all

over the province and as such minimal maintenance would have

to be provided on site, should be remembered. Further, the

deciding factor would not be the initial financial layout or

difficulties but the overall cost and effort required. A

consideration of the factors mentioned in chapters 2, 3

and 4 and the fact that the organization has its own
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maintenance, research and development departments are per-

tinent in making the proper choice. It should be mentioned

here that the end users (meaning the SPC personnel) are

probably most aware of the intricate details/ operational

quirks of the gas system, and are in a better position to

install and test systems as opposed to some concerns market-

ing piecemeal "data acquisition" products such as those pro-

ducing
I

the "Telesponder", however the conditions could be

different in the case of a research and development orgat;ti-

satioil with "turnkey" responsibility for entire system

implementation.

Hardware safety features such as auto restart and

remote reset capability, independent of functioning of the

CPU, should be built into the units to enable automatic

fault rectification in addition to primary level alarm gen-

eration discussed in section 5.4 • Fur t h e r automatic pro-

gram memory sizing, partitioning of software into data and

text segments and hardware trap generation could be used to

prevent program runaway. Power-fail detect circuitry to

cause reloading of program data could also be used.

In case the units (and the entire system) are to be

built internally by the SPC, points to be noted are:

(a) After initial "teething" problems, which would
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normally occur during the testing of a field prototype, the

units requiring maintenance would be few. These could be

(b) Signature analysis [1), [6] should be considered,

and if possible implemented, as a tool for: (a) efficient

debugging of the hardware; and (b) for performing spot

checks of confidence on individual units.

9.2 Recommendations for Software.

Due to reasons discussed in chapter 6 the alarm/control

unit software was developed using assembler language while,

as recommended earlier, all software development for the

actual implementation of the system should be done in a high

level language. Among the high level languages, with which

the author is familiar, "c" appears to be the most appropri-

ate choice for this application - some factors for making

Cross com-this decision have been mentioned in chapter 6.

pilers for the "c" language, which produce code for the

8080A microprocessor are presently available; the object

code produced by these compilers should be useable with the

8085 since the instruction set of the 8080A is a one to one
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subset of the 8085's. Other versions of "e" compilers, for

the 8080A, are expected to be available soon.

The change over to the higher level language will

result in large reduction in time required for the implemen

tation of the system software and allow for better software

management during all phases of the work. Recommendations

made in chapter 6 with regard to the methods followed for

the development of individual programs apply regardless of

the level of the language used. The main program should,

however, be replaced by a software block to act as inter-

preter for code which would specify the operation sequence

for the monitoring unit. This would reduce the time

required for downline loading of system software.

The planning of software structure for the entire sys

tem should take into consideration all aspects discussed in

chapters 2 and 3 with special attention to:

(a) the communications protocol used to allow

for efficient control of data transfer between points whose

communications path is composed of various types of links

(section 9.3 ) and for the various methods of

access/ data path establishment procedures required.

(b) the data structures for all the different types

of information that are likely to be present in the system -
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to provide for the ease of identification, access, storage,

retrieval, handling and consequently, the interface of data

between various tasks - section 2.8

(c) addition of

check system integrity.

software blocks to periodically

9.3 Communications.

As mentioned in chapter 3, a VHF radio link system

owned by the SPC appears to be the best option. However

there will be certain locations for which other forms of

link will be optimum and as such; the entire system could

consist of a mixture of different types. Telephone links

may be justified for use between centers and for data paths

,to large stations. A major difficulty th�t will be encoun-

tered with the use of telephone lines, in some locations, is

the existence of operator controlled exchanges, since they

do not interface very easily with inst�umentation equipment.

The use of leased telephone lines to overcome this problem

could be expensive unless the utilization justifies it.

The various link types will have individual require-

ments with respect to method of access and data path estab-

lishment procedures; and different time delays involved.
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Some of the criteria mentioned in chapter 3 in addition to

the above factors could be used in the selection process for

the communications links.

9.4 Future Additions.

Implementation of the monitoring unit and general dis

cussion of the gas system caused an understanding of some

additional applications (section 2.8) that a data acquisi

tion system/ information network may find.

The application to automatic meter reading would profit

from immediate implementation at the present time, among

those suggested in section 2.8

This use is already being tested [26] by Edmonton

Power. Two facts, with respect to the above publication are

worth mentioning:

(a) One of the factors mentioned was the requirement

for additional work in the area of automatic scanning of all

units.

The use of PRBS codes for this purpose has been touched

upon in section 3.3
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In addition to the considerations mentioned in
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(b) Edmonton Power, according to the above mentioned

publication [ 26] , owns the telephone lines in the city of

Edmonton and uses these as the communications link for their

Automatic Meter Reading (AMR) system. This use of telephone

lines may not be the optimum general solution for power

utility companies who do not also control the telephone

3 and section 8.2(a), the effect of non-

acessibility of particular telephone channels due to normal

traffic, on the PRBS scanning method, mentioned above,

should be investigated.

In addition, the point mentioned in section 9.3 about

the non-availability of automatic exchanges in some towns

precludes the use of telephone lines as the general form of

link (through out the system) and in these towns for AMR

functions.

In this application the natural gas distribution system

(pipelines) of the city becomes the prime candidate for the

communications link. The matching problems mentioned in

section 3.3, would be minimal due to the smaller distances

involved in the city and lower losses due to smaller pipe

to individualdimensions. The extra cost incurred due

matching of equipment to each city would be negligible in

comparison to the savings and benefits from the
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implementation of the AMR process. In larger cities with

multiple TBSs, sections of the city could be monitored by

indi�idual TBSs reducing the demands on the link equipment

and the monitoring units at the individual TBSs. Present

gas and water meters could be used, in conjunction with

electromagnetic pickups, for the acquisition of data.

Methods for interface to electric power meters have been

suggested in the above publication [26].

It has been mentioned in chapter 2 that heating of the

natural gas, during the expansion process, is required due

(

to moisture that is sometimes present in the gas. Large sav-

ings can be accrued by selective heating of the gas. Humi-

dity detectors could be used in conjunction with the

alarm/control unit to route the gas through the line heater

before reaching the regulators whenever wet patches of gas

are detected. The line heater could be bypassed when the

moisture content of the gas is low, leading to less heat

requirement at the line heater and consequent saving of

natural gas. The assesment of humidity for routing of gas

would have to be done sufficiently upstream to allow for the

time lag of the thermal systems involved. Transfer of data

between the alarm/control unit and the sensor could be done

easily via the pipelines.
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The initial expectation of additional applications has

already begun to fructify with the requirement for the moni

toring of approximately 200 cathodic protection potential

cities), and for the monitoring of cathodic protection

potentials at approximately 500 locations in the province in

addition to those at the TBSs. The first requirement can be

met by using a single monitoring unit with software to sup

port the sampling of the 200 cathodic protect�on potentials

in the city - this unit now becomes the City Cathodic Pro-

tection Potential Monitoring Unit or the CCPPMU. The actual

number of ways in which the function can be accomplished are

many - ego one of the city alarm/control units could be pro-

grammed to monitor the 200 locations during free periods

instead of dedicating a separate unit as the CCPPHU, but

with the attendant centralization syndrome of alarm/control

unit failure being synonymous with CCPPMU failure. Hence it

would be appropriate in this case to dedicate one hardware

unit to the city cathodic protection potential monitoring.

function.

The problem, then, essentially amounts to the acquisi-

tion of the data at the individual locations and its'

transfer to the city sub-center where the CCPPMU is located.

Cathodic potential data acquired at the individual points
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can be routed via the city �as distribution system pipelines

in the same manner as the AMR data mentioned above. The

data acquisition and the pipeline communications interface

equipment can be powered by the use of charge pump tech-

niques in conjunction with secondary cells to derive the

requisite voltage and power rating off the cathodic protec-

tion potential on the pipelines. Scanning methods suggested

in chapter 3 can be used for the identification and control

of equipment at the various points in the city. The use of

any form of radio communication for the transfer of data

within the confines of the city is unjustifiable due to the

high cost involved and the fact that more efficient alterna-

tives, which do not use up limited communications space,

exist. The second requirement for the monitoring of

cathodic protection potentials at the 500 locations in the

province can be fulfilled by the use of equipm�nt similar to

those above but:

Ca) with additional intelligence placed on site in

case the particular location has DC sources to boost the

cathodic protection potential of the pipeline. This addi-

tional intelligence could be used for remote/ on site con-

trol of the DC sources to maintain the cathodic protection

potential at required levels by compensating for varying

ground conditions.

Cb) with a suitable form of communications link,
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which may not be the natural gas pipeline, being used.

9.5 Conclusion.

A feasibility study, based on the initial requirements,

for the development of a monitoring and alarm generation

unit for the TBSs was carried out.

made regarding the requirements

Certain decisions were

and a prototype unit was

designed and built. The requirements laid out in the ini-

tia1 specifications were all met and some additional

features were implemented. Though construction of the unit

was not specified initially, this phase was undertaken due

to reasons mentioned previously and due

that can be placed on a tested unit.

to the confidence

The problem itself was studied in a broader context

with the acquired information leading to the formulation of

certain general criteria for the implementation of

alarm/control units and data acquisition/ information net-

work for the entire gas system, some of which would be

applicable in general to similar operations. In particular

it was anticipated that the microprocessor based system

would be used for additional functions and that ,such use

would not only justify the use of microprocessor based sys-
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tems but highlight their versatility and

tages.

inherent advan-

With the requirement for units to monitor cathodic pro-

tection potentials, mentioned in the previous section, the

above expectation appears to be justified. Further a con-

sideration of the methods suggested in the previous section

for this application and other alternatives, might well ver

ify some of the general criteria stated and show the advan

tages of a unified data acquisition/ information network

system for the entire gas system.

While chapter 8 details the work completed with respect

to individual requirements , chapter 9 contains the require

ments for recommendations for full-scale implementation and

future applications of the system.
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The purpose of this specification is to outline the requirements for
the development of a proven design for an automatic alarm for to\in horder
stations.

The require!nents of, the design are outlined as £0110",5:

(a) z.!easurement of the flame temperature of the pilot within the linE.
heater.

(b) Measurement of the glycol temperature within the line heate�

(c) Measurement of the transmission line pressure.-

(d) Measurement of the "I.P." or intermediate pressure.

(e) f.1easurement of the "M.P. II
or meditun pressure.

Associated ",ith these measurements are to be high and low limits
as fol10,1s:

(a) A low limit on pilot flame temperature:

(b) A 10," limit on glycol temperature.
_

(c) Both high and 10'\-'; lirni ts on transmission line, "1. P." and "1'1.P. It

pressures.

These limits are to be field adjustable by SPC personnel. Heasure

ments outside these limits are to trigger alarms in a central SPC loca
tion. These alarms are to be of two levels:

1. A first priority or "red lightll alarm indicating :i_rmnediate attention.
Pressure meas uxement.s outside the limits are classed as first pr.iorii:y
alarms •

:2. A second priority or "yellow light" alarm indicating immediate at

tention is not needed.

Temperature measurements (line heater) outside the limits are

classed as second priority alarms.

The feasibility of various techniques and approaches for achieving
the above requirements are an important part of the design. This feasi

bility study will include:

(a) A stUdy of the feasibility of using available, commercially wanufactured

equipment to do the monitoring. SPC will provide a list of alarm equip
ment manufacturers whi ch can be contacted to determine the feasibilit.y
of using their equipment in this application.
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(b) A study of the appropriateness and reliability of var.ious types o£

temperature and pressure sensors.

(c) A study of techniques of conversion of the sensor !',;)_gnals to 'a fozm
suitable for comparison with limits.

(d) A study of techniques of transmission of the alarm signals to all

SPC central office. Possibilities here are:

1. A dedicated radio link.
2. The SPC mObile radiotelephone system.
3. Leased telephone line.

(e) A study of the alternative methods of supplying powez to the aLazm

equipment.

(f) A study of the alternative electronic means of logging" comparing:
and transmitting the data, either microprocessor based or random

logic based.

The remainder of the design wozk will include a determination ·o·f
the most appropriate ·hardware components including microproGessor or

hazd-wdzed logic components, interface components, AID convext.ers , and

signal conditioning circuitry_ Also included, in the case of ro.icro�

processor based system, is the programming and development of r;ofblare
for the microprocessor.

The design "dll be proved out by using field-generated dat.a, frc>m
an SPC tOvTn border station, to test the alarm sy sbem, In the case of a

r.licroprocessor based alarm system, an existing microcomputer (at the

University of saskat.chevan) will be used for this purpose.

The proven design ",ill be formalized in a final report ,,,hich ,'lill
cover all the design aspects referred to above and ,,,ill provide d.esign
information for the construction of a field prototype.

saskaechewan Power Corporation ,,,i1l provide the site location,.
required sensors, signal transmission facilities and a heater :i.. f: re

qulr�dto maintain the temperature within the operating range of the
electronic equipment.

The proven design "Till be formalized in a final report ",hicb \dll
cover all the design aspects referred to above and will provide design
information for the construction of a field prototype.

Estimated Cost:

Research Assistantship $ 4,800
Haterial 1,200
Overhead & travel 800

$ 6,800
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Appendix B:

Preliminary Feasibility Report.
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Preliminary Report

FEASIBILITY STUDY OF

ALARM/CONTROL UNIT

FOR

S.P.C. GAS SYSTEM

TOWN BORDER STATIONS

Surajit Sarkar

14th Jan. 1977
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1 .) INTRODUCTION

This is the first progress report based on the study of requirements
for the development of an automatic alarm system for the SPC Gas System
town Border Stations. The basic specifications were outlined in the

contract dated the 2nd of September 1976 by Mr. R. H. S. Hardy of the SPC.

Initial study shows that a Microprocessor based system is prefered.
It is less susceptible to obsolescence, can be used for other purposes
with minimal additions or changes and provides a basis for easy linkage to

central dispatch system or a central computer/data network. Furthermore,
software changes can be used, to make system operating parameter changes,
eliminating the need for hardware modifications.

A Microprocessor based system design has been initiated according to

the basic requirements with some modifications. This design is to be field
tested in the coming months. An existing Microcomputer at the University
of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon campus will be used to simulate the central
network and a controller will be placed at one of the town border stations,
and the two linked by telephone lines to carry out operating tests. The
final design to be submitted will be based on the resul t of these tests.

Future refinements are suggested which will enable' the Gas System
distribution to be completely automated and requiTe a minimum of maintainance.

2.) DISCUSSION OF SPECIFICATIONS

The parameters to be monitored and their respective limits are as

shown in Table 1:

TABLE 1

Limits Alarm
No. Parameter lower upper Status.

a. Flame temperature of pilot Yellow. 2nd
within line heater. ? ? priority.

b. Glycol temperature within Yellow. 2nd
line heater 120°F 140°F priority.

c. Transmission line pressure 500 Psi approx.

d. Int ermed i.at e pressure 90Psi 100Psi Red .lst

Medium pressure l5Psi 18 Psi
priority.

e. Red .lst

priority.

a) The flame temperature is a function of the zone in which it is
measured. It is felt that a more appropriate method would be to only
detect the presence or absence of the flame. Later a software routine
could be implemented by which the flow of gas to the burner in the line
heater could be controll ed as a function of: 1. the actual gas flow
rate in the Transmission line, 2. the outside temperature, 3. the initial

temperature of the gas, 4. the pressure differential between the input
and output, and 5. the minimum final temperature of gas at the output
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end to prevent freeze up of the expansion valves. The outside temperature
and the initial temperature of the gas will probably be the same. A
check could be kept on the burner flow rate to prevent excessive heating
of the gas.

b) The Glycol temperature measurement is relatively straight
forward -- this temperature is linked to the parameters listed in sub-
section above. The heat transfer characteristics of the heat

exchanger used in the line heater will determine the operating and the
maximum allowable Glycol temperature.

c) For the three pressure measurements, simple low cost sensors

can be used -- the output of which can be digitized and compared against
set points entered previously and an alram actuated if values outside
the limit are found. Extremely high precision sensors are not required.

3.) FACTORS AFFECTING OPERATION OF THE SYSTEM

a) Sensor Reliability:

The sensor used should be of high reliability and require very
little maintainance as the actual maintainance required for the whole

system is dictated by the part having a high failure rate. The accuracy
of the sensors in these applications are not critical. Use of low cost

indicator devices having good reliability and requiring a minimum of

interface/signal conditioning circuitry is indicated. The above
considerations appl ied to pressure and temperature sensors narrow down
the choice to the following:

I. Pressure sensors: Either bonded or mountabl e. semiconducter
strain gauge type pressure sensors. These devices are available with
and without amplifiers and are temperature compensated. The bonded
version appears to be more attractive as it does not require any plumbing
operations on the pipelines to be monitored.

2. Temperature transducers: Silicon temperature transducers
available as integrated circuits (national sem. corp. LXS600/LxS700) need
no ambient temperature compensation and come with built in operational
amp I ifier. The output voltage ;oc is between ten and two hundred mV.

Compared to thermistors these units are a little more costly but the

savings in signal conditioning circuits/ software routined required (in a

Microprocessor based system) make it comparatively cheaper. The inherent

liniarity of these devices make software implementation simpler and allow

easy changes. These units operate reliably between -IOO°C and +ISO°c
which is adequate for requirements of the system.

b) Conversion of Sensor Signals:

The output of the sensors to be used are analog and are usually not

of a level required for direct digitization.

Some sensor characteristics were discussed in subsection above
and the types chosen have outputs in the lOmV to SOOmV range -- this
eliminates the need for very high gain/low noise signal conditioning
amplifiers and reduces complexity and cost.
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Conversion from analog to digital signals can be done using two

methods: 1. using a separate A/D converter and 2. using the Micro

processor CPU as a part 0.£ the A/D converter. The first method requires
an A/D module while the second requires a few additional I CIS and a

considerabl e wiring work. The second method was tried out. It was
.

found that on a large scale, it would be cheaper to use the first method
as maintainance would be simpler.

The A/D chip available has a resolution of 256 levels, which represents
resolution to = 0.4%. This may be unnecessary in view of the accuracy
required and the types of sensors used. Cheaper units with lower
resolution may be used.

c) Alternate Scource of Power Supply:

Running mains supply to some of the locations, if not already
available, may be a costly proposition and alternative means have to be

investigated. The availability of Natural gas on site defines the

possible alternatives: 1. Turbine Generator run on gas, 2. Gas

burning closed system steam generators, 3. Thermoelectric Generators,
and 4. Fuel cells using Natural gas.

Turbine and Steam generators are costly and are likely to require
frequent maintainance.

Thermoelectric generators, using Natural gas as a source of heat,
and fuel cells using natural gas offer more attractive solutions. The
Thermoelectric generators would require maintainance between between 2 &
5 years depending on the quality of natural gas used. Dirt in the gas
would speed up failures, but even then, this condition would require
changing of only the fuel filter and the fuel/air mixing jets. In case

of failure of fuel supply the T.E. generator would continue to supply
power for 3 to 4 minutes giving amp 1 e time for alarm signals. More

details are required on fuel cells before evaluating their performance.

d) Power failure and change of System operating Software:

During operation of the alarm/control unit, the possibility of

power failure exists. In case of such an occurance, the unit should
sense power down condition and send a priority alarm signal which would
cause the central dispatch/central data computer network to reinitialize
the systerri as soon as power up condition is sensed.

The controller �ay be used for other purposes calling for different
software impl ementaiton.

e) Communication Link & Mode of Access:

1. Transmission techniques:

The three possible methods of communication of data suggested are:

(1) a dedicated Radio Link, (2) the S.P.C. mobile radio telephone
system and (3) a leased telephone line.

This aspect is to be studied more thoroughly but it seems that the
Mobile R.T. System can be ruled out as it entails tying up costly equipment
to each Alarm/Control Unit.
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Since the units are to be located near a town it is reasonable
to assume that a telephone exchange exists in most cases - but the
ultimate decision between a leased telephone line and a dedicated Radio
link depends on the characteristics of the particular site and surrounding
town border station locations. A combination of both systems, depending
on the economics of the region is the best answer. The format of
information exchange will be compatible.

A detailed map of Saskatchewan showing location of present units
and if possible, projected new installation in the next five years would
be useful.

2. Mode of access:

Basically the Unit can send alarm signals in case of a fault occuring
or it can respond to interrogation from any central office, having
access, by sending out current status.

Descision has to be made about the levels of alarm and as to which
Central Stations are to be notified.

f) Data Logging:

Existing Equipment at a Central Station can be used to monitor

performance over estended periods of time to check operation of equipment
and during initial testing.

4.) CHOICE OF IMPLEMENTATION

The fac ts that 1) the basic outputs of different sensors have to

be processed to implement alarm/control functions, 2) long term attention
free operation and stability is required and 3) Alarm/data Signals have
to be transmitted via different channels over long distancesJpoint to the
use of a digital system.

The digital system can be implemented using 1) hardwired logic
circuits, 2) P.L.A. (programmable logic arrays). and 3) a microprocessor
based system.

a) The use of discreet IC' s is uneconomical for a number of reasons.

It limits the flexibility, of the end product. A bare bones system
without any extensive signalling capability and limited to only alarm

functions would require a few hundred IC's. Taking the cost/I.C.
(installation etc. included) at about $1.60 - the cost of unit is in the

range of five to six hundred dollars excluding packaging costs.

In such a system, no control functions are possible and number of
field trips required for adjustment of town border station equipment is

the same as the number of failures. Over a period of time the actual
cost of operation of system is high and the savings over a town border

station, with no alarm equipment but a routine periodic checking facility,
is small though not negligible.

If additonal facilities like auto access - via some form of
communication link - and remote operation are required the Component
Count increases disproportionately. The maintainance of the system is a

greater problem and would reduce the actual savings.
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Discreet IC based systems will not be upward compatible with
future additons or changes and would not permit, without changes, use

for any purpose other than originally planned.

b) The PLAts offer a reasonable saving in chip count but other

problems, such as being: 1) inflexible, 2) limited to basic alarm

functions for a simple system, 3) not upward compatible, 4) unuseable
for other purposes and 5) excessively complicated for remote access/
controlling remain. Added to these is the fact that PLAts are programmable
only once.

c) It appears that the Microprocessor based system will be most

suitable. It would make a cost effective system without the limitations
in subsection (a) and (b) above with the added advantages of the

possibility of having: 1) Remote access with relative ease, leading to

2) extensive data transfer (which can be used to find causes of failure
and 3) Use of software changes to change control functions according
to external conditions.

Such a system could very easily be used as a standard piece of

equipment for data acquisition and controller with minor additions to

su.i te the particular use. Savings from use of a Microprocessor based

system - due to reduced maintainance costs - would soon outweigh initial

expense.

5.) -THE TEST UNIT

Design of the first Unit has been ini tia1:ed and a block diagram of
the system is shown in Figure 1. It shows the system,lllonitoring the

points noted in Table 1, and a flowrate controller is attached to the
line heater burner line. The manual interface is to be a removable
unit for use by the.maintainance personnel.

The unit also contains a self heating system to maintain itself
at a constant temperature.

A block diagram of the Microprocessor based controll er unit is

given in Figure 2 and it shows the main modules.

6.) FUTURE ADDITIONS

a) Once the basic controller has been made a background program
(with low priority) could be written for the main computer, which would

cyclically check through all the different units in the course of a

few days.

b) A second program could be written into which data about all

existing stations could be fed in and it could be used to choose the
most economic method of tying in any new stations to be installed.

7.) PRESENT STATUS

a) An idea of requirements has been formulated with regard to

the Controll er & Sensors.

b) Types of communications link to be used have been finalized.
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c) The basic control unit is under construction.

d) Format for affecting the most optimum communications between
the controller and central stations is being studied.

8.) SUMMARY

Initial feasibility study on an alarm/control unit for the S.P.C.

Gas System Town Border Station have been carried out. The use of a

Microprocessor based controller with low cost Sensors seems optimum. Some

of the other possible problems, factors affecting operation and their
solutions have been ennumerated.
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Appendix C:

EPROM Programmer Details.
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EPROM PROGRAMMER.

The 2708 EPROM programmer is built to operate from the

parallel output port of any computer. The parallel port should
be at least eight bits wide and have provisions for handshaking
signals if no extra logic is to be used.

The following flowcharts and program listings are for use

with the PDP 8 mini�omputer, to enable it to drive the programmer
hardware.

Programs to be placed in ROM are first loaded into core in

field four and appropriate version of the burner program "SPCMR"
is to be used. Intel format programs may be loaded in to core

with the "INTLDR" program.

Functionally a Single 8255 is used to latch address and data

information for the 2708 inputs. The program pulses are generat
ed under program control by using the bit set-reset feature of

the 8255 in mode 0.· A circuit diagram of the programmer is in

cluded.



Start.

Initialize
8255
cs/we:= cs/

c s l w e : = we

::Pc7: 1.

Output
address

PbO-7,PcO,1

Output
data
PaO-7

output
PC}!!
Pc5:0

n

n
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2708 PROH PROCRAHHER.

Stirajit Sarkar
5th October 1977.

Reset data
and address
lines to

zero.

c e I v e : cs/
::Pc7:0

.ese t

ddre-
1----....

ss to

zero.

Increment
address f"

PGH/:l
::Pc5:1

n



1)0-7, c.s/

t:. 7

7412-:'/2.-

A

8Z55

'Pit 0-7
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0-1

2708 PROM PROGRAMMER>

,')... \)

Surajit Sarkar
October 22nd 1977

+5

])0 -7

A o-a,

270g
t � 1>C., H

;(.o,.._-----
c. 5/ 'r-J!3.

...___---,

-+ I). v

'\' r---r------.....,



1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22

23
24
25

26
27
28

29
30

31
32
33
34
35

36
37
38
39
40 6504
41
42 0000
43 0200
44
45 00200 7300 START,
46 00201 1377
47 00202 6046
48 00203 7200
49
50 00204 1376
51 00205 6504
52 00206 7200
53
54 00207 1375
55 00210 6504
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PAL8-V9I 10/04/77 PAGE 1

/
/
/
/ PROGRAM TO CONTROL 2708 ROM PROGRAMMER.
/
/
/ SURAJIT SARKAR.

/
/ UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN
/ SASKATOON, SASK.

/ 23RD. AUGUST 1977.
/
/
/ INSTRUCTIONS:
/
/ 1. ASSEMBLE PROGRAM DATA IN FIELD

/ FOUR AT LOCATION 0000 OCTAL.

/ 2. PLUG IN FLIP CHIP

/ 3. ·TURN ON POWER SUPPLY. LED NEXT TO

/ 2708 SOCKET SHOULD BE OFF.

/ 4. PUT BIT 0 OF SWITCH REGISTER LOW

/ AND START PROGRAM.

/ 5. PROGRAM WILL RESPOND WITH A BELL
/ INSERT 2708 AND FLIP SWITCH NEAR THE LED

/ WHICH SHOULD NOW GO ON

/ 6. FLIP BIT 0 ON SW. REGISTER HIGH

/ AND PULL DOl-lN.

/ 7. PROGRAM RESPONDS WITH A. BLEEP ON

/ COMPLETION. TO PROGRAM SUBSEQUENT ROMS WITH

/ SAME DATA REPEAT 116 (TURN SWITCH OFF TO
/ CHANGE ROMS).
/ 8. PROGRAMMING IS COMPLETED IN ABOUT

/ TWO MINUTES.

/
/
/
/
/

9. USE SPGMRl, SPGMR2, SPGMR3 FOR

PROGRAMS ASSEMBLED AT LOCATIONS 2000, 4000,
AND 6000 OCTAL RESPECTIVELY.

DBTD=6504
/
FIELD 0

*200
/
CLA CLL
TAD (207
TLS

CLA / BELL

/
TAD (3200
DBTD
CLA / 8255 MD 0 SET.
/
TAD (0000
DBTD
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PAL8-V9I 10/04/77 PAGE 1-1

56 00211 7200 CLA / PORT II A = 0
57 /
58 00212 1374 TAD (1000
59 00213 6504 DBTD
60 00214 7200 CLA / PORT II B = 0
61 /
62 00215 1373 TAD (3015
63 00216 6504 DBTD
64 00217 7200 CLA / PC6 = 1 = PGM/
65 /
66 00220 1372 TAD (3016
67 00221 6504 DBTD
68 00222 7200 CLA / PC7 = 0 = CS/ WE
69 /
70 / PGM/ =PROGRAM BAR
71 /
72 / CS/ WE = CHIP SELECT BAR / WRITE ENABLE
73 /
74 00223 7404 OSR
75 00224 7500 SMA
76 00225 5222 JMP .-3
77 00226 7200 CLA / BIT 0 HIGH, AC CLEAR
78 /
79 00227 1371 TAD (0160
80 00230 7041 CIA
81 00231 3335 DCA LOOP / SET LOOP COUNTER
82 /
83 00232 1370 TAD (3017
84 00233 6504 DBTD
85 00234 7200 CLA / csl WE = WE
86 /
87 /
88 00235 1367 ADC, TAD (2000
89 00236 7041 CIA
90 00237 3334 DCA ADCNTR / SET ADDR COUNT.
91 /
92 00240 1375 TAD (0000 / REAL
93 00241 3331 DCA ADDR / START ADDRESS
94 /
95 00242 1375 TAD (0000
96 00243 3332 DCA ADDS / PGM START ADDR
97 /
98 00244 1331 ADD, TAD ADDR
99 00245 0366 AND (0377

100 00246 1374 TAD (1000
101 00247 6504 DBTD
102 00250 7300 CLA CLL / OUT IIAO-7
103 /
104 00251 1331 TAD ADDR
105 00252 0365 AND (400
106 00253 7006 RTL
107 00254 7006 RTL
108 00255 7004 RAL
109 00256 1364 TAD (3000
110 00257 6504 DBTD / A8 SET OR RESET
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111 00260 7300 CLA CLL / VIA PCO
112 /
113 00261 1331 TAD ADDR
114 00262 0374 AND (1000
115 00263 7006 RTL
116 00264 7006 RTL
117 00265 1363 TAD (3002
118 00266 6504 DBTD / A9 SET OR RESET
119 00267 7300 CLA CLL / VIA PC1
120 /
121 00270 6241 CDF 40
122 00271 1732 TAD I ADDS
123 00272 0366 AND (0377
124 00273 6504 DBTD
125 00274 7200 CLA / OUT DATA AC CLEAR
126 00275 6201 CDF 00
127 /
128 00276 1362 TAD (0007
129 00277 4323 JMS DELAY / 30 US DELAY DATA &
130 00300 7200 CLA / ADDRESS SET UP TIME
131 /
132 00301 1361 TAD (3014
133 00302 6504 DBTD
134 00303 7200 CLA / PGM/ = 0
135 /
136 00304 1360 TAD (0370 .

137 00305 4323 JMS DELAY / 0.95MS DELAY
138 /
139 00306 7200 CLA
140 00307 1373 TAD (3015
141 00310 6504 DBTD
142 00311 7200 CLA / TURN OFF PGM
143 /
144 00312 2331 ISZ ADDR
145 00313 7000 NOP
146 00314 2332 ISZ ADDS
147 00315 7000 NOP
148 00316 2334 ISZ ADCNTR
149 00317 5244 .niP ADD
150 00320 2335 ISZ LOOP
151 00321 5235 JMP ADC
152 00322 5200 JMP START
153 /
154 00323 0000 DELAY, 0000
155 00324 7041 CIA
156 00325 3333 DCA D
157 00326 2333 ISZ D
158 00327 5326 JMP .-1
159 00330 5723 JMP I DELAY
160 /
161 /
162 00331 0000 ADDR, 0000
163 00332 0000 ADDS, 0000
164 00333 0000 D, 0000
165 00334 0000 ADCNTR, 0000
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166 00335 0000 LOOP, 0000
167 00360 0370
168 00361 3014
169 00362 0007
170 00363 3002
171 00364 3000
172 00365 0400
173 00366 0377
174 00367 2000
175 00370 3017
176 00371 0160
177 00372 3016
178 00373 3015
179 00374 1000
180 00375 0000
181 00376 3200
182 00377 0207
183 $
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ADC 0235
ADCNTR 0334
ADD 0244
ADDR 0331
ADDS 0332
D 0333
DBTD 6504
DELAY 0323
LOOP 0335
START 0200

ERRORS DETECTED: 0
LINKS GENERATED: 0

ADC 8811 151
ADCNTR 90 148 16511
ADD 9811 149
ADDR 93 98 104 113 144 16211
ADDS 96 122 146 163#
D 156 157 164/1

DBTD 4011 51 55 59 63 67 84 101 110 118
124 133 141

DELAY 129 137 1541! 159
LOOP 81 150 166//
START 4511 152
00360 136
00361 132

. 00362 128
00363 117
00364 109
00365 105
00366 99 123
00367 88
00370 83

-

00371 79
00372 66
00373 62 140
00374 58 100 114
00375 54 92 95

-

00376 50
00377 46

V3G
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Appendix D:

Sample Program Listings.
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,

.*******************************************************
,

automatic data transfer unit

program.

version 3.0

surajit sarkar.

august 20th 1978.

university of saskatchewan.
saskatoon.

,

.*******************************************************
,

;version 1.x interrupt based,regular i/o ports
;version 2.x polled, regular i/o ports
;version 3.x polled, memory mapped i/o

.

,

;1. these programs are for the automatic data

;transfer unit used to interface the main

;computer to the field alarm/control units

;via the telephone modem and autodialler int

;erface.it allows for a main console and a

;high speed serial line at the central location

;for local program testing.
;2. four ports for data transfer are allowed

;in the present version:a. main computer serial

;i/o line, b. a bidirectional eight bit

;parallel i/o port, c. a serial i/o line for

;system control, and d. a 300/1200 baud serial

;line for data interchange with the alarm/
;control units. serial lines (a) and (c)
;operate at 300 bauds.

;3. modes can be set from the system control

;line in all versions and optionally from

;the parallel and/or data interchange line.

;mode settings establish data paths between

;the main computer or the system control line

;and the data interchange line or the parallel
;line to the data interchange line.other modes

;eg. for program loading etc. are available

;in some versions.

;*�*****************************************************
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·

,.

·

,

;**************************************�****************
; equ tab

;*******************************************************

·

,

40 9 ulcprt .equ 4009 ;data interchange
40 8 uldprt .equ 4008 ;usart
40 d u2cprt .equ 400d ;computer console
40 c u2dprt .equ 400c ;usart
40 11 u3cprt .equ 4011 ;system control
40 10 u3dprt .equ ,4010 ;usart
40 0 plprta .equ 4000 ;eight bit bi-

40 1 plprtb .equ 4001 ;directional
40 2 plprtc .equ 4002 ;parallel port
40 3 plcprt • equ 4003 .

,

40 4 p2prta .equ 4004 ;autodialler
40 5 p2prtb .equ 4005 ;and modem
40 6 p2prtc .equ 4006 ; interface
40 7 p2cprt .equ 4007 ;ports

0 7 aliton .equ 0007 ;activity light on

0 6 alitof .equ 0006 ;activity light off
4 7f stack .equ 047f

;*******************************************************

.hex
0 0 .org 0000

,

;*******************************************************

;controller program resides starting at location

;0000 onwards to take advantage of the power

jon reset of the 8080 system. hitting the reset

;switch reinitializes the system.
,

;*******************************************************
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·

,

.*******************************************************
,

·

,

;initia11zation routine for the i/o devices in the

;data transfer unit.

;the usarts are cleared and initialized for async-
;hronous operation and the parallel ports
;are set up to enable the modem and the auto-

;dialler.
·

,

;*******************************************************

o f3 start di ;disable interrupts
1 af xra a

2 1 4 ° lxi b,0004 ; control port offset
5 21 9 40 lxi h ,u1cprt
8 77 mov m,a
9 9 dad b ;next control port
a 77 mov m,a
b 9 dad b ;and so on

c 77 mov m,a ;cleared all usarts
d 21 9 40 lxi h ,u1cprt

10 3e 40 mvi a ,40 ; internal reset
12 77 mov m,a
13 9 dad b
14 77 mov m,a ;to all
15 9 dad b
16 77 mov m,a ;usarts
17 21 9 40 lxi h ,u1cprt
1a 3e 4f mvi a ,4f ;lsb,64x,np,8b.
1c 77 mov m,a
1d 9 dad b ;usart
Ie 77 mov m,a
If 9 dad b ;mode
20 77 mov m,a
21 21 9 40 lxi h ,u1cprt
24 3e 35 mvi a ,35 ;dtrt

.. rts/ ce
....

26 77 mov m,a
27 9 dad b
28 77 mov m,a
29 9 dad b
2a 77 mov m,a
2b 21 7 40 lxi h ,p2cprt
2e 36 82 mvi m ,82 ;mode °
30 36 1 mvi m ,01 ;0000 0001 dpr/
32 36 3 contn mvi m ,03 ;0000 6011 crq/
34 21 3 40 lxi h ,p1cprt
37 36 a6 mvi m ,Oa6
39 36 5 mvi m ,OS ;0000 010 1 into en

3b 3e ° mvi a ,00 ;mode set to 00
3d 32 ° 4 sta mdwd ;mdwd: system mode wd.
40 3e 37 mvi a ,37 ;dtr/ rts/ ce

....

42 32 9 40 sta u1cprt ;modem ready
45 31 7f 4 lxi sp ,stack ;stack_047f
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48 3a 8 40 Ida uldprt
4b 3a c 40 Ida u2dprt
4e 3a 10 40 Ida u3dprt
51 3a 1 40 Ida plprtb ;all ready to go
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·

,

.*******************************************************
,

·

,

;main program starts here.this version (3.0) polls
;all ports for presence of data.the data is routed

;according to the mode the system is setup in.

;storage location mdwd contains the current mode.

;possible modes are : 0,1,2 and 3.
·

,

.*******************************************************
,

·

,

54 3a 5 40 loop Ida p2prtb ;get port status

57 47 mov b ,a
58 e6 40 ani 40 ;appropriate
Sa c2 21 1 jnz ou3md
5d 78 mov a ,b ;bits checked
5e e6 10 ani 10
60 c2 a2 0 jnz oulmd ;branch
63 78 mov a ,b
64 e6 20 ani 20
66 c2 fd 0 jnz ou2md ; accordingly

;
69 3a e 4 eadj Ida error ;if error

6c b7 ora a

6d ca 80 0 jz yay ;/branch on none/
70 c6 30 adi "0 ;put out

72 47 mov b ,a ;error type
73 cd dO 3 call prcret
76 cd 71 3 call outcon ;to console
79 af xra a

7a 32 e 4 sta error ;clear error flag
7d cd dO 3 call prcret
80 1 a 0 yay lxi b ,000a ;no error and
83 2a 12 4 lhld countr

86 9 dad b
87 22 12 4 shld countr ;no work
8a da 90 0 jc lights
8d c3 54 0 jmp loop
90 3a 1 4 lights Ida stat ;zo -blinkenlights
93 c6 1 adi 01
95 e6 1 ani 01
97 32 1 4 sta stat
9a f6 6 ori 06
9c 32 7 40 sta p2cprt
9f c3 54 0 jmp loop ;play time finished
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·

,

;*******************************************************

;the subroutines which follow carry out the actual

;transfer of data. the structure of these subroutines

;are similar to each other. they first check

;each byte for the escape sequence. if a match for

;the first charachter is found the next charachter

;in the sequence is checked for. on recognizing the

; sequence , control is transferred to the mode set

;routines. the escape sequence charachters are:

; $<escape charachter>!
;at the first occurence of a non-sequence char

;achter the data is transfered according to the

;dictates of the current mode setting.
·

,

;*******************************************************

·

,

;*******************************************************
;subroutine - ou1md- data input from remote/local
;serial line and output to computer console and/or
;system control console.

;*******************************************************

a2 cd 99 3 ou1md call inprem ;get byte
as 32 2 4 sta u1rbuf
a8 fe 24 cpi "$ ;check for $
aa ca b3 0 jz ou1md1 ;yes continue check

ad cd e8 0 call ou1out ;no dump data.

bO c3 69 0 jmp eadj

b3 cd 99 3 ou1md1 call inprem ;as before

b6 32 2 4 sta u1rbuf
b9 fe 1b cpi " ;<"esc>
bb ca c7 0 jz ou1md2
be cd e1 0 call ou1dlo
c l cd e8 0 call ou1out

c4 c3 69 0 jmp eadj
·

,

c7 cd 99 3 ou1md2 call inprem ;last char to check

ca 32 2 4 sta u1rbuf
cd fe 21 cpi "!
cf ca 82 1 jz stmod
d2 cd e1 0 call ou1dlo
dS e 1b mvi c," ;<"esc>
d7 41 mov b,c
d8 cd ed 0 call ou1ou1
db cd e8 0 call ou1out

de c3 69 0 jmp eadj

e1 e 24 ou1dlo mvi c,"S
e3 41 mov b,c
e4 cd ed 0 call ou1ou1
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e7 c9 ret

;
eS 3a 2 4 ou1out Ida u1rbuf
eb 47 mov b,a
ec 4f mov c,a
ed cd de 3 ou1ou1 call mdchek ;do mode check
fO da fS 0 jc hi10ut
f3 eO rpo
f4 cd 71 3 call outcon ; output
f7 c9 ret
fS e8 hd l ouc rpe
f9 cd 8c 3 call outccn ; accordingly
fc c9 ret

"
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.*******************************************************
,

;subroutine - ou2md - data input from computer con-

;sole and out put to system control console.

;no checks for escape sequence is made in this sub-

;routine as its primary function is to put out

;system status messages on the system console •

. *******************************************************
,

fd cd 7e 3 ou2md call inccon ;get data
100 47 mov b,a
101 57 mov d,a
102 cd 8 1 call out2
105 c3 69 0 jmp eadj

.

,

108 cd de 3 out2 call mdchek ;check mode
lOb d2 lc 1 jnc bmod2

10e e2 18 1 jpo umod2
III cd a7 3 call outrem ;data loading
114 cd 71 3 call outcon

117 c9 ret

118 cd a7 3 umod2 call outrem ; computer to field
llb c9 ret ; communications
lIc e8 bmod2 rpe
lId cd 71 3 call outcon ;console message
120 c9 ret
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;*******************************************************
;subroutine - ou3md - data input from the system con-

;trol console and out put to computer console or to

;the field units. checks are made for the escape
;sequence to allow system control commands to be

;given. use a control y to reinitialize the system
;*******************************************************

121 cd 60 3 ou3md call inpcon
124 fe 19 cpi " ;crtl y-19
126 ca 0 0 jz start

129 3a 8 4 dmd1 lda u3rbuf
12c fe 24 cpi "$
12e ca 37 1 jz ou3md1
131 cd 64 1 call ou30ut
134 c3 69 0 jmp eadj

137 cd 60 3 ou3md1 call inpcon
13a fe 1b cpi " ;<"esc>
13c ca 48 1 jz ou3md2
13f cd 5d 1 call ou3dlo
142 cd 64 1 call ou30ut
145 c3 69 0 jmp eadj

.

,

148 cd 60 3 ou3md2 call inpcon
14b fe 21 cpi "!
14d ca 7e 1 jz stmdOl
150 cd 5d 1 call ou3dlo
153 e 1b mvi c," ;<"esc>
155 51 mov d,c
156 cd 69 1 call ou30u1
159 cd 64 1 call ou30ut
15c c9 ret

15d e 24 ou3dlo mvi c,"$
15f 51 mov d,c
160 cd 69 1 call ou30u1
163 c9 ret

164 3a 8 4 ou30ut lda u3rbuf
167 4f mov c,a
168 57 mov d,a
169 cd de 3 ou30u1 call mdchek
16c da 7a 1 jc hi30ut
16f e2 76 1 jpo lo30ut
172 cd a7 3 call outrem
175 c9 ret

176 cd 8c 3 lo30ut call outccn
179 c9 ret
17a eO hi30ut rpo
17b c3 76 1 jmp lo30ut
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.*******************************************************
,

,

;the collection of routines which follow perform the

;system control functions:mode setting,setting up
;communication channels ie. controlling the auto

;dialler and terminating phone links •

.

,

.*******************************************************
,

17e af stmdOl xra a ;entry point for system
17f 32 0 4 sta mdwd ;console.
182 cd dO 3 stmod call prcret ;entry point for all
185 6 2a mvi b,"* ;other ports
187 50 mov d,b
188 cd 1c 2 call outchk ;output prompt char.
18b cd fd 1 call stmoin ;get command
18e cd 1c 2 bmod call outchk ; echo
191 78 mov a,b
192 fe 4d stbeg cpi "m ;decode command
194 ca b9 1 jz mdset ;m for mode set

197 fe 44 cpi "d
199 ca 43 2 jz begdal ;d for dial
19c fe 45 cpi "e
1ge ca 4b 3 jz endph ;e for end phone
1a1 fe 53 cpi "s ;s to set for echo
1a3 ca 2b 2 jz stdout ;at field station
1a6 fe 43 cpi "c ;c to clear echo
laS ca 38 2 jz cldout ;at field station
lab fe 1b cpi n ;<"esc> to abort
lad ca 69 0 jz eadj ;not in command
1bO 6 3f mvi b "? ;list, .

1b2 50 mov d,b
1b3 cd 1c 2 call outchk
1b6 c3 82 1 jmp stmod ;try again

.

,

1b9 6 20 mdset mvi b," ;set mode
1bb 50 rnov d,b
1bc cd 1c 2 call outchk
1bf cd fd 1 call stmoin ;get charachter
1c2 cd 1c 2 msset call outchk
1c5 78 rnov a,b ; compare
1c6 fe 31 cpi "1
1c8 ca ed 1 jz set1
1cb fe 30 cpi nO
1cd ca f2 1 jz setO
1dO fe 32 cpi "2
1d2 ca e8 1 jz set2
IdS fe 33 cpi "3
1d7 ca e3 1 jz set3
Ida 6 3f stmerr mvi b n? ; /not valid, .

1dc 50 rnov d,b
1dd cd 1c 2 call outchk
leO c3 82 1 jmp strnad ;try again/
1e3 3e 3 set3 mvi a,03 ; and set
1e5 c3 f4 1 jmp stemp
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1e8 3e 2 set2 mvi a,02
lea c3 f4 1 jmp stemp
led 3e 1 set1 mvi a,Ol
1ef c3 f4 1 jmp stemp
1£2 3e 0 setO mvi a,OO
1f4 32 0 4 stemp sta mdwd ;to required
1£7 cd dO 3 call prcret ;mode
1£a c3 69 0 jmp eadj

.

,

1fd 3a 11 40 stmoin Ida u3cprt ;get command
200 e6 2 ani 02
202 c2 10 2 jnz consin
205 3a 9 40 Ida u1cprt ;byte from
208 e6 2 ani 02
20a c2 16 2 jnz reminp
20d c3 fd 1 jmp stmoin
210 cd 60 3 consin call inpcon ;proper
213 47 mov b,a
214 57 mov d,a
215 c9 ret

216 cd 99 3 reminp call inprem ;source
219 47 mov b,a
21a 57 mov d,a
21b c9 ' ret

21c 3a 0 4 outchk Ida mdwd ;output to system
21f e6 10 ani 10
221 ca 27 2 jz sglout ;console
224 cd a7 3 call outrem ;with/
227 cd 71 3 sglout call outcon ;without echo
22a c9 ret ;to field station

22b 3a 0 4 s tdout Ida mdwd ;set for field
22e e6 f ani Of
230 f6 10 ori 10
232 32 0 4 sta mdwd ;echo
235 c3 69 0 jmp eadj

.

,

238 3a 0 4 cldout Ida mdwd ;clear field
23b e6 f ani Of
23d 32 0 4 sta mdwd ;echo
240 c3 69 0 jmp eadj

243 cd de 3 begdal call mdchek ;begin dial routine
246 d2 4c 2 jnc ichk
249 c3 da 1 jmp stmerr

24c e2 da 1 ichk jpo stmerr

24f 2a 0 4 begda1 lhld bufadr
252 af xra a

253 32 f 4 sta bufcnt
256 cd dO 3 call prcret
259 6 23 mvi b,"1f
25b cd 71 3 call outcon ;print If prompt
25e cd 60 3 i3npt call inpcon ;get numbers
261 47 bcheck mov b,a
262 cd 71 3 call outcon
265 78 mov a,b
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266 fe 2f cpi "I ;1 for rubout
268 ca a3 2 jz rout

26b fe d cpi Od ;<cr> to dial
26d ca cb 2 jz dial
270 fe Ib cpi "$ ;<"esc> to abort
272 ca 69 0 jz eadj
275 cd b9 2 call decm ;if valid number convert

278 da 86 2 jc cnbn ;to binary and store

27b 6 3f mvi b It? ;no gags please, .

27d cd 71 3 call outcon

280 cd dO 3 call prcret
283 c3 43 2 jmp begdal ;try again

.

,

286 cd de 3 cnbn call mdchek ;convert to binary
289 da 92 2 jc cnbnO

28c 3a b 4 Ida plrbuf
28f c3 95 2 jmp binnow

292 3a 8 4 cnbnO Ida u3rbuf
295 d6 30 binnow sui "0
297 77 mov m,a ;store in buffer
298 23 inx h

299 3a f 4 Ida bufcnt
29c 3c inr a

29d 32 f 4 sta bufcnt ;update buffer count
2aO c3 4f 2 jmp begdal

2a3 2b rout dcx h ;delete last char.
2a4 7e mov a,m
2a5 c6 30 adi "0
2a7 47 mov b,a
2a8 cd 71 3 call outcon

2ab 3a f 4 Ida bufcnt
2ae 3d dcr a

2af 32 f 4 sta bufcnt ;update buffer count

2b2 b7 ora a

2b3 f2 4f 2 jp begdal
2b6 c3 43 2 jmp begdal

2b9 fe 30 deem cpi "0 ;check for decimal
2bb fa c6 2 jm fail ; numbers
2be fe 39 cpi "9
2cO fa c9 2 jm okl
2c3 ca c9 2 jz okl
2c6 37 fail stc

2c7 3f cmc

2c8 c9 ret

2c9 37 okl stc

2ca c9 ret
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.

,

.*******************************************************
,

;dial gets a series of numbers from the buffer and

;puts out to the auto dialler. (a.c.u.) it checks for

;availability of line and establishment of phone
;channel and transfers control to the modem •

. *******************************************************
,

2cb 2a ° 4 dial lhld bufadr ;pointer to buffer addr.
2ce 3a 5 40 Ida p2prtb ;if data line busy
2d1 e6 4 ani 04 ; abandon call and
2d3 ca 33 3 jz acnrtr ;retry.
2d6 3e 2 mvi a,02 ;else send call
2d8 32 7 40 sta p2cprt ;request.
2db 3a 5 40 dial1 Ida pZprtb ;wait till acu

2de e6 1 ani 01 ;requests next
2eO c2 db 2 jnz dial1 ;digit.
2e3 cd f2 3 call delae ;let the smoke settle
2e6 7e mov a,m ;get a number and push
2e7 32 4 40 sta p2prta ;it on to tube.
2ea cd f2 3 call delae ;whoa! acu still panting
2ed 23 inx h ;next number on queue
2ee 3e ° mvi a,OO ;acu's got to be told
2fO 32 7 40 sta p2cprt ;it has a number.
2f3 3a 5 40 dial2 Ida p2prtb ;wait till
2f6 e6 1 ani 01
2f8 ca f3 2 jz dial2 ; done
2fb cd f2 3 call delae ;slow down
2fe 3e 1 mvi a,OI
300 32 7 40 sta p2cprt
303 3a f 4 Ida bufcnt ;more
306 3d dcr a ;to
307 32 f 4 sta bufcnt
30a b7 ora a ; regurgitate?
30b c2 db 2 jnz dial1 ;then dial some more.

30e 3a 5 40 dial3 Ida p2prtb ;else
311 47 mov b,a
312 e6 8 ani 08 ;look for
314 ca 20 3 jz linavb ;line available
317 78 mov a,b
318 e6 2 ani 02 ;or
31a ca 33 3 jz acnrtr ;line busy
31d c3 e 3 jmp dial3 ;which ever comes first!!
320 cd dO 3 linavb call prcret ;link established
323 cd f2 3 call delae
326 3e 3 mvi a,03 ; transfer control
328 32 7 40 sta p2cprt ;to modem
32b 6 7 mvi b,07 ;ring a

32d cd 71 3 call outcon ;bell
330 c3 69 0 jmp eadj
333 cd dO 3 acnrtr call prcret ;no bannana
336 cd f2 3 call delae
339 3e 3 mvi a,03
33b 32 7 40 sta p2cprt
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33e 6 58 mvi b,"x ; chalk up .an "x"
340 cd 71 3 call outcon ; and
343 6· 7 mvi b,07 ;go
345 cd 71 3 call outcon ;gong!348 c3 69 ° jmp eadj

34b 3e 35 endph mvi a,35 ;put a lid on the
34d 32 9 40 sta ulcprt ;micro: negate350 cd ed 3 call delaf ;data terminal ready353 6 21 mvi b "I

, .

355 cd lc 2 call outchk ;for 50 msec.
358 3e 37 mvi a,37
35a 32 9 40 sta ulcprt
35d c3 69 ° jmp eadj
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·

,

.*******************************************************
,

·

,

;these are the donkeys of the system: the utility
;subroutines. in addition to the i/o routines there

;is the routine for variable delay and one to

;set flags according to the system mode -flags affected

;are the parity and the carry. carry is set if mode

jis greater than l;parity is set automatically.
·

,

;*******************************************************

360 3a 11 40 inpcon Ida u3cprt ;input from the
363 e6 2 ani 02 ;system control
365 ca 60 3 jz inpcon
368 3a 10 40 Ida u3dprt ; terminal
36b e6 7f ani 7f
36d 32 8 4 sta u3rbuf
370 c9 ret

371 3a 11 40 outcon Ida u3cprt ;output to same

374 e6 1 ani 01
376 ca 71 3 jz outcon

379 78 mov a,b
37a 32 10 40 sta u3dprt
37d c9 ret

37e 3a d 40 inccon Ida u2cprt ;input from the
381 e6 2 ani 02 ; computer
383 ca 7e 3 jz inccon
386 3a c 40 Ida u2dprt ;console
389 e6 7f ani 7f
38b c9 ret

38c 3a d 40 outccn Ida u2cprt ;output to same

38f e6 1 ani 01
391 ca 8c 3 jz outccn
394 79 mov a,c
395 32 c 40 sta u2dprt
398 c9 ret

399 3a 9 40 inprem Ida ulcprt ;field unit line
39c e6 2 ani 02
3ge ca 99 3 jz inprem
3al 3a 8 40 Ida uldprt
3a4 e6 7f ani 7f
3a6 c9 ret

3a7 3a 9 40 outrem Ida ulcprt ;don't spend time
3aa e6 1 ani 01
3ac ca a7 3 jz outrem ;learning assembler
3af 7a mov a,d
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3bO 32 8 40 sta u1dprt
3b3 c9 ret

;
3b4 3a 2 40 inpipb lda p1prtc ;parallel i/o
3b7 e6 2 ani 02

3b9 ca b4 3 jz inpipb
3bc 3a 1 40 lda p1prtb
3bf 32 b 4 sta p1rbuf
3c2 c9 ret

3c3 3a 2 40 outipb lda p1prtc
3c6 e6 80 ani 80
3c8 c2 c3 3 jnz outipb
3cb 7b outip1 mov a,e
3cc 32 0 40 sta p1prta
3d c9 ret

3dO 6 d prcret mvi b,Od ;print carriage ret.

3d2 cd 71 3 call outcon

3d5 6 a mvi b,Oa ;and line feed
3d7 cd 71 3 call outcon

3da cd f2 3 call delae

3dd c9 ret

3de 3a 0 4 mdchek lda mdwd ;set the flags
3e1 e6 f ani Of

3e3 fe 3 cpi 03
3e5 37 stc

3e6 c8 rz

3e7 fe 2 cpi 02
3e9 37 stc

3ea c8 rz

3eb 3f cmc

3ec c9 ret
.

,

3ed 6 28 delaf mvi b,-d40 ;delay routines
3ef c3 f4 3 jmp delad

3f2 6 2 delae mvi b,02
3f4 3e ff delad mvi a,Off
3f6 d6 1 dell sui 01

3f8 c2 f6 3 jnz dell

3fb 5 dcr b

3fc c2 f4 3 jnz delad

3ff c9 ret

400 14 4 bufadr .addr buffer ;pointer to buffer.
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.

,

.*******************************************************
,

;temporary storage locations for data •

.

,

.*******************************************************
,

4 0 .org 0400
400 ° mdwd .byte 00
401 0 stat -byte 00
402 ° u1rbuf -byte 00
403 ° u1rbug -byte 00
404 0 u1txbf -byte 00
405 ° u2rbuf -byte 00
406 0 u2rbug -byt e 00
407 ° u2txbf -byte 00
408 0 u3rbuf .byte 00
409 ° u3rbug -byte 00
40a 0 u3txbf -byte 00
40b ° p1rbuf -by t e 00
40c 0 p1rbug -byte 00
40d 0 p1txbf -byte 00
40e ° error -byte 00
40f 0 bufcnt -byte 00
410 0 bufpnt -byte 00,00
411 °
412 ° countr -byt e 00,00
413 0
414 ° buffer .byte ,,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00
415 °
416 °
417 °
418 0
419 °
41a °
41b °

41c °
41d °
41e °
41f °
420 °
421 0
422 °

423 °
424 °

.end
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333 acnrtr 6 alitof 7 aliton 261 bcheck
243 begdal 24f begda1 295 binnow 18e bmod
llc bmod2 400 bufadr 40f.bufcnt 414 buffer
410 bufpnt 238 cldout 286 cnbn 292 cnbnO
210 cons in 32 contn 412 countr 2b9 decm
3f4 delad 3f2 delae 3ed delaf 3f6 dell
2cb dial 2db dial1 2f3 dial2 30e dial3
129 dmd1 69 eadj 34b endph 40e error
2c6 fail f8 hilout 17a hi30ut 24c ichk
37e inc con 360 inpcon 3b4 inpipb 399 inprem25e i3npt 90 lights 320 linavb 54 loop176 lo30ut 3de mdchek 1b9 mdset 400 mdwd
1c2 msset 2c9 ok1 38c outccn 21c outchk
371 outcon 3c3 outipb 3cb outip1 3a7 outrem
108 out2 e1 ou1dlo a2 ou1md b3 ou1md1

c7 ou1md2 e8 ou1out ed ou1ou1 fd ou2md
15d ou3dlo 121 ou3md 137 ou3md1 148 ou3md2
164 ou30ut 169 ou30u1 3dO prcret 4003 p1cprt4000 p1prta 4001 p1prtb 4002 p1prtc 40b p1rbuf40c p1rbug 40d p1txbf 4007 p2cprt 4004 p2prta4005 p2prtb 4006 p2prtc 216 reminp 2a3 rout
1f2 setO led set1 1e8 set2 1e3 set3
227 sglout 47f stack 0 start 401 stat
192 stbeg 22b stdout 1f4 stemp 17e stmdOl
Ida stmerr 182 stmod lfd s tmo in 118 umod2

4009 ulcprt 4008 uldprt 402 u l rbuf 403 u l rbug404 ultxbf 400d u2cprt 400c u2dprt 405 u2rbuf
406 u2rbug 407 u2txbf 4011 u3cprt 4010 u3dprt408 u3rbuf 409 u3rbug 40a u3txbf 80 yay

errors: 0
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Appendix D-2: -182-

,

;*******************************************************

monitor / alarm program for delisle

town border station alarm/control unit.

version 2.3

surajit sarkar.

july 16th 1978.

university of saskatchewan.
saskatoon.

·

,

;*******************************************************
·

,

;version l ,x

·

,

;version 3.x

polled, allows for run time: allocat
ion of' channels to different sensors;
change of limits; change of control
values to match different sensors;
and change of other parameters for

system testing.
polled,all control values fo� station
delisle stored in rom, channels allo
cated in fixed order,cathodic protect
ion potentials and parameters for flow

meetering are monitored, fixed value

setpoint limits stored in rom.

(tested as parts), polled,same as

version 2.x above but also allows for

insertion of variable limits,control
of frequency of alarm message and

enabling and disabling of individual

setpoints.

·

,

;version 2.x

;l.these programs work in conjunction with the

;floating point package for the 8080 written

;by burt hashizume and the sdk80 monitor(modified
;by the author).for the purposes of testing of

;the system the monitor has been located at

;starting address of 0000 hex. and the floating
;point package was reassembled starting at locat

;ion 2000 hex.in addition an intel format loader

;was written and located at 1800 hex.

;2.all the above programs are configured for use

;with the 8080 based alarm/control unit prototype
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;built by the author.

;3. all i/o is memory mapped and is addressed
;between lcOO and lfff hex.
;4. these are all test versions and are not

;self starting. for use in the field the

;system program should be reassembled starting
;at location 0000 hex. and the monitor should

;assembled following that •

.

,

;*******************************************************
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23 34
24 19
22 62
23 ef

24 10
24 3a
24 20

24 6

23 fc

24 65
24 6b
24 b6
12 0
12 13
12 5

o 8
1 da
1 ee

1 dO
1 e3
2 1b

2 c3
1 f4

18 0

page

,

;*******************************************************
.

,

;fxval.hh contains addr for main and sub progs.

;*******************************************************
.

,

fpp equates

the following are the call
locations for particular
functions in the floating
point package.

bd .equ 2334

chnge .equ 2419
db .equ 2262
fadd .equ 23ef
fdiv .equ 2410
fix .equ 243a

fIt .equ 2420
fmul .equ 2406
fsub .equ 23fc
ldacc .equ 2465
stacc .equ 246b
stst .equ 24b6

fpscpd .equ 1200
buff .equ fpscpd+13
acc .equ fpscpd+05

monitor equates

call locations for monitor
functions used by this prog-
ram. (modified sdk80 mon , )

go .equ 0008
cnvbn .equ 01da

crout .equ 01ee

ci .equ 01dO
co .equ 01e3

getch .equ 021b
nmout .equ 02c3
echo .equ 01f4

intel format loader

intlod .equ 1800
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x8080-vle

port addresses for the aid
conversion board.

�

lc 4 adprta .equ lc04
lc 5 adprtb .equ lc05
lc 6 adprtc .equ lc06
lc 7 adcprt .equ Ic07

page 4
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;
.*******************************************************
,

;fxprv.oo pre file for mprog
.

,

;*******************************************************
.

,

;fxprv.oo initilizes the unit for data acquisition
;and sets up the desired limits.

11 eO stack .equ lleO
4 0 .org 0400

400 31 eO 11 lxi sp,stack ;init. stack
403 3e 90 mvi a,90 ;init. aId board
405 32 7 1c sta adcprt ;8255.
408 3e f mvi a,Of
40a 32 7 1c sta adcprt
40d 3e 8 mvi a,08
4Of 32 7 Ic sta adcprt
412 3e c mvi a,Oc
414 32 7 1c sta adcprt
417 3e ff mvi a,Off
419 32 e6 10 sta iteno ;iterations = 256
41c af xra a

41d 32 f6 10 sta alstwd ;clear all alarms
420 3e b8 mvi a,Ob8
422 32 fa 10 sta ehstbk ;enable pressure
425 32 fb 10 sta ehstbk+1 ; limits
428 32 fc 10 sta chstbk+2
42b 3e 98 mvi a,98
42d 32 fd 10 sta ehstbk+3 ;enable other limits
430 32 fe 10 sta chstbk+4
433 32 ff 10 sta chstbk+S
436 32 0 11 sta ehstbk+6
439 32 1 11 sta chstbk+7
43e af xra a

.43d 32 2 11 sta chstbk+8
440 3a 1 Ie Ida 1cOl ;clear console dev.
443 3e 7 mvi a,07
445 32 e3 10 sta presta ;sample all channels
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·

,

;*******************************************************

mprog - main program
·

,

;*******************************************************

;main program for station delisle •

;channels 0 to 7 enabled and allocated as follows:

;channel 0 - high pressure (t.p)
1 intermediate pressure (i.p)
2 medium pressure (m.p)
3 differential pressure

for flow metering (hw)
4 glycol temperature
5 flowing temperature (tf)
6 - transmission cathodic

protection voltage
7 distribution cathodic

- protection voltage.
·

,

.*******************************************************
,

·

,

448 cd 70 4 mprogO cal1 indq ;main program
44b da 7d 4 jc prichk ;jmp to service r

outine
44e cd 66 4 call incchn ;increment channel

"451 cd fe 7 call chnout ;set up multiplexer
454 cd 30 8 call adcnvs ;do aid conversion

457 cd bl 8 call cnvstr ;scale values/sensor check

45a cd 38 7 call chklim ;check if in limits

45d cd 36 6 call alarm ;send alarm

460 cd bf 4 ·call clpre ;clear prestat flag
463 c3 48 4 jmp mprogO ;end of main loop
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.

. ,

.*******************************************************
,

incchn and indq

;*******************************************************

;incchn increments and stores current channel.
,

;indq monitors requests from the console device

;and services them if prestat flag is not set •

.

,

;*******************************************************

466 3a e4 10 incchn lda chnno
469 3c inr a

46a e6 7 ani 07

46c 32 e4 10 sta chnno
46f c9 ret

470 cd b4 4 indq call ckpre ;check prestat flag
473 dO rnc ;return if prestat flag

;set.
474 3a 1 lc lda lcOl ;check input devices
477 e6' 2 ani 02
479 37 stc

47a cO rnz

4Th 3f cmc

47c c9 ret
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;
.*******************************************************
,

prichk
.

,

;*******************************************************
;prichk - monitors current i/o device for

;service request and takes appropriate
jaction
j

47d e 2a prichk mvi c,"* ;prompt with a *

47f cd e3 1 call co ;& search for commands
482 cd dO 1 call ci
485 e6 7f ani 7f
487 4f mov c,a
488 cd f4 1 call echo
48b 79 mov a,c
48c fe 50 cpi "p
48e ca dl 4 jz priout ;p for print out

491 fe 4c cpi "1
493 ca a6 4 jz ldite1 ;1 for intl. format load
496 fe Ib cpi "$
498 ca 8 0 jz go ;escape to monitor
49b e 3f mvi c "?

, .

49d cd e3 1 call co

4aO cd ee 1 call crout

4a3 c3 48 4 jmp mprogO

4a6 31 e9 13 1dite1 1xi sp,13e9 ;use mono stack area

4a9 cd 0 18 call int10d ;inte1 format loader
4ac 3e 7 mvi a,07 ;samp1e all channels
4ae 32 e3 10 sta presta ;first
4bl c3 48 4 jmp mprogO

4b4 3a e3 10 ckpre 1da presta ;check prestat flag
4b7 b7 ora a

4b8 37 stc
4b9 ca bd 4 jz ckprel
4bc c9 ret

4bd 3f ckprel cmc

4be c9 ret

4bf 3a e3 10 c1pre 1da presta ;c1ear prestat flag
4c2 b7 ora a

4c3 c8 rz

4c4 3d dcr a

4c5 32 e3 10 sta presta
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4c8 c9 ret

4c9 3a e3 10 stpre Ida presta ;set prestat flag
4cc 3c inr a

4cd 32 e3 10 sta presta
4dO c9 ret

4dl cd c9 4 priout call stpre ;start printout
4d4 cd ee 1 call crout

4d7 cd ee 1 call crout

4da cd 5b 9 call line
4dd cd ee 1 call crout
4eO cd ee 1 call crout

.

,

4e3 af priou1 xra a ;initialize for
4e4 32 e5 10 sta chnnol ;printout
4e7 cd ee 1 call crout ;print
4ea cd 49 9 rriout call fivsps ; identifier
4ed 21 b7 33 lxi h,infrpO
4fO cd e 6 call chnstl
4f3 cd Id 7 call xprint
4f6 cd 49 9 call fivsps

4f9 21 67 33 lxi h,vnfnpO ;print
4fc cd e 6 call chnst1
4ff cd 34 23 call bd
502 cd 35 5 call prntx ;scaled value
505 cd 49 9 call fivsps

508 21 c9 33 lxi h,unitpO ;print
50b cd e 6 call chnstl
50e cd Id 7 call xprint ;units
511 cd ee 1 call crout
514 cd e.e 1 call crout

517 3a e5 10 Ida chnnol
51a fe 7 cpi 07 ;all done
51c ca 29 5 jz mprogp ;yes
5lf 3a e5 10 Ida chnnol ;no
522 3c inr a

523 32 e5 10 sta chnnol
526 c3 ea 4 jmp rriout

529 cd 5b 9 mprogp call line ;end print
52c cd ee 1 call crout
52f cd ee 1 call crout

532 c3 48 4 jmp mprogO ;back to loop
;
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.

,

;*******************************************************

printx
.

,

;*******************************************************
;printx - print routine - reeads value in fpp
;format and prints as decimal number or in scientific
;notation.

535 21 14 12 prntx lxi h,buff+l ;get fpp format
538 3a 13 12 Ida buff ;and print
53b b7 ora a

53c ca 42 5 jz posit
53f cd fc 5 call dash
542 16 4 posit mvi d,04 ;positive number
544 1 36 10 lxi b,nmbuf
547 7e positl mov a,m
548 e6 fO ani Of 0
54a f rrc

54b f rrc

54c f rrc

54d f rrc

54e 2 stax b
54f 3 inx b
550 7e mov a,m
551 e6 f ani Of
553 2 stax b
554 3 inx b
555 23 inx h
556 15 dcr d
557 7a mov a,d
.?�8 b 7 ora a

559 c2 47 5 jnz positl
55c 3a 18 12 Ida buff+5
55f b7 ora a

560 ca 6f 5 jz expch2
563 cd a4 5 call prt1
566 cd fc 5 call dash
569 cd e3 5 call prt4
56c c3 aO 5 jmp yahoo
56f 3a 19 12 expch2 Ida buff+6 ; exponent
572 fe 6 cpi 06 ; > 6 ?
574 da 83 5 jc prmant ;yes
577 cd a4 5 call prt1 ;no
57a cd 2 6 call plus
57d cd ca 5 call prt3
580 c3 aO 5 jmp yahoo
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583 3a 19 12 prmant Ida buff+6 ;print mantissa
586 57 mov d,a
587 Ie 6 mvi e,06
589 21 36 10 lxi h,nmbuf
S8c 7e prmanl mov a,m
58d f6 30 ori 30
58f 4f mov c,a
590 cd e3 1 call co

593 23 inx h
594 15 dcr d
595 Id dcr e

596 7a mov a,d
597 b7 ora a

598 cc 8 6 cz decpt ;if zero print
59b 7b mov a,e ;decimal point
59c b7 ora a

59d c2 8c 5 jnz prmanl
SaO cd 72 9 yahoo call space ;all done
5a3 c9 ret

5a4 21 36 10 prtl lxi h,nmbuf ;number < 999999.
5a7 7e mov a,m ;print digits
5a8 f6 30 ori 30 ;preceeding
5aa 4f mov c,a ;decimal point
5ab cd e3 1 call co

5ae cd 8 6 call decpt ;print decimal point
5bl 16 5 mvi d,05
5b3 23 prt2 inx h ;print rest

5b4 7e rnov a,m
5b5 f6 30 ori 30
5b7 4f mov c,a
5b8 cd e3 1 call co

5bb 15 dcr d
Sbc 7a mov a,d
5bd b7 ora a

5be c2 b3 5 jnz prt2
ScI cd 72 9 call space
Sc4 e 45 mvi c,"e
5c6 cd e3 1 call co

5c9 c9 ret

5ca 3a 19 12 prt3 Ida buff+6 ;print exponent
5cd 4f mov c,a ;after adjusting
5ce e6 f ani Of ;for negative/
5dO b7 ora a ;positive numbers
5dl fe 0 cpi 00
5d3 c2 dc 5 jnz outz
5d6 79 mov a,c
5d7 d6 6 sui 06
5d9 c3 dd 5 jmp prtz
5dc 79 outz mov a,c
5dd d6 1 prtz sui 01
Sdf cd c3 2 call nmout
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Se2 c9 ret

Se3 3a 19 12 prt4 Ida buff+6
Se6 4f mov c,a
Se7 e6 f ani Of
Se9 b7 ora a

Sea fe 9 cpi 09
Sec c2 fS 5 jnz outy
Sef 79 mov a,c
Sf 0 c6 6 adi 06
5f2 c3 f6 5 jmp prty
5f5 79 outy mov a,c
5f6 c6 1 prty adi 01
Sf8 cd c3 2 call nmout
5fb c9 ret

5fc e 2d dash mvi c,"- ;print
5fe cd e3 1 call co ; - sign
601 c9 ret
602 e 2b plus mvi c,"+
604 cd e3 1 call co + sign
607 c9 ret

608 e 2e decpt mvi c
"

, .

60a cd e3 1 call co ;decimal point
60d c9 ret
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;sbprog is a collection of subroutines used by the

;main programs.
·

,

;surajit sarkar

;16th june 1978

·

,

;*******************************************************

chnset and chnstl
·

,

.*******************************************************
,

;chnset sets up the pointer address in registers
;d and e. enter with right base pointer in

;registers h&1.

60e 11 0 0 chnstl lxi d,OOOO ;set up temporary
611 3a e5 10 Ida chnnol ;pointers
614 7 rIc
615 5f mov e,a
616 19 dad d
617 22 Ib 6 shld dummy
61a 2a -by te 2a
61b 0 dummy .byte 00,00
61c 0

61d eb xchg
61e 21 o 12 lxi h,fpscpd
621 c9 ret

622 11 0 0 chnset lxi d,OOOO ;set pointers for
625 3a e4 10 Ida chnno ;current channel
628 7 rIc
629 5f mov e,a
62a 19 dad d
62b 22 2f 6 shld gotya
62e 2a -byt e 2a
62f 0 gotya .byte 00,00
630 0
631 eb dirset xchg ;set up for 'fpp
632 21 o 12 lxi h,fpscpd ;operations
635 c9 ret
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.

,

.*******************************************************
,

alarm
.

,

.*******************************************************
,

;alarm checks alarm status word and sends

;required messages

636 3a f8 10 alarm Ida snstwd ;sensor ok ?
639 e6 80 ani 80 ;values in limits?
63b ca 42 6 jz alarml
63e cd ea 6 call cktalm ;sensor circuits kaput
641 c9 ret

642 3a f6 10 alarml Ida alstwd ; alarms ?
645 32 e7 10 sta t emp I
648 e6 80 ani 80
64a ca lc 7 jz flalck ;no
64d 3a e7 10 Ida temp l ;yes
650 e6 10 ani 10
652 c4 65 6 cnz ualout ;check upper limit
655 3a e7 10 Ida tempI ; alarms
658 e6 8 ani 08
65a c4 75 6 cnz lalout ;lower limit alarms
65d af xra a ;all done, clear
65e 32 f6 10 sta alstwd ;alarm status word
661 32 f8 10 sta snstwd ;sensor status word
664 c9 ret

665 cd 85 6 ualout call uprrty ;check upper priority
668 21 b7 33 lxi h,infrpO
66b cd 22 6 call chnset
66e cd cf 6 call aprint ;send alarm
671 cd d6 6 call ulprnt
674 c9 ret

;
675 cd 97 6 lalout call lprrty ;check lower priority
678 21 b7 33 lxi h,infrpO
67b cd 22 6 call chnset
67e cd cf 6 call aprint ;send alarm
681 cd eO 6 call llprnt
684 c9 ret

685 3a e7 10 uprrty Ida tempI ;check upper limit
688 e6 40 ani 40 ;priority and print
68a c2 93 6 jnz uprtyl
68d cd bc 6 call yellow
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690 c3 96 6 jmp upfin
693 cd a9 6 uprty1 call red
696 c9 upfin ret

697 3a e7 10 lprrty Ida temp 1 ; check lower limit
69a e6 20 ani 20 ;priority and print
69c c2 as 6 jnz Lpr ty l
69f cd bc 6 call yellow
6a2 c3 a8 6 jmp lpfin
6a5 cd a9 6 Iprty1 call red
6a8 c9 lpfin ret

6a9 cd ee 1 red call crout ;print red
6ac 11 cb 32 lxi d,redp1
6af cd 1d 7 call xprint
6b2 cd 72 9 call space
6b5 11 c1 32 lxi d,alrt1
6b8 cd 1d 7 call xprint
6bb c9 ret

6bc cd ee 1 yellow call crout ;print yellow
6bf 11 d5 32 lxi d,yellp1
6c2 cd 1d 7 call xprint
6c5 cd 72 9 call space
6c8 11 c1 32 lxi d,alrt1
6cb cd ie 7 call xprint
6ce c9 ret

6cf cd 1d 7 aprint call xprint
6d2 cd 72 9 call space
6d5 c9 ret

.

,

6d6 11 f2 32 ulprnt lxi d,ulppt ;upper limit
6d9 cd 1d 7 call xprint ;print
6dc cd ee 1 call crout
6df c9 ret

6eO 11 df 32 llprnt lxi d,llppt ; lower limit
6e3 cd 1d 7 call xprint ;print
6e6 cd ee 1 call crout
6e9 c9 ret

.

,

6ea cd ee 1 cktalm call crout ;print sensor circuit
6ed cd Sb 9 call line ; alarms
6fO cd 49 9 call fivsps
6f3 11 8 33 lxi d,chk
6f6 cd 1d 7 call xprint
6f9 cd 49 9 call fivsps
6fc 21 b7 33 lxi h,infrpO
6ff cd 22 6 call chnset
702 cd 1d 7 call xprint
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705 cd 49 9 call fivsps
708 11 f 33 lxi d,snsckt
70b cd Id 7 call xprint
70e cd ee 1 call crout

711 cd 5b 9 call line
714 af xra a

715 32 f8 10 sta snstwd ;clear
718 32 f6 10 sta alstwd ; alarms
71b c9 ret

71c c9 flalck ret ;flow rate alarms
;not implemented in ver. 2.x

71d la xprint ldax d ;alpha print routine
71e fe 0 cpi 00
720 c2 2f 7 jnz err

723 13 aprtl inx d
724 la ldax d
725 fe ff cpi Off
727 c8 rz

728 4f mov c,a
729 cd e3 1 call co

72c c3 23 7 jmp aprtl

72f e 3£ err mvi c "?
;error., .

731 cd e3 1 call co

734 33 inx sp
735 c3 48 4 jmp mprogO
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.

,

.*******************************************************,

chklim
.

,

.*******************************************************
,

;chklim checks for limits ,compares set-

;points and sets the alarm status word.

738 cd 36 9 chklim call cinOO ;clean scratch area

73b cd 65 9 call scpcln
73e 11 0 0 lxi d,OOOO
741 3a e4 10 Ida chnno ;get current
744 5f mov e,a
745 21 fa 10 lxi h,chstbk ;channel status word
748 19 dad d
749 7e mov a,m
74a 32 e7 10 sta tempI
74d e6 80 ani 80 ; alarms enabled?
74f ca 63 7 jz noalrm ;no.
752 3a e7 10 Ida temp I ;yes
755 e6 10 ani 10
757 c4 68 7 cnz cheupr ;upper enabled
75a 3a e7 10 Ida temp l
75d e6 8 ani 08
75f c4 b3 7 cnz chelwr ;lower enabled
762 c9 ret

763 af noalrm xra a ;no alarm, so

764 32 f6 10 sta alstwd ;clear alarm status word
767 c9 ret

;
768 cd 36 9 cheupr call cinOO ;check upper limit
76b cd 65 9 call scpcln
76e 3a e7 10 Ida t emp I
771 e6 2 ani 02
773 c2 7c 7 jnz varup
776 21 If 33 lxi h,fuplpO ;fixed
779 c3 7f 7 jmp upld

77c 21 43 33 varup lxi h,vuplpO ;variable
77f cd 22 6 upld call chnset ;set up pointers
782 cd 65 24 call ldacc ;load limit
785 2a el 33 lhld sstrpl
788 cd 31 6 call dirset
78b cd 6b 24 call stacc ;and store

78e 21 67 33 lxi h,vnfnpO ;get parameter
791 cd 22 6 call chnset
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794 cd 65 24 call ldacc

797 2a el 33 lhld sstrpl
79a cd 31 6 call dirset
79d cd fc 23 call fsub
7aO cd b6 24 call stst ; Compare
7a3 b7 ora a ;violation?
7a4 cO rnz ;no

7a5 3a e7 10 Ida tempI ;yes
7a8 e6 dO ani OdD
7aa 47 mov b,a
7ab 3a f6 10 Ida alstwd
7ae bO ora b ;set proper
7af 32 f6 10 sta alstwd ;aIarm bit
7b2 c9 ret

.

,

7b3 cd 36 9 chelwr call cinOO ;check lower limit
7b6 cd 65 9 call scpcln
7b9 3a e7 10 Ida tempI
7bc e6 1 ani ·01
7be c2 c7 7 jnz valwr
7cl 21 31 33 Ixi h,flwlpO ;fixed
7cft c3 ca 7 jmp lwid
7c7 21 55 33 valwr lxi h,vlwlpO ;variable
7ca cd 22 6 lwld call chnset ;set up pointers
7cd cd 65 24 call ldacc ;load limit
7dO 2a el 33 lhld sstrpl
7d3 cd 31 6 call dirset
7d6 cd 6b 24 call stacc ;and store

7d9 21 67 33 lxi h,vnfnpO ;get parameter
7dc cd 22 6 call chnset
7df cd 65 24 call ldacc

7e2 2a el 33 lhld sstrpl
7e5 cd 31 6 call dirset
7e8 cd fc 23 call fsub
7eb cd b6 24 call stst ; compare
7ee b7 ora a ;violation?
7ef c8 rz ;no
7fO 3a e7 10 Ida tempI ;yes
7£3 e6 a8 ani Oa8
7£5 47 mov b,a
7£6 3a f6 10 Ida aIstwd
7£9 bO ora b ;set proper
7fa 32 f6 10 sta alstwd ;alarm bit
7fd c9 ret
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.

,

.*******************************************************
,

chnout

;

;*******************************************************
;chnout puts out the proper address to the multiplexer
;for the ad board

;the channel to be output is taken from the fixed

;location chnno •

.

,

7fe 3a e4 10 chnout Ida chnno ;get channel number
801 e6 1 ani 01
803 32 7 1c sta adcprt
806 3a e4 10 Ida chnno ;and initialize
809 e6 2 ani 02
80b f rrc

80c f6 2 ori 02
80e 32 7 lc sta adcprt
811 3a e4 10 Ida chnno ;a/d board
814 e6 4 ani 04
816 f rrc

817 f rrc

818 f6 4 ori 04
81a 32 7 1c sta adcprt ;multiplexer
81d 3a e4 10 Ida chnno
820 e6 8 ani 08
822 f rrc

823 f rrc

824 f rrc ;via 8255
825 f6 6 ori 06
827 32 7 1c sta adcprt ;port c

82a 3e 1 mvi a,Ol
82c cd 43 9 call delay1 ;bits 0-3
82f c9 ret
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.

,

.*******************************************************,

adcnvs

;
.*******************************************************,

830 cd 36 9 adcnvs call clnOO ;clear all
833 cd 65 9 call scpcln ;scratch area

836 3a e6 10 Ida iteno ;get numher of
839 32 e7 10 sta tempI ; iterations
83c 32 e8 10 sta temp 2 ;and store

;
83f 3e d adcnvO mvi a,Od ;start conversion
841 32 7 Ie sta adcprt
844 0 nop
845 0 nop
846 3d dcr a

847 32 7 lc sta adcprt ;pulse

84a 3e 80 mvi a,80 ;delay
84c cd 43 9 call delayl ;40*I/f minimum
84f 3a 4 lc 'Ida adprta ;and load data
852 2f cma

853 57 mov d,a ;float
854 1 0 0 lxi h,OOOO
857 21 0 12 lxi h,fpscpd
85a cd 20 24 call flt ;data

85d 2a el 33 lhld sstrpl
860 eh xchg
861 21 0 12 lxi h,fpscpd
864 cd ef 23 call fadd ; accumulate

867 2a el 33 lhld sstrpl ; and
86a eh xchg
86h 21 o 12 lxi h,fpscpd
86e cd 6h 24 call stacc ;store

871 3a e7 10 Ida t emp l ;done "n"
874 3d dcr a ;times?
875 32 e7 10 sta tempI
878 c2 3f 8 jnz adcnvO ;no

87h 3a e8 10 Ida temp 2 ;yes, so

87e 57 mov d,a
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87f 1 0 0 lxi b,OOOO
882 21 0 12 lxi h,fpscpd ;divide
885 cd 20 24 call flt

888 2a e3 33 lhld sstrp2
88b eb xchg
88c 21 0 12 lxi h,fpscpd
88f cd 6b 24 call stacc ; accumulated

892 2a el 33 lhld sstrpl
895 eb xchg
896 21 0 12 lxi h,fpscpd
899 cd 65 24 call ldacc ;value

89c 2a e3 33 lhld sstrp2
89f eb xchg ;by number of
8aO 21 0 12 lxi h,fpscpd
8a3 cd 10 24 call fdiv ; iterations

8a6 2a dd 33 lhld rdtpnl ;and
8a9 eb· xchg
�aa 21 o 12 lxi h,fpscpd
8ad cd 6b 24 call stacc ;store

8bO c9 ret

..
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.

,

.*******************************************************
,

cnvstr
.

,

.*******************************************************,

;cnvstr takes rawdata ,converts to actual values
;and stores in the final value store area

8bl cd 36 9 cnvstr call cinOO
8b4 cd 65 9 call scpcln
8b7 2a dd 33 lhld rdtpnl
8ba cd 31 6 call dirset
8bd cd 65 24 call ldacc ;raw data loaded

8cO 21 0 12 lxi h,fpscpd
8c3 11 c8 30 lxi d,thesvn
8c6 cd 10 24 call fdiv ; [raw data/377q]=q

8c9 21 0 12 lxi h,fpscpd
8cc 11 dO 30 lxi d,adrnge
8cf cd 6 24 call fmul ; [q*adrnge]=y

8d2 21 0 12 lxi h,fpscpd
8d5 11 cc 30 lxi d,adlow
8d8 cd ef 23 call fadd ; [y+adlow]=vin actual

8db 21 77 33 lxi h,vnlwpO
8de cd 22 6 call chnset
8e1 cd fc 23 call fsub ;vin-vinlow

8e4 21 87 33 lxi h,vnrnpO
8e7 cd 22 6 call chnset
8ea cd 10 24 call fdiv ; [vin-vinlow]/vinrnge

8ed 21 97 33 lxi h,vtrnpO
8fO cd 22 6 call chnset
8f3 cd 6 24 call fmul ;*transducer range

8f6 21 a7 33 lxi h,lvofpO
8f9 cd 22 6 call chnset
8fc cd ef 23 call fadd ;+transducer offset

8ff 21 67 33 lxi h,vnfnpO
902 cd 22 6 call chnset
905 cd 6b 24 call stacc ;value stored

908 3a e4 10 Ida chnno ; differential
90b fe 3 cpi 03 ;pressure
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90d c2 26 9 jnz snschk ;sensor
910 21 67 33 lxi h,vnfnpO ;and values
913 cd 22 6 call chnset ; check
916 la ldax d
917 47 mov b,a
918 e6 80 ani 80
91a 2f cma ;for delisle
91b e6 80 ani 80
91d 4f mov c,a
91e 78 mov a,b
91£ e6 7f ani 7f
921 bi ora c

922 12 stax d
923 c3 2d 9 jmp snsb d

;
926 21 67 33 snschk lxi h,vnfnpO ;all other
929 cd 22 6 call chnset ;sensor and
92c 1a ldax d ;values check
92d e6 80 snsbd ani 80
92f c8 rz

930 3e 80 mvi a,80 ;sensor bad
932 32 f8 10 sta snstwd
935 c9 ret
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.

,

;*******************************************************

clnOO

,

;*******************************************************
;cleans the scratch storage area

936 6 2a clnOO mvi b,-d42
938 2a df 33 lhld sstrpt
93b af cln01 xra a

93c 77 mov m,a
93d 23 inx' h
93e 5 dcr b
93f c8 rz

940 c3 3b 9 jmp cln01

.

,

.*******************************************************
, .

delay1

.*******************************************************
,

;variable delay routine. delay dependant
jon value in accumulator at time of

;entering this routine.

943 d6 1 delay1 sui
945 c2 43 9 jnz
948 c9 ret

01

delay1

;*******************************************************

fivsps

;*******************************************************
;prints five spaces for output
; formatting

949 e 20 fivsps mvi c,"
94b cd e3 1 call co

94e cd e3 1 call co

951 cd e3 1 call co

954 cd e3 1 call co

957 cd e3 1 call co

95a c9 ret
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·

,

;*******************************************************

line
·

,

;*******************************************************
;prints a line of asterisks

;for output formatting
·

,

95b 11 d4 30 line lxi d,lineO
95e cd 1d 7 call xprint
961 cd ee 1 call crout

964 c9 ret

·

,

.*******************************************************
,

scrcln

,

.*******************************************************
,

;

;scrcln cleans the floating point package
;scratch pad area

·

,

965 6 45 scpcln mvi b,45
967 21 0 12 lxi h,fpscpd

96a af scpdcl xra a

96b 77 mov m,a

96c 23 inx h

96d 5 dcr b

96e c2 6a 9 jnz scpdcl
971 c9 ret

·

,

;*******************************************************

space

972 e 20
974 cd e3

977 c9

·

,

;*******************************************************
space mvi c,"

1 call co

ret
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10 °

1000 °
1001 °

1002 °

1003 °
1004 °
1005 °

1006 °
1007 °
1008 °
1009 °

100a °
100b °

10Oc °
100d °
100e °
10Of 0
1010 °
1011 °
1012 °
1013 °

1014 °
1015 °
1016 °
1017 °

1018 °
1019 °
lOla °

101b °
10lc °
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·

,

;*******************************************************

fxtlr.oo trailer file for mprog.
,

;*******************************************************
·

,

;defines area for scratch storage and

;for calculations

.org 1000

·

,

rwdta

;raw data storage area

-byte

rwdtl -by te

00,00

oO,oo,oo,oo,oo,oQ,oo,oo

;floating point format data

;scratch storage area

scrstr .byte

scrstl • byte

scrst2 .byte

scrst3 .byte

00,00

00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00

00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00

00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00
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--
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101d °
101e °
10lf °

1020 °
1021 °

1022 °

1023 °
1024 ° scrst4 -byt e 00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00
1025 °
1026 °

1027 °
1028 °
1029 °
102a °
102b °
102c ° scrst5 .by te 00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00
102d °
102e °
102f °

1030 °
1031 °
1032 °

1033 °
1034 ° .byte 00,00
1035 °

1036 ° nmbuf -byte 00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00
1037 °

1038 °
1039 0
103a 0
103b °
103c °
103d °

103e °
103f 0 .byte 00,00
1040 °

;variable limits storage area

1041 ° vuplmO .byte 00,00,00,00,00,00
1042 0

1043 °
1044 0

1045 0
1046 0

1047 0 vuplm1 .byte 00,00,00,00,00,00
1048 °

1049 0
104a °

104b a
104c a
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104d 0 vuplm2 -by te 00,00,00,00,00,00104e 0
104f 0
1050 0
1051 0

1052 0
1053 0 vuplm3 -by t e 00,00,00,00,00,001054 0
1055 0
1056 0
1057 0
1058 0

1059 0 vuplm4 .byte 00,00,00,00,00,00105a 0
105b 0
lOSe 0
105d 0
lOSe 0
105£ 0 vuplm5 .byte 00,00,00,00,00,001060 0
1061 0
1062 0
1063 0
1064 0
1065 0 vuplm6 -byte 00,00,00,00,00,001066 0
1067 0
1068 0
1069 0
106a 0
106b a vuplm7 .byte 00,00,00,06,00,00106c 0
106d 0
106e 0
106f 0
1070 0
1071 0 vuplm8 .by t e 00,00,00,00,00,001072 0
1073 0
1074 0
1075 0
1076 0

-,

1077 0 vlwlmO -by te 00,00,00,00,00,001078 0
1079 0
107a 0
107b 0
107c 0
107d 0 vlwlm1 .byte 00,00,00,00,00,00107e 0
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107f °
1080 °
1081 °

1082 °

1083 ° vlwlm2 .byte 00,00,00,00,00,00
1084 °

1085 °

1086 °
1087 °
1088 °
1089 ° vlwlm3 .byte 00,00,00,00,00,00
108a °

108b °
108e °
108d °
108e °
108f ° vlwlm4 .byte 00,00,00,00,00,00
1090 °
1091 °
1092 °
1093 °
1094 °

1095 ° vlwlmS -byt e 00,00,00,00,00,00
1096 °

1097 °
1098 °
1099 °
109a °
109b ° vhTlm6 -by te 00,00,00,00,00,00
10ge °
109d °
10ge °
109f °

10aO °
10al ° vlwlm7 -by t e 00,00,00,00,00,00
10a2 °

10a3 °
10a4 °
10aS °
10a6 °
10a7 ° vlwlm8 -byte 00,00,00,00,00,00
10a8 °
10a9 °
10aa °
10ab °
10ac °
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; scaled" value storage area

;
lOad ° vinfnO .byte 00,00,00,00,00,00
lOae °
lOaf °
lObO °
lObI °
10b2 °
IOb3 ° vinfnl .byte 00,00,00,00,00,00
10b4 °
IOb5 °
IOb6 °

lOb? °
10b8 °
10b9 ° vinfn2 .byte 00,00,00,00,00,00
10ba °
10bb °
lObe °
10bd °
lObe °
10bf ° vinfn3 -byte 00,00,00,00,00,00
lOcO °
10el °
10e2 °

10e3 °
lOe4 °
IOe5 ° vinfn4 .byte 00,00,00,00,00,00
10e6 °

10c? °

10e8 °

IOe9 °
10ea °
lOeb ° vinfn5 .byte 00,00,00,00,00,00
10ee °

10ed °
lOee 0
10ef °
10dO °
10di ° vinfn6 .byte 00,00,00,00,00,00
10d2 °
10d3 °
10d4 °
IOd5 °
IOd6 °
10d? ° vinfn? -byte 00,00,00,00,00,00
10d8 °

IOd9 °
10da °
10db °
lOde °
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IOdd 0

lOde 0
10df 0
10eO 0
10ei 0

10e2 0

vinfn8 .byte

-212-
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.

,

;*******************************************************

fxfl.oo end file for mprog
.

,

;*******************************************************

;flags,status word and control data

;word storage area

10e3 0 presta .byte 00 ;prestat flag
10e4 0 chnno .byte 00 ; channel number
10e5 0 chnnol .byt e 00 ; temporary chi!
10e6 0 iteno .byte 00 ; iterations
10e7 0 tempI .byte 00 ;single byte
10e8 0 temp2 .byte 00 ; temporary
10e9 0 temp 3 .byte 00 ;storage
10ea 0 temp 4 .byte 00 ;area
lOeb 0 temp 5 .byte 00
10ec 0 dtempl .byte 00,00 ;double byte
lOed 0

1.Oee 0 dtemp2 .by te 00,00 ; temporary
10ef 0

10fO 0 dtemp3 .byte 00,00 ;.storage
10£1 0
10f2 0 dtemp4 .by te 00,00 ;area
10f3 0
10f4 0 dtemp5 .byt;e 00,00
10f5 0

.

,

10f6 0 alstwd .byte 00,00 ;alarm status word

10f7 0

10f8 0 sns twd .byt e 00,00 ;sensor status word

10f9 0
.

,

; channel status word block

10fa 0 chstbk .byte 00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00
10fb 0

10fc 0

lOfd 0
10fe 0

10ff 0
1100 0

1101 0
1102 0
1103 0
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30 0

3000 43 2c
3002 60 0

3004 42 78
3006 0 0

3008 42 15
300a 0 0

300c 42 82
300e 0 0
3010 42 be

3012 0 0

3014 42 78
3016 0 0
3018 43 64
301a 0 0

301c 43 64
301e 0 0
3020 44 af

3022 c8 5

page

.

,

;*******************************************************

;this section contains all fixed value data

;for the delisle tbs

;surajit sarkar
;26th june
;1978
.

,

;*******************************************************

.org 3000

;fixed upper limits

fuplmO .dbyte 432c,6000

fuplml .dbyte 4278,0000

fuplm2 .dbyte 4215,0000

fuplm3 .dbyte 4282,0000

fuplm4 .dbyte 42be,0000

fuplms .dbyte 4278,0000

fuplm6 .dbyt e 4364,0000

fuplm7 .dbyte 4364,0000

fuplm8 .dbyte 44af,Oc80s

;fixed lower limits

3024 43 22 flwlmO .dbyte 4322,6002
3026 60 2

3028 42 50 flwlml .dbyte 4250,0000
302a 0 0

302c 41 cO flwlm2 .dbyt e 41cO,0000
302e 0 0
3030 40 40 flwlm3 .dbyte 4040,0000
3032 0 0
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3034 42 32 flwlm4 .dbyte 4232,0000
3036 ° °

3038 41 aO flwlm5 .dbyte 41aO,0000
303a ° °
303c 43 28 flwlm6 .dbyte 4328,OaOOO
303e aO °

3040 43 28 flwlm7 .dbyte 4328,OaOOO
3042 aO °

3044 42 32 flwlm8 .dbyte 4232,0000
3046 ° °

;sensor lower dead points

3048 41 25 vinlwO .dbyte 4125,Ofecd
304a fe cd
304c 41 27 vinlw1 .dbyte 4127,Od036
304e dO 36
3050 41 27 vinlw2 .dbyte 4127,9b35
3052 9b 35
3054 41 23 vinlw3 .dbyte 4123,6430
3056 64 30
3058 41 81 vinlw4 .dbyte 4181,Obb56
305a bb 56
305c 41 87 vinlw5 .dbyte 4187,Oea6b
305e ea 6b
3060 41 2e vinlw6 .dbyte 412e,666a
3062 66 6a
3064 41 2d vinlw7 .dbyte 412d,2bOO
3066 2b °

;sensor voltage output range

3068 41 aO vinrnO .dbyte 41aO,0000
306a ° °
306c 41 aO vinrn1 .dbyte 41aO,0000
306e ° °
3070 41 aO vinrn2 .dbyte 41aO,0000
3072 ° 0
3074 41 aO vinrn3 .dbyte 41aO,0000
3076 ° °
3078 41 32 vinrn4 .dbyte 4132,Oa54a
307a as 4a
307c 41 3c vinrn5 .dbyte 413c,6788
307e 67 88
3080 41 94 vinrn6 .dbyte 4194,Occd5
3082 cc d5
3084 41 96 vinrn7 .dbyte 4196,146e
3086 14 6e
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;sensor parameter range
.

3088 43 3e votrnO .dbyte 433e,8000
308a 80 °
308c 43 12 votrnl .dbyte 4312,OcOOO
308e cO 0
3090 42 Ie votrn2 .dbyte 421e,0000
3092 0 °
3094 43 11 votrn3 .dbyte 4311,4700
3096 47 °
3098 42 b4 votrn4 .dbyte 42b4,0000
309a 0 0
309c 42 83 votrn5 .dbyte 4283,5bae
30ge 5b ae

30aO 43 6a votrn6 .dbyte 436a,OdOOO
30a2 dO °
30a4 43 6c votrn7 .dbyte 436c,2000
30a6 20 0

;sensor lower offset value

30a8 cl eb lvofsO .dbyte Ocleb,Oae08
30aa ae 8
30ac 0 0 lvofsl .dbyte 0000,0000
30ae ° 0
30bO 0 0 Ivofs2 .dbyte 0000,0000
30b2 ° 0
30b4 c2 8a Ivofs3 .dbyte ()c28a,3808
30b6 38 8
30b8 42 20 Ivofs4 .dbyte 4220,0000
30ba 0 0
30bc c2 28 lvofs5 .dbyte Oc228,0002
30be 0 2
30cO 43 20 lvofs6 .dbyte 4320,9002
30c2 90 2
30c4 43 20 Ivofs7 .dbyte 4320,8000
30c6 80 0

.

,

30c8 42 ff thesvn .dbyte 42ff,0015 ;256 in fpp format
30ca o 15
30cc 41 24 adlow -dbyt e 4124,51ee ;a/d converter low
30ce 51 ee

;voltage input value
30dO 41 aO adrnge -dbyt;e 41aO,0000 ;a/d converter range
30d2 0 0
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30d4 0
30d5 2a
30d6 2a

30d7 2a
30d8 2a
30d9 2a
30da 2a
30db 2a

30dc 2a
30dd 2a
30de 2a
30df 2a
30eO 2a
30e1 2a
30e2 2a
30e3 2a

30e4 2a
30e5 2a
30e6 2a
30e7 2a
30e8 2a

30e9 2a
30ea 2a
30eb 2a
30ec 2a
30ed 2a
30ee 2a
30ef 2a
30fO 2a
30£1 2a
30f2 2a
30f3 2a
30f4 2a
30f5 2a
30f6 2a
30£7 2a
30f8 2a
30f9 2a
30fa 2a

page

,

;*******************************************************

following is text for

formatting output of the
alarm control unit

.

,

;*******************************************************

lineO OO,n*********************************n.byte

-byt e n******************,*******************n Off,
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30fb 2a
30fc 2a
30fd 2a

30fe 2a

30ff 2a

3100 2a
3101 2a
3102 2a

3103 2a
3104 2a

3105 2a

3106 2a
3107 2a
3108 2a

3109 2a
310a 2a
310b 2a
310c 2a
310d 2a
310e 2a
310f 2a
3110 2a
3111 2a
3112 2a
3113 2a
3114 2a
3115 2a
3116 2a
3117 2a
3118 2a

3119 2a
311a 2a
311b f£

311c 0

311d 9
311e 54
311f 52

3120 41
3121 4e
3122 53
3123 4d
3124 49
3125 53
3126 53
3127 49
3128 4f
3129 4e
312a 20
312b 50
312c 52

infrO .byte 00,09,"transmission pressure",09,Off
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infrl -byte 00,09,"intermediate pressure",09,Off

312d 45
312e 53
312f 53
3130 55

3131 52

3132 45
3133 9
3134 ff

3135 °
3136 9

3137 49
3138 4e
3139 54
313a 45
313b 52

313c 4d
313d 45
313e 44
313f 49
3140 41
3141 54
3142 45
3143 20
3144 50
3145 52
3146 45
3147 53
3148 53
3149 55
314a 52

314b 45
314c 9
314d ff
314e 0

314f 9
3150 20
3151 20
3152 20

3153 20
3154 20
3155 20

3156 4d
3157 45
3158 44
3159 49
315a 55
315b 4d

315c 20
315d 50
315e 52

315f 45

infr2 .byte 00,09," medium pressure",09,Off
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3160 53

3161 53

3162 55

3163 52
3164 45
3165 9
3166 ff
3167 0

3168 9
3169 44
316a 49
316b 46
316c 46
316d 45
316e 52

316f 45
3170 4e
3171 54
3172 49
3173 41
3174 4c

3175 20
3176 50

3177 52

3178 45

3179 53
317a 53
317b 55
317c 52

317d 45
317e 9
317f ff
3180 °
3181 9
3182 20

3183 20
3184 20
3185 47
3186 4c
3187 59
3188 43
3189 4f
318a 4c
318b 20
318c 54
318d 45
318e 4d
318f 50
3190 45
3191 52
3192 41

infr3 .byte OO,09,"differential pressure",09,Off

infr4 .byte 00,09," glycol temperature",09,Off
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3193 54
3194 55
3195 52

3196 45
3197 9
3198 ff
3199 ° infr5 -byt e 00,09," flowing temperature", 09, Off
319a 9
319b 20
319c 20
319d 46
31ge 4c
319f 4f
31aO 57
31al 49
31a2 4e
31a3 47
31a4 20

31a5 54
31a6 45
31a7 4d
31a8 50
31a9 45
31aa 52
31ab 41
31ac 54
31ad 55
31ae 52
31af 45
31bO 9
31b 1 ff

31b2 ° infr6 .byte 00,09, "transmission cathodic",Od,Oa
31b3 9
31b4 54
31b5 52
31b6 41
31b7 4e
31b8 53
31b9 4d
31ba 49
31bb 53
31bc 53
31bd 49
31be 4f
31bf 4e
31cO 20

31cl 43
31c2 41
31c3 54
31c4 48
31c5 4f
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31c6 44
31c7 49
31c8 43
31c9 d
31ca a

31cb 9
31cc 20
31cd 20

31ce 20

31cf 20
31dO 20
31d1 20

31d2 20
31d3 50
31d4 52

31d5 4f
31d6 54
31d7 45
31d8 43
31d9 54
31da 49
31db 4f
31dc 4e
31dd 20
31de 20
31df 56
31eO 4f
31el 4c
31e2 54
31e3 41
31e4 47
31e5 45
31e6 9
31e7 ff
31e8 0

31e9 9
31ea 44

31eb 49
31ec 53
31ed 54
31ee 52
31ef 49
31f0 42

31£1 55
31f2 54

31f3 49
31f4 4f
31f5 4e
31f6 20
31f7 43
31f8 41

infr7

.byt e

-byt e
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09," protection voltage",09,Off

OO,09,"distribution cathodic",Od,Oa
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31f9 54
31fa 48
31fb 4f
31fc 44
3lfd 49
31fe 43
31ff d
3200 a

3201 9 -byt e 09," protection voltage",09,Off
3202 20

3203 20

3204 20

3205 20

3206 20
3207 20
3208 20
3209 50
320a 52
320b 4f
320c 54
320d 45
320e 43
320f 54
3210 49
3211 4f
3212 4e
3213 20
3214 20
3215 56
3216 4f
3217 4c
3218 54
3219 41
321a 47
321b 45

32lc 9
321d ff

321e 0 infr8 -by t e 00,09," flow rate",09,Off
321f 9
3220 20

3221 20

3222 20
3223 20
3224 20
3225 20
3226 20

3227 20
3228 20
3229 20
322a 20
322b 20
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322c 46
322d 4c
322e 4f
322f 57

3230 20
3231 52
3232 41

3233 54
3234 45
3235 9
3236 ff

.

,

3237 0 unitsO .byte 00,09, "p s s .i.g.", Off
3238 9
3239 50
323a 2e

323b 53
323c 2e
323d 49
323e 2e

323f 47
3240 2e

3241 ff
3242 ° units! -byte 00,09,"p.s.i.g.",Off
3243 9
3244 50
3245 2e
3246 53
3247 2e
3248 49
3249 2e
324a 47
324b 2e
324c ff
324d ° units2 -by te 00,09, "p , s , i. g." , Off
324e 9
324f 50
3250 2e
3251 53
3252 2e
3253 49
3254 2e
3255 47
3256 2e
3257 ff
3258 ° units3 -byte 00,09,"inches water coloumn",Off
3259 9
325a 49
325b 4e
325c 43
325d 48
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325e 45
325f 53
3260 20
3261 57
3262 41
3263 54
3264 45
3265 52
3266 20
3267 43
3268 4f
3269 4c
326a 4f
326b 55
326c 4d
326d 4e
326e ff
326f 0
3270 9

3271 44
3272 45
3273 47
3274 52

-3275 45
3276 45
3277 53
3278 20
3279 46
327a 41
327b 52
327c 45
327d 4e
327e 48

327f 45
3280 49
3281 54
3282 ff
3283 0
3284 9
3285 44
3286 45
3287 47
3288 52
3289 45
328a 45
328b 53
328c 20
328d 46
328e 41
328f 52
3290 45

units4 .byte 00,09,"degrees farenheit",Off

units5 .byte 00,09,"degrees farenheit",Off
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3291 4e
3292 48
3293 45
3294 49
3295 54
3296 ff
3297 ° units6 -byt e 00,09,"milli volts",Off
3298 9
3299 4d
329a 49
329b 4c
329c 4c
329d 49
32ge 20
329f 56
32aO 4f
32a1 4c
32a2 54
32a3 53
32a4 ff
32a5 ° units7 -byt.e OO,09,"milli volts",Off
32a6 9
32a7 4d
32a8 49
32a9 4c
32aa 4c
32ab 49
32ac 20
32ad 56
32ae 4f
32af 4c
32bO 54
32b1 53
32b2 ff

32b3 ° units8 -by te 00,09,"cu. ft./hr.",Off
32b4 9
32b5 43
32b6 55
32b7 2e
32b8 20
32b9 46
32ba 54
32bb 2e
32bc 2f
32bd 48
32be 52
32bf 2e
32cO ff

32c1 0 alrt1 -byte 00," alarm",Od,Oa,Off32c2 20
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32c3 41
32c4 4c

.32c5 41
32c6 52
32c7 4d
32c8 d
32c9 a

32ca ff
32cb ° redpl -byt e 00,09," red ",Off
32cc 9
32cd 20
32ce 20
32cf 20
32dO 52
32dl 45
32d2 44
32d3 20
32d4 ff
32d5 ° yellp1 .byte 00,09,"yellow ",Off
32d6 9
32d7 59
32d8 45
32d9 4c
32da 4c
32db 4f
32dc 57
32dd 20
32de ff
32df 0 llppt -byt e OO,"below lower limit",Off
32eO 42
32el 45
32e2 4c
32e3 4f
32e4 57
32e5 20
32e6 4c
32e7 4f
32e8 57
32e9 45
32ea 52
32eb 20
32ec 4c
32ed 49
32ee 4d
32ef 49
32fO 54
32f 1 ff
32f2 0 ulppt .byte OO,"upper limit exceeded",Off
32f3 55
32f4 50
32f5 50
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32f6 45
32£7 52

32£8 20
32f9 4c
32fa 49

;32fb 4d
32fc 49
32fd 54
32fe 20
32ff 45
3300 58
3301 43
3302 45
3303 45
3304 44
3305 45
3306 44
3307 ff

3308 0
3309 43
330a 48
330b 45
330c 43
330d 4b
330e ff
330f °
3310 53
3311 45
3312 4e
3313 53
3314 4f
3315 52
3316 20
3317 43
3318 49
3319 52
331a 43
331b 55
331c 49
331d 54
331e ff

x8080-v1e page 47

chk .byte OO,"check" ,Off

snsckt .byte OO,"sensor circuit",Off
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;
;*******************************************************

this section contains pointers
to the different data and text

storage locations

;
;*******************************************************

.

,

33lf o 30 fuplpO .addr fuplmO ;fixed upper limit

3321 4 30 .addr fuplml ;pointers
3323 8 30 .addr fuplm2
3325 c 30 .addr fuplm3
3327 10 30 .addr fuplm4
3329 14 30 .addr fuplm5
332b 18 30 .addr fuplm6
332d Ie 30 .addr fuplm7
332f 20 30 .addr fuplm8

3331 24 30 flwlpO .addr flwlmO ;fixed lower limit
3333 28 30 .addr flwlml ;pointers
3335 2c 30 .addr flwlm2
3337 30 30 .addr flwlm3
3339 34 30 .addr flwlm4
333b 38 30 .addr flwlm5

333d 3c 30 .addr flwlm6
333f 40 30 .addr flwlm7
3341 44 30 .addr flwlm8

3343 41 10 vuplpO .addr vuplmO ;variable upper
3345 47 10 .addr vuplml ;limit pointers
3347 4d 10 .addr vuplm2
3349 53 10 .addr vuplm3
334b 59 10 .addr vuplm4
334d 5f 10 .addr vuplm5
334f 65 10 .addr vuplm6
3351 6b 10 .addr vuplm7
3353 71 10 .addr vuplm8

3355 77 10 vlwlpO .addr vlwlmO ;variable lower

3357 7d 10 .addr vlwlml ;limit pointers
3359 83 10 .addr vlwlm2
335b 89 10 .addr vlwlm3

335d 8f 10 .addr vlwlm4
335f 95 10 .addr vlwlm5
3361 9b 10 .addr vlwlm6
3363 al 10 .addr vlwlm7
3365 a7 10 .addr vlwlm8
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3367 ad 10 vnfnpO .addr vinfnO ;scaled values
3369 b3 10 .addr vinfnl
336b b9 10 .addr vinfn2
336d bf 10 .addr vinfn3
336f c5 10 .addr vinfn4
3371 cb 10 .addr vinfn5
3373 dl 10 .addr vinfn6
3375 d7 10 .addr vinfn7

3377 48 30 vtllwpO .addr vinlwO
3379 4c 30 .addr vinlwl
337b 50 30 .addr vinlw2
337d 54 30 .addr vinlw3
337f 58 30 .addr vinlw4
3381 5c 30 .addr vinlw5
3383 60 30 .addr vinlw6
3385 64 30 .addr vinlw7

.

,

3387 68 30 vnrnpO .addr vinrnO ;sensor range
3389 6c 30 .addr vinrnl
338b 70 30 .addr vinrn2
338d 74 30 .addr vinrn3
338f 78 30 .addr vinrn4
3391 7c 30 .addr vinrn5
3393 80 30 .addr vinrn6
3395 84 30 .addr vinrn7

3397 88 30 vtrnpO .addr votrnO ;output range
3399 8c 30 .addr votrnl
339b 90 30 .addr votrn2
339d 94 30 .addr votrn3
339f 98 30 .addr votrn4
33al 9c 30 .addr votrn5

33a3 aO 30 .addr votrn6

33a5· a4 30 .addr votrn7

33a7 a8 30 lvofpO .addr IvofsO ;lower offset

33a9 ac 30 .addr Ivofsl

33ab bO 30 .addr Ivo£s2
33ad b4 30 .addr lvofs3

33a£ b8 30 .addr Ivofs4
33bl bc 30 .addr Ivofs5
33b3 cO 30 .addr Ivofs6
33b5 c4 30 .addr Ivofs7

33b7 lc 31 infrpO .addr infrO ; identifiers

33b9 35 31 .addr infrl

33bb 4e 31 .addr infr2

33bd 67 31 .addr infr3

33bf 80 31 .addr infr4
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33c1 99 31 .addr infr5
33c3 b2 31 .addr infr6
33c5 e8 31 .addr infr7
33c7 Ie 32 .addr infr8

33c9 37 32 unitpO .addr unitsO ;units
33cb 42 32 .addr units 1
33cd 4d 32 .addr units2
33cf 58 32 .addr units3
33dl 6f 32 .addr units4
33d3 83 32 .addr units5
33dS 97 32 .addr units6
33d7 as 32 .addr units7
33d9 b3 32 .addr units8

33db 0 10 rdtpnt .addr rwdta ;raw data
33dd 2 10 rdtpnl .addr rwdtl

33df a 10 sstrpt .addr scrstr ;scratch storage
33el c 10 sstrpl .addr scrstl
33e3 14 10 sstrp2 .addr scrst2
33e5 lc 10 sstrp3 .addr scrst3
33e7 24 10 sstrp4 .addr scrst4
33e9 2c 10 sstrp5 .addr scrst5

.end
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1205 acc 830 adcnvs 83f JidcnvO 1c07 adcprt
30ec adlow 1c04 adprta 1c05 adprtb 1c06 adprtc
30dO adrnge 636 alarm 642 alarm1 32cl alrt1
10f6 alstwd 6cf aprint 723 aprt1 2334 bd
1213 buff 7b3 chelwr 768 cheupr 3308 chk

738 chklim 2419 chnge 10e4 chnno 10e5 ehnno1
7fe chnout 622 chnset 60e chnst1 10fa chstbk
1dO ci 4b4 ekpre 4bd ckpre1 6ea cktalm
936 cinOO 93b clnOl 4bf clpre Ida cnvbn
8b1 envstr 1e3 co lee crout 5fc dash

2262 db 608 deept 943 delay1 631 dirset
10ec dtemp1 10ee dtemp2 10fO dtemp3 10f2 dtemp4
10f4 dtemp5 61b dummy 1f4 echo 72f err

56f expch2 23ef fadd 2410 fdiv 949 fivsps
243a fix 7le flalek 2420 flt 3024 flwlmO
3028 flwlm1 302c flwlm2 3030 flwlm3 3034 flwlm4
3038 flwlm5 303c flwlm6 3040 flwlm7 3044 flwlm8
3331 flwlpO 2406 fmul 1200 fpscpd 23fe fsub
3000 fuplmO 3004 fuplm1 3008 fuplm2 300e fuplm3
3010 fuplm4 3014 fuplm5 3018 fuplm6 30lc fuplm7
3020 fuplm8 331£ fuplpO 21b getch 8 go
62f gotya 466 incchn 470 indq 33b7 infrpO

311c infrO 3135 infr1 314e infr2 3167 infr3
3180 infr4 3199 infr5 31b2 infr6 31e8 infr7
321e infr8 1800 intlod 10e6 iteno 675 lalout
2465 ldace 4a6 lditel 95b line 30d4 lineO
32df llppt 6eO llprnt 6a8 lpfin 697 lprrty

6a5 Iprty1 33a7 IvofpO 30a8 IvofsO 30ac Ivofs1
30bO Ivofs2 30b4 Ivofs3 30b8 Ivofs4 30bc Ivofs5
30eO Ivofs6 30c4 Ivofs7 7ca lwld 529 mprogp

448 mprogO 1036 nmbuf 2c3 nmout 763 noalrm
5f5 outy 5de outz 602 plus 542 posit
547 posit1 10e3 presta 47d prichk 4dl priout
4e3 prioul 583 prmant S8e prman1 535 prntx
5f6 prty 5dd prtz 5a4 prt1 5b3 prt2
5ca prt3 5e3 prt4 33db rdtpnt 33dd rdtpn1
6a9 red 32eb redp1 4ea rriout 1000 rwdta

1002 rwdt1 965 sepcln 96a scpdcl 100a scrstr

100e scrstl 1014 scrst2 10le scrst3 1024 scrst4
102e scrst5 92d snsbd 926 snsehk 330f snsckt
10f8 snstwd 972 space 33df sstrpt 33e1 sstrpl
33e3 sstrp2 33e5 sstrp3 33e7 sstrp4 33e9 sstrp5
246b stace lleO stack 4c9 stpre 24b6 stst

10e7 tempI 10e8 temp 2 10e9 temp 3 10ea temp 4
lOeb tempS 30e8 thesvn 665 ualout 32f2 ulppt

6d6 ulprnt 33c9 unitpO 3237 unitsO 3242 units I
324d units2 3258 units3 326f units4 3283 units5
3297 units6 32a5 units7 32b3 units8 696 upfin
77f upld 685 uprrty 693 uprty1 7c7 valwr
77e varup lOad vinfnO IOb3 vinfnl IOb9 vinfn2

10bf vinfn3 IOc5 vinfn4 lOeb vinfn5 10di vinfn6
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10d7 vinfn7 10dd vinfn8 3048 vinlwO 304c vinlwl
3050 vinlw2 3054 vinlw3 3058 vinlw4 305c vinlw5
3060 vinlw6 3064 vinlw7 3068 vinrnO 306c vinrnl
3070 vinrn2 3074 vinrn3 3078 vinrn4 307c vinrn5
3080 vinrn6 3084 vinrn7 Ion vlwlmO 107d vlwlml

1083 vlwlm2 1089 vlwlm3 10Bf vlwlm4 1095 vlwlm5
109b vlwlm6 10al vlwlm7 10a7 vlwlm8 3355 vlwlpO
3367 vnfnpO 33n vn.lwp 0 3387 vnrnpO 3088 votrnO
308c votrnl 3090 votrn2 3094 votrn3 3098 votrn4
309c votrn5 30aO votrn6 30a4 votrn7 3397 vtrnpO
1041 vuplmO 1047 vuplml 104d vuplm2 1053 vuplm3
1059 vuplm4 105f vuplm5 1065 vuplm6 106b vuplm7
1071 vuplm8 3343 vuplpO 71d xprint SaO yahoo
6bc yellow 32d5 yellpl

errors: 0
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11 0

o 8

1 da
1 e3
1 f4
2 d
2 Ib
3 6f

1100 c5

1101 d5
1102 e5
1103 f5

1104 cd

1107 cd
110a 3e
1l0c b9
110d c2
1110 cd

1113 b7

page

inte1 format loader for use with the sdk
80 monitor system (modified) ,and for use

with the town border station monitoring
system software.

surajit sarkar.

6th october 1977.

modified: 8th oct '77

.hex

.org 01100
.

,

.***********************************************
,

equ tables
.

,

.**********************************************,�
,

0008
01da
01e3
01f4

error .equ 020d

getch .equ 021b

va1dg .equ 036f
.**********************************************��
,

go .equ
cnvbn .equ
co .equ
echo .equ

inte1 loader

sdk 80 mon on rom mod.

i&o in separate loops so output
deleted to stop loss of data

,

;***********************************************
push b

push d

push h

push psw ;save full sts

.

,

Ib 2 10adi, call getch ;char in a,c
e3 1 call co

3a mvi a II.
, .

cmp c

4 11 jnz 10adi
46 11 call inpair

ora a
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ll14 ca 3f II jz comp
ll17 57 mov d,a ; byte count

ll18 5f mov e,a ;e::=checksm reg
lll9 cd 46 11 call inpair
111c 67 mov h,a ;haddr
111d 83 add e

111e 5f mov e,a
I1lf cd 46 11 call inpair
1122 6f mov l,a ;laddr
1123 83 add e

1124 5f mov e,a
1125 cd 46 11 call inpair

1128 cd 46 11 loadO, call inpair ;start data
112b 77 mov m,a
112c 83 add e

112d 5f mov e,a
112e 23 inx h
112f 15 dcr d
1130 7a mov a,d
1131 b7 ora a

1132 c2 28 11 jnz loadO
1135 cd 46 11 call inpair
1138 83 add e

ll39 c4 d 2 cnz error

113c c3 4 11 jmp loadi

113f cl comp, pop b
1140 d1 pop d
1141 e1 pop h
1142 f1 pop psw
1143 c3 8 0 jmp go

1146 cd 1b 2 inpair, call getch ;get char pr
ll49 0 nop ;i&o clash 2 I
114a cd 6f 3 call valdg
114d d2 d 2 jnc error

1150 cd da 1 call cnvbn
1153 7 rIc
1154 7 rIc
ll55 7 rIc
1156 7 rIc
1157 f5 push psw
ll58 cd 1b 2 call getch
115b 0 nop ;i&o clash 2 I
115c cd da 1 call cnvbn
115f 4f mov c,a
ll60 fl pop psw
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1161 81
1162 4f
1163 c9

add

mov

ret

.end

university of saskatchewan

Ida cnvbn
20d error

1104 loadi

errors: 0

Ie3 co

2Ib getch
1128 loadO

-236-

c

c,a

113f comp
8 go

36f valdg

x8080-vle

x8080-vie

1£4 echo
1146 inpair

page

page

3

4
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Appendix E:

ADTU and Alarm/Control Unit Schematics.
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"2TTL
42
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°0-7

PBO-7 I

PCO

ISpF

IOOpF

� OUTPUT SWITCH

?
- CONTROL

PeS/ICSO

CSO�I�S � �

+

0111-'7'--__-1

0121-'9'--__ -1

8216/3

ISpF 2SK

��IREF
00�4,--------��1�200
01 6 II 01 4

� 8 10 02 VruT�--------4�-.!:I

�
10 9 03 1408/L8/2

04
IS 8 04

Os
17 05

06 19

S.I K

IOOpF

+5

PC 7/1

.....NVI�IREF
1-'- ---+__ .....:1=2 Do

II 01
1-'- ---+__ .....:1=0 02
�----*-_.....9 031408/b.8/3
� �__ �8 04
1-'-'- ------'__---!..I7 Os
�------�--�6 06
�---------+__ �S�07

������ ���-��

I
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COMMUNICATIONS

NBI PURPLE r;r. ....

)
GREY I,

30A
DO

PAO
29A

D, 4

PAl
3

28A
D2 PA22

D3 PA3
27A

14
PCO

8255 15
PCI

MEMR
5

MEMW
36 18

PBO

19
PBI

RESET
35

PB2
20

007 PB3
21

22
PB4

AO
9

AI
8

6

CS

NB2

NB4
I

WHITE I@)
BLACK

I
I DB 25

MALE
TO A. C.U.

NB8

OPR BROWN I
2

INTERFACE K10

10

CRQ ORANGE I
4

PNO

�
.

YEL"'LOW I
5

13 ACR REO I
31

, .-���'? !(2�1
BROWN ! ,� I
GREEN

I
6 !

l ........
...'

4 OSS

8 PWI

RTS

3 CS
"

17
CTS 13

22
OSR

23
RTS

24
OTR

8251

3
R XO

MEMR 13 TXO
MEMW

10
19

RESET

41
LT BROWN I I

\ �\ \
\ \

r-., ,�lR X 0 BROWN 3'JI I
I IIIT X D RED I III

2111
I III

�'Il-

\. �/
DB 25 MALE

'"

/ I
LOCAL LINE / I

/ I
R X 0 YELLOW I f

3

I
I

" T X 0 WHITE I



IK IK IK IK IK
+5

SGS
IN

INT
Z3

4

6

-8 8AO
AI

9 10

AZ 10 15

17

8214 19

ETLG 13 ZI

+5

15 RO
". - --- - - _. -

RI
16

RI
5

i7
RZ

R3
18 -

R3
4

19 -

R4 R4
3A

ZO
R5

R6 ZI -

ZA R6

+5

��----------------------�IAO

�� �ZAI
�:-----------------------�3A2

6 E3 8205

CSOL!:15:!....1-__�

CSI 14

......_ .,S"",AZ
2102

�_6:::jA3
PINS

RWC
i!I 13

R CE
3 13

RWC
3 13

�------�----------��-+----------+-,_--------���--------_.

K 11STACK RAM AND INTERRUPT CONTROL BOARD

3 13

R/W CE
IZ

0500.

3 I

R/W CE
12

07 DO

II
2102
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°0�15�---+4---------------�----------+---�
0,14
02 .....13-----+---+---�
03 12

�--___,

04
II

KEYSWITCH
INTERNAL

CONNECTION

KROW I

KROW2
+5-5+12

KROW 3

KROW4

15 7

lO ClK
°1 3 4A

22 AI
4

°1
9 14

° 4 3
A5 °2

10 12
21

A2
2

°3 II II
6SI0 03 5 2 A

270S
74166/320 A3 6 °4 13

°4 6" 'A °5
14 5

7
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15 4
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S�LICON GATE MOS 8080A

A.C. CHARACTERISTICS
TA

" O°C to 70°C. VOD = + i2V ± 5%, VCC = +5V ± 5%, Vsa = -5V ± 5%, Vss = OV, Unless Otherwise Noted

Symbol I Parameter i Min. Max. Unit Test Condition
--

: Clock PeriodtCy!3J I 0.48 2.0 usee
I

: Clock Rise and Fall Time
;

0 50t.. tf nsec

t.t>, I 0, Pulse Width 60 nsec

t.t>2 I ¢'2 Pulse Width 220 nsec

tOl I Delay 'i>1 to <1>2 I 0 nsec

t02 I Delay 92 to ¢1 I 70 nsec

t03 ; Delay ¢, to 92 Leading Edges 80 nsec
---, -

}CL = lOOpt
r� : Address Output Delay From ¢2 200tOA ,." nsec

tDD [2; i Data Output Delay From ¢2 220 nsec

toc [2) ! Signal Output Deiay From ¢" or 92 (SYNC, WR.WAiT, HLOAI '20 nsec }�=50PttOF [2J i D(lIN Delay From ¢2 25 140 nsec

to,[1 J I Delay for Input Bus to Enter Input Mode tOF nsec

tOSl I Data Setup Time During ¢1 and DB IN 30 nsec

TIMING WAVEFORMS
[14)

(Note: Timing measurements are made at the following reference voltages: CLOCK .. ,
..

= 8.0V

"0" = '.OV; INPUTS "'" = 3.3V,
, 0" = C.SV; OUTPUTS ", ..

= 2.0V, "0"" 0.8V.)

0, -""k....."_'_'c_' f\... AT
I

103_1 :., ,.
'

i--� li--y ,

.

...'
!

,..,

----+-'-_.+--- i' --'h:-----�---,--_,------��I �.. .........j ! I I, , ·..l-t I ' i ' "

r-tOA , I
I ' i AW I : I' i ; I

�.:!__, !
'01 :: !

I � �"I- ::
: �'oo__'! : ':;'.. :

f

________--1'....__, -X----,--.l--.t--:� . :XO__ _;_..L .... e.;.!.A..0�T�_f
Ii: j i; i I ; , +--1:' i:

I " ! -i teSt - iii I ':r-tow i

"

,i
S,YNC ! i I--tosz-'l

' I
------------------....--1

., 'oc !-,... -.

DalN
--------------------------------------�I

�tOF_!

" toc�,
tlof-, 1_- i

��:--�--------�-*-'��..A-i
t�s :__ : loe i-j

I

READY -:nmc-
,

tRsi-!:;
t1-4--[i_WAtT

______________________________________________________--------J

toc--: i_ tlol .!.
'HOLD ---------------------�l------�

HLO,\

INi
---------- -_-�

1ISI-;:1
t� -!!_

INTE

5-16
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SILICON GATE MOS a080A

A.C. CHARACTERISTICS (Continued)

TA = O°C to 70°C, VDD = +12V ± 5%, VGC = -i-5V ± 5%, Vee -5V ± 5%, Vss = OV, Unless Otherwise Noted

Symbol Parameter Min. Max. Unit Test Condition

tOS2 Data Setup Time to 9: During DB I N 150 I nsec

tOH [11 Data Hold Time From '�2 During DBIN I [II I nsec

tiE [2J INTE Output Delay From 1J2 i 200 nsec CL '" 50pf

tRS I READY Setup Time During '02 120 nsec

tHS I HOLD Setup Time to 92 140 nsec

tiS iNT Setup Time During 92 lOuring "I in Halt MOdel 120 nsec

tH Hold Time From 92 (RE,"'DY, INT, HOLD) I 0 nsec

tFD Delay to Float During Hold I Address and Data Busl I 120 nsec

tAW[21 Address Stable Prior to W R I [51 n sec
-

tDW[21 Output Data Stable Prior to WR [61 nsec

tWD[2] Output Data Stable From WR [71 nsec

tWA[21 Address Stable From WR [7] nsec _ CL = 100pf: Address. Data

CL=50pf: WR, HLDA, DBIN

tHF[21 I HLDA to Float Delay [BI nsec

tWF[21 WR to Float Delay [9] nsec JtAH[21 Address Hold Time After DBIN During HLDA -20 nsec

. ,

NOTES,

1. Data input shOuld b. enabled WIo'itn OBIN status. No bus conflict can then occur and data hold tim. is-assured.

tOH .. 50 ns or !QF, whichever IS tess.

2. Load Circuit .

f
, '

_I "" I--
,

I

� ,;_ __ ;___

�---�-� ,

.

��
I___'____'_, twA
i

I

8080A
OUTPUT

+5V

t 2.1K

·

i" f'Y !
.,

A,., ...

,

,,---------0;.._.

�+-�-r_-_t__ i _.,.

I :�'w" I
TYPICAL.o. OUTPUT DELAY VS . .o. CAPACITANCE

.�r-------�------�-------'r-------,

!
> +,0

�
Q
...
=>
e,
...
=> ·100
-t

SYNC

DBIN

WlI J:.
'--i 'o�

REAOY

WAIT

,_
HOLD

HLOA

0-
INT

·50 ·'00

� CAPACITANCE fpfl

ICACTUAL - CSPEC)

______2

4. The following 'are retevant when interfacing the 8080A to devices havin,g VU"'t" 3.3V:

a) Maximum o\Jtpu� rise time from .BV to 3.3V = 100n! ''2l CL '" SPEC.
b) Output delav "",hel"l m1ilasured to 3.0V • SPEC "'"60"$ @ CL '" SPEC.
c) If CL .j: SPEC, add .6ns/oF if CL> CSPEC. sybtr3ct 3ns/pF (from modified delay) if CL < CSPEC·

5. tAW'" 2 iCY -?D3 -trQ2 -140n'St!C.

6. tow � ICY -{03 -trQ2 -tvc-see.

7 It not HLDA. 'WO" tWA" t03 .. Ir02 +10n�. If HLDA, two'" twA '" tWF·
8. tHF]a tD3 .. t"Co2 -SOns.

9. tWF '" t03 + tr02 -10ns

10. Data in m ... st be stable fee this period duri,ng OBIN °r3. Both tOS1 and tOS2 must be satisfied.

11. Readv signal mus:: be stable tor this period during T 2 or TWo (Must be exteeoenv svocheoruzed.l

12. Hold signal mu<;t be stable for this period during T2 or TW when enteflnq hold mode, and during TJ, T 4. TS
and TWH "'In,,, in hold mode. (External synchronization is not reouired.!

13. Interrupt silinal must be stgble ouring ttus penod of the last ctocx cycle of any instrucncn in order to be

recognizfd an the t(lilowing lr'litruction. (External svnchronizancn is not required.I
14. This timing diagram snows tIming releticnstuos catv: It does not represent any sPeCific machine cvcte

tt.!TE

1-'(1£-1

--,r-
5-17
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ICP�"�::;.""TZ
'21

I YES

READY. HUA

READY �_1 ...-------------------------1�READY
YES ssr INfERNAL

HOLD �/F

1 III

I
HOLD

I MODE

0p :
?

� .J

YES

NO

INT.INTE

RESET HL TA

HOLD

RESET INTERNAL
HOLD F/F

srr INTERNAL
I'NT F!�

SET INTERNAL
HOLD F/F

FlESET INTERNAL
HOLD F/F

HOLD

!11INTE F/F IS RESET IF INTERNAL !NT F/F 1$ SET.

12J1NTERNAL INT F/F IS RESET IF INTE F/F IS RESET.

lliSEE PAGE 2·13.

Fi!iure 2·4. CPU State Transition Diagram

2·7
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INSTRUCTION SET

The accumulator group instructions include arithmetic and

logical operators with direct, indirect, and immediate ad

dressing modes.

Move, load, and store instruction groups provide the ability
to move either 8 or 16 bits of data between memory, the
six working registers and the accumulator using direct, in

direct, and immediate addressing modes.

The ability to branch to different portions of the program
is provided with jump, jump conditional, and computed
jumps. Also the ability to call to and return from sub

routines is provided both conditionally and unconditionally.
The RESTART (or single byte call instruction) is useful for

interrupt vector operation.

Double precision operators such as stack manipulation and

double add instructions. extend both the arithmetic and

interrupt handling capability of the 8080A. The ability to

increment and decrement memory, the six general registers
and the accumulator is provided as well as extended incre

ment and decrement instructions to operate on the register
pairs and stack pointer. Further capability is provided by
the ability to rotate the accumulator left or right through
or around the carry bit.

Input and output may be accomplished using memory ad

dresses as I/O ports or the directly addressed 1/0 provided
for in the 8080A instruction set.

The following special instruction group completes the 8080A
instruction set: the NOP instruction, HALT to stop pro

cessor execution and the DAA instructions provide decimal
arithmetic capability. STC allows the carry flag to be di-

• rectly set, and the CMC instruction allows it to be comple
mented. CMA complements the contents of the accumulator

and XCHG exchanges the contents of two 16·bit register
pairs directly.

Data and I nstruction Formats

Data in the 8080A is stored in the form of 8-bit binary integers. All data transfers to the system data bus will be in the

same format.

ID7 06 Ds D4 D3 D2 D1 Dol
DATA WORD

The program instructions may be one, two, or three bytes in length, Multiple byte instructions must be stored

in successive words in program memory. The instruction formats then depend on the particular operation
!;'xecuted.

One Byte I nstructions

!�'7 De Os 04 D3 O2 D;=o;;J OP CODE

TYPICAL INSTRUCTIONS

Register to register, memory refer

ence, arithmetic or logical, rotate,

return, push, pop, enable or disable

Interrupt instructions

Two Bvte Instructions

I D7 06 Os D4 D3 02 01 Do OP CODE

I D7 0.6 Os D4 D3 02 D1 Do I OPERAND Immediate mode or 1/0 instructions

Three Byte Instructions

I 07 Os Os D4 D3 D2 0, Do OP CODE Jump, call or direct load and store
t._..:_

I
Us D4 D3 D2 D, Do LOWADDRESSOR OPERAND 1

instructions
�Ds
i D7 Ds Ds D4 D3 D2 D, Do I HIGH ADDRESS OR OPERAND 2

For the 8080A a logic "1" is defined as a high level and a logic "0" is defined as a low level.

5-.18
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SILICON GATE MOS 8080A

INSTRUCTION SET

Summary of Processor Instructions

Instruction Cod,!ll Cloek(21 InstrudiDn Cod, [11 Cloek(2:
Mntmonic OtsCI!ptian 0, Il& Os o. OJ O2 0, Do CydtS Mnlmonic D,scription 0, Il& Os o. OJ 02 0, Do Cvel••

MOV,'.r2 Moy, ,etlist., to register 0 0 0 S RZ Return on IIro 0 0 5111
MOV M,' Move register to memory 1 0 S RNZ Return on no zero 0 0 5111

MOV',M Mev. memory II) register 0 0 0 RP R,tu,n on positivI I 0 5/11
HLT Halt I 1 1 0 0 �M Return on minus I 0 5111
MVI, Mov' immediatt register 0 0 0 0 0 RPE Return on parity .ven 0 1 0 511 1
MVIM Movi Imm.diat! rn!,,"arV 0 1 1 0 0 10 RPO R.turn on p.rity odd 1 0 0 0 5111
INR, Incrament register Q 0 0 0 0 5 RST RIStart A A A 1 11
OCIf, Ilecrement register Q 0 0 0 1 5 IN Input 0 Q 10
INR M lt1creme�t m!marv 0 1 0 0 10 OUT Output Q Q 10
OCR M Decrement memory Q 0 1 10 LXI B lo.d immediate rlgisttr 0 0 10
AOO, Add ,.gist., fa A Q 0 S P,i, B & C
AOC, Add reginer to A with carry Q 1 S LXIO load immtdiltt register 10
S1I8, Subtrlct ,egiuer from A Q 0 S P,i,O & E
S8B, Subtract register f'om A 0 1 S LXI H LOld immediate register 10

with borrow P.irH&L
ANA r And register with A 0 S S LXI SP load immediate stICk poin"r 10
XRA, Exclusive Or registe, with A 0 S S PUSH B Push rtgisttr Piir 8 & C on 11
O�A , 0, register with A 0 S S stack.
eMP, Compa,e register With A 0 S S PUSH 0 Push ,.giste, Pair 0 & e on 11
ADO M Add mamory to A 0 0 stack
AOC M Add memory to A wilh CiUrv 0 Q PUSH H Push register Plir H & L on 11
SUB M Subtract memorv trom A 0 0 sticlt
SeaM SubtrlCt mtmory tram A a a PUSH PSW Push A and Flags 11

witftborrow on st.IICK
ANA M And memory with A Q 0 POP8 Pop register pair 8 & C off 10
XRA M Exclusive Or memory with A 0 0 nack
ORA M Or memory with A 0 0 POP 0 Pop register pair 0 & E off 10
CMPM Campa,. memory With A 0 0 st.ck
AOI Add immediate to A 0 POP H Po.p register plir H & l off 10
ACI Add immediate !o A with 0 nack

carry POP PSW Pop A and Flaqs 10
SUI Subtract immfdiarlt trom A off stack
S81 Subtract immediau from A STA SIOn! A direct I 13

with borrow LOA Load .-'. direct 13
ANI And immediate With A XCHG Exchange 0 & E, H & L
XRI Exclusive 0, immediate with Regisnrs

A XTHL Exchange top of stack, H & l 0 18
ORI Or immedilte with A 1 SPHL I; & l to stack pointer 0 5
CPI Compare immediatf with A 1 PCHl H & L to program counter I 0 5
ALC Rotlft A left 0 , DAD B AddB8oCtoH8oL a 0 10
RRC Rotate A fight 0 ., OAO 0 AddO<!oEtoH8oL 0 0 10
RAi. R�tatl A left through C!rTV 0 1 DAD H AddH&LtoH8oL 0 0 10
RAR Rotatt A right rh,ougn 0 r--.; OAO SP Add Slack pointer to H & l 0 0 1 10

Clrry STAX8 Store A indirect 0 0 0 7
JMP Jump unconditional 0 to STAX 0 Store A indirect 0 0 Q 7
JC Jump on carry 0 10 LDAX8 Load A indil'let 0 0 0 7
JNC Jump on no carry 0 10 LOAX 0 Load A indirect 0 Q 0 7
JZ Jump on lero 0 10 INX 8 Increment 8 & C registers 0 0 1 5
JNZ Jump on no zem 0 10 INXO Inc"ment 0 & E registers 0 0 5
JP Jump on positive 0 10 INX H Increment H & L registers 0 0 5
JM Jump on "finu� 0 10 INX SP Increment stack pointer 5
JPE Jump en parH'( even 0 10 OCX B Oel:rement B & C Q 5
jPO Jump on pallty udd 0 1 10 OCX 0 Decrement 0 & E 0 5
CALL c.a unccndiftOniJl Q 1 17 OCX H Decrement H & L ,0 1 5
CC CaU on Clrrv 0 0 11/17 OCXSP Decrement stick pointer 0 I" 5
CNC CaU on no CJrry 0 0 11117 CMA Complement A 1
CZ Call nn lerO 0 0 11/17 STC Sat carr", 1 ,
CNZ Can on no zero 0 0 11/17 CMC Complement carrv 1 4
CP CaU all positiVI I 0 0 11117 OAA Oecimll adjust A 1 •
CM C,II on minU5 1 0 0 11/17 SHLO SIOrt to! &. L direct 0 16
CPE C,II on parity even 1 1 0 0 11/17 LHlO Lo,d H & L direct 0 16
CPO e.1I en parity odd 1 1 0 0 11117 EI Enlblflll"lttrrupts 1 0 1 4
RET Rllur" 0 0 0 1 10 01 Disable interrupt 0 0 1 4
RC Return on c.rry a 0 0 0 5/11 NOP No·opltation 0 0 0 4
RNC Return on no carry 0 0 0 0 5111

NOiES: 1. DOD or SSS - 000 8 - 001 C - 010 0 - 011 E -100 H -101 L - 110 Memory -111 A.

2. fwo ponible evete times, (5111) indic",e instruction cycles dependent on condition flags,

5-19
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MNEMONIC I 0"000£ M,I1I M2

i O,Cl6050, 03°2°, DO T1 T2121 T3 I T4 I TS T' I T2121 I T3
i

;"'OVr1.r2 I 0 , o Q
I

o S S S PCOUT PC .. PC +1 INST-TMPlIR I (SSS'_TMP IITMP... OOO !
I

I I STATUS :

MOVr.M I 0 , o ° 0 , , 0
• t ! xi3� I

!oil... OUT ! OAT"'TOOOi i STATUS!SI I

0 , , , 0 S S S I

i (SSSl-TMP I HL::)UT i
I

MQVM,r ITMPI-i-OATA BUS
I STATuS[7]

SPH� i t , , , , 0 0 , I I IHU I.p

MVI r, dat. I 0 0 ° 0 0 , 1 0 ; I X PC OUT
!

92 - 1..0000
i STATUSi6J

MV'M.du. 0 0 , , 0 1 , 0 I X f B2- j.TMP

LX. rp,!;iIlt 0 0 R P 0 0 0 , I X I PC-PC+' B2-j<."
I I I

LO .
.\\. I!!,jdr o 0 , , , 0 , 0 I X 1 pc-pc·, B2- ..z

; I
I

ST'A addr 0 0 , , I 0 0 , 0 i I x ! PC-PC+, B2- "Z
1

Ll-tLD .ddt 0 0 , 0 1 0 , 0 i I I X 1 PC·PC+1 B2- ';z
;

SHLO.ddr 0 0 , 0 0 0 , 0

I
x PCOUl PC-PC+1 82- "Z

ST.o.Tusl61

LOAXrp(4) 0 a R , , 0 , 0 I i X rl)OUT ! DATA- j.A
STATuslSI

STAXtp(4! o 0 R P o 0 , 0 I X rpOUT IAI- .. CATABUS
STA,TUS[7!

XCHG , , , 0 , 0 1 ,
! I IHU-IOEI I

I
,

I
.-

AOOr , a 0 O· 0 S S S I I I (SSS...TM' [9J IACTI.�TMP)-A
IA"'ACT

AOOM I , 0 0 0 I 0 , , 0 I I
I I (A)-ACT HLOU! I OATA+™r

I ! 1 I STATUS[Gi I i

10..01 data I , , 0 0 ! Q , , 0 ! I i I (A}-ACT I ��,.uJsr61 PC·PC+1 82iTMPI
I

AOCr , 0 0 0 i , s s S I i I (SSSl-TMP I f9l 1IACT)+{TMpt+CV-A ---�

I I I I IA}-ACT

I i I , i HLOI,.;T I
.-

ADeM , 0 0 0 , 1 1 0
1 : (A}-ACT

, STATUslS1 :
OATA- .TMP

I i I i

Ael datil I , 1 0 0 I , t 1 0 i ! ! I (AI-ACT i i PC our I pc. Pc ... 1 B2-4-TMP
i ! STATUsl61 i

SUBr I 1 0 0 1 i 0 S S s i I I i (SSS)-TMP 1 i91 (ACTl .. £TMP'-A

I I i I {AI_ACT
-

I I

i 1
-t-- -

SUSM , 0 0 , 0 , , 0 I IA.....CT I HLOUT OATA- .. TMP
, STATUS{6i

SUI dllta , , 0 , 0 , , 0 ! i i IA.....CT I PeOUT I PC-PC+1 82- ___ TMP
1 STATUS!S}I

SSar I 1 0 0 I I , S S s i i I : (SSS)-TMP ! 1<1 (ACTI-ITMPI-CY-"

1 1 (A)-ACT

_
sea M , 0 0 , i , , , 0 I i , IAI_ACT i Hi.. OUT OATA+™P

t I STATusIS( i

I
1 t 0 1 t , , 0 I ! I {A)_ACT I PC OUT I PC-PC+'

I .

581 dat.
STATUSi61 82-r.TMP

INR r 0 0 o 0 I o , 0 0 !
I

, (OOOI-TMP ALlJ-OOO I

I i (TMPI + 1-ALU I

INR M 0 0 1 , i 0 1 0 0 I
I X HlOUT i OATA�'TMP
I STATusl61 i (TMP)+l + ALoU

�DCP. r 0 0 o 0 o 1 0 1 1 : i 1000 ...TM. I ALV"-OOO I 1I
i ! (TMP)+1--ALU I , I

�CA M 0 0 , , 0 1 0 t i i t
X ! HL OU" D.;,TA....:...TM� II STATUs:61

,
ITMPI-1 __ ALW

INXrp 0 0 R P o 0 1 ,
1

I 1 I (r�P) + 1 AP !
j II

j I , I

OCXrp o 0 R P , 0 1 , : I I I IRPI _1 A' I iI j ;
, i

UAO,·,[!lJ
I

0 0 R , , o 0 , i ! x I Iril-ACT ! (L.,'-TMi', ! ALU-L. CV
I ! i I , (ACT1+{TM�)-A.LU

O.o.A 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 , i
I : O..... -A. FLAGS[lQJ ! I

i i
-

i

ANA, , 0 , 0 0 S S S i
� ! � (SSS}-TMP i 191 I iACT)+(TMP)-A

• (AI-ACT

ANAM 1 0 , 0 0 , , 0 'COUT PC --PC + tIINST-TMP/lA (A"'ACT �Ac;.;',�(61 OATA- L...TMP
STA.TUS
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.
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STATUS[61

[91 (ACT)+(TMP)-A

[91 (f\CT}+(TMP!-A

[91 fACT)+(TMPI+CY-A

[91 (ACT)+(TMP)+CY-A
,

l .

[91 I IACTI-ITMPI-A

[91 I IACTI-ITMP""A

-

Ii!! IACTI-!TMPI-CY-A'

Ii!! IACTI-ITMPI-CY-A

I
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I

I !

I I
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I
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I I

I
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:'ANEMONIC
I

OPCOCe: M1{1J M2!
I '

I I !1°7°6°50. i 0302D,OO Tl nl21 T3 T4 TS T1 nl21 T3

I i
I

I
I I 8L�_™PA.NI d.IJtol 1 I I 0 0 1 I a PCQUT I PC-PC+l INST-TMPIIR (At-ACT
! PC OUT PC .. PC+-'

I STATUS STATUS[Sl ! I
XAAr I I a I 0 i I S S S I

I t {A)-ACT

I
191 IACT)+(TPMI-A

! ! I I
(SSSI-TMP

XAAM I 0 I 0 I I I I 0 I (AI-ACT HLOUT I DATA- fo-TMP
STATusI61

XFUc:lill!e I
1 I I 0 I I 1 0 (AI-ACT PC OUT pc-pc·, 82- �TMP

STATus(6)

OR", I 0 1 1 I a S S S I (A!-ACT 191 (ACTI+(TMPJ-A
! (SSS!-TMP ....

ORAM I 0 I 1 i 0 I I 0 I IAI-ACT HLOUT OATA_ t-™P
STATusI61

OR; J.lta I I I I I o I I 0 I I I (Ai-ACT i PCQUT I pc·PC+1 82- r-™P
i I ! STATlJS!61

CMPr I , 0 I I I 1 S S s I (AI-ACT (9) (ACTHTMPI. FLAGS
ISSS!-TMP ".

CMPM i 1 0 1 I I I , I 0 (At-ACT HLOUT DATA-�TMP

I STATUsl6I

CPI dat. I 1 1 1
I

I I 1 0 I (AI-ACT PC OUT PC-PC+t B2- "'TMP
STATUS(6)

RLe 0 o 0 o I 0 1 1 1 I (A!-ALU (9) ALU-A,CY
I ROTATE

ARC 0 0 0 0 I 1 1 1 1 i IA)-ALU 191 ALU-A.CY
.,'

I ROTATE

RAL o 0 0 I j 0 I 1 1 I i (AI. CY-AlU 191 ALtJ-oA,CY
I ROTATE

RAR 0 0 0 1 I I I I I ! ! I tA), CY-ALU 191 ALU-A,CY
ROTATE

CMA 0 0 I 0 I 1 I I 1 I I I (A)-A ,

i !

CMC 0 0 I I I I 1 1 I I ev-er I !i i I i

STC 0 0 , 1 ! 0 I I I

I I !
i 1-CY I I

! I I
JMPilddr I I 0 0 0 0 I I X

I PC O�T PC .. PC + 1

82iZSTA.TI,JS[6J

J ceAd .c:tdl'!17! 1 I C C I C a 1 0 I I JUDGe CONDITION PC our PC-PC·1 82- _Z
, STATUSI6)

-

CALLacldr I 1 1 o 0 I 1 0 1 I SP-SP-l PC OUT PC·P�+l B2- -z

C """" .... ,(17) I I

STATusl6I

1 C C C 1 0 0 i ! JUDGE CONDITION ��-Yu'"SI61 PC-PC+l B2- �Z
IF TRUE,SP-SP-,

RET ! 1 I 0 0 1 0 a I [ ! x SPOUT I SP·SP+,1 OATA- f-Z
I , STATUS!lSJ i

R cunei .ddrl17J I 1 C c i C 0 0 0 I INST-TMPfIA I JUOGE CONDiTION!14j SP oUT ! SP-SP+1 OATA+Z
i i STATUS[151

. i
RST n I , N N i N I 1 I i I iN�-TMP/jR Sf - Sp - 1 SP OuT I SP. SP _ I (PCHI +OATA sus

I STATUS!161 I I
-

PCHL I I 1 1 o I 1 0 0 I I INST_TMP/IR ! (HU_·__ · ipc !
! I I

PUSH rp
I 1 1 A P I 0 1 o • I I •

I
sp·SP�, SP OUT ! SP - SP -, lrhlTDATA BUSI

: I I STATUS{161 j
PUSH PSW 1 1 1 1 a 1 0 1 I sp-sp-, SP OUT 1 SP-sP�' IA}TOATA BUS

STA7Usi161 I
----

I i�Prp I I R P i 0 0 a 1 , X SP our SP·SP·l ,?A.TATrlI I i ST ..uusf1SJ

POPPS'N ! I I I I I 0 a 0 I i
,

x ! �� f�JS('5J i SP-SP+l DATA--jo.FLAGS
! : i I

XTHL I I 1 o I 0 0 I I ! I I X SPOUT I SP-SP., DATA-t_ZI , STATUS(1S1 i I

IN""" l' I 0 I , I 0 I 1 I I I ! X· j PC OUT 1 pC-PC. 1 82TZ'Wi I
STATus161

OUTpon l' 1 a 1 i 0 0 I 1 I I i I x ! PC OUT ! PC-PC+l 82 --jo.z. W

I I ) , STAiusfS'
:I ,

EI i 1 I I I

I
I 0 I I I ! I SET INTE F/F

I ii
01 1 I 1 I [ 0 0 1 I I I AESET INTE F/F I II ;
HLT : 0 I I 1 ! a I 1 a ! ; I x I I PC our � HALT Mooe[2l1

I ! I STATUS

i i
-

NOP 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 PC OuT PC-PC+l INST-TP;"P/IR X iI STATUS
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inter Silicon Gate MOS 8255

PROGRAMMABLE PERIPHERAL INTERFACE

• 24 Programmable 1/0 Pins
• Completely TTL Compatible
• Fully Compatible with MCS' -8 and

MCS" -80 Microprocessor Families

• Direct Bit Set/Reset Capability
Easing Control Application Interface

• 40 Pin Dual In-Line Package
• Reduces System Package Count

The 8255 is a general purpose programmable 1/0 device designed for use with both the 8008 and 8080
microprocessors. It has 24 I/O pins which may be individually programmed in two groups of twelve and
used in three major modes of operation. I n the first mode (Mode 0), each group of twelve I/O pins may be

programmed in sets of 4 to be input or output. I n Mode 1, the second mode, each group may be programmed
to have 8 lines of input or output. Of the remaining four pins three are used for handshaking and interrupt
control signals. The third mode of operation (Mode 2) is a Bidirectional Bus mode which uses 8 lines for a

bidirectional bus, and five lines, borrowing one from the other group, for handshaking.
Other features of the 8255 include bit set and reset capability and the ability to source 1 mA of current at
1.5 volts. This allows darlington transistors to be directly driven for applications such as printers and high
voltage displays.

PIN CONFIGURATION 8255 BLOCK DIAGRAM

8t OIREc;TlO ..... l 0"'''81.)5

0, Do
/'---'J

1_"·,·POW{III
SIJ"tlU

-_eNO

v---, ,n

",,""��QC,�.

"'"'l�'"'.'U'i i �t . ,���,

.-----,1
: I

1/'-----'1
PIN NAMES

0,-00 1 DATA BUS IBI·OIRECT-IONAl) I
RESET RESET ,INPUT

its CHIP SELECT
--- ....

RD---AE�?_}����.�-=---=--=
WR 1 WRiTE !NPUT I

---.--,--.-.------�

��,_�__ p����E_��__________!
PA7·PAO PORT A (BIT) i

-----.. --�- ... _-_.

PS1·paC PORT B �SI�TI --,
pe7·pea ���IT)

i Vee +5 VOLTS

I G"O �VOlTS
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Silicon Gate MOS 8251

PROGRAMMABLE COMMUNICATION INTERFACE

• Synchronous and Asynchronous
Operation

• Synchronous:
5-8 Bit Characters
Internal or External Character

Synchronization
Automatic Sync Insertion

• Asynchronous:
5-8 Bit Characters
Clock Rate -1,16 or 64 Times

Baud Rate
Break Character Generation
1,11/2, or 2 Stop Bits
False Start Bit Detection

• Baud Rate -DC to 56 k Baud (Sync �,,'ode)
DC to 9.6k Baud (Async Mode)

• Full Duplex, Double Buffered,
Transmitter and Receiver

• Error Detection - Parity, Overrun,
and Framing

• Fully Compatible with 8080 CPU
• 28-Pin DIP Package
• All Inputs and Outputs Are

TTL Compatible
• Single 5 Volt Supply
• Single TTL Clock

The 8251 is a Universal Synchronous/Asynchronous Receiver / Transmitter (USA RT) Ch ip designed for data
communications in microcomputer systems. The USART is used as a peripheral device and is programmed
by the CPU to operate using virtually any serial data transmission technique presently in use (including IBM

Bi-Sync). The USART accepts data characters from the CPU in parallel format and then converts them into
a continuous serial data stream for transmission. Simultaneously it can receive serial data streams and con

vert them into parallel data characters for the CPU. The USART will signal the CPU whenever it can accept
a new character for transmission or whenever it has received a character for the CPU. The CPU can read the
complete status of the USART at any time. These include data transmission errors and control signals such
as SYNDET, TxEMPT. The chip is constructed using N-channel silicon gate technology.

PIN CONFIGURATION
BLOCK DIAGRAM

0, 0,
03 DO

R.O Vee
ONO A;C

0, OTR

Os ATs

O. 'OsR

0, RESET

r.c elK

WA T.O

cs TJ(EMPTY

CIO CTs

Rci SYNOer

A.ROY T.RDY

T.ROY

Pin Name Pi" Function I Pin Name Pin FUnC1ion

07·00 Dati Bus (8 bitll

I
DSR Data Se:t Readv

C/O Control or Data is to be Written or Read 0fR DaUi Terminal Readv

AD Read Data Command SYNDEr Svnc Detect

WA Write·Data or Control Command RTS Aequ", to Send Data

Cs Chip Enable ffi Clear to Send Data

eLK Clock Pulse nTl) hE I Transmitter Em�ty

IRES�T Reset

I Vee i +5 Volt Supply
t7C Transm1(ter Clock GNO I Ground

T.O Transmitter Data
R;c Receiver Clock

R.O AecelVerOaU
RICADY Aecej�er Ready (has cl'laratte, for a080�
T"ADY Transmitter Ready treeev for char. from 8080) i

,"I I�

IINTEAN:L

Iu'DATA BUS I.
CONT:qOl.

__ SYNOE"f

!>135
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Schottky Bipolar 8228

SYSTEM CONTROLLER AND BUS DRIVER
FOR 8080A CPU

• Single Chip System Control tor
MCS·80 Systems

• Built-in Bi-Directional Bus Driver
for Data Bus Isolation

• Allows the use of Multiole Byte
Instructions (e.g. CALL) for
Interrupt Acknowledge

• User Selected Single Level Interrupt
Vector (RST 7)

• 28 Pin Dual In-Line Package
• Reduces System Package Count

The 8228 is a single chip system controller and bus driver for MCS·80. It generates all signals required to

directly interface MCS·80 family RAM, ROM, and I/O components.

A bi-directional bus driver is included to provide high system TTL fan-out. It also provides isolation of the
8080 data bus from memory and I/O. This allows for the optimization of control signals, enabling the svs
terns deisgner to use slower memory and I/O. The isolation of the bus driver also provides for enhanced

system noise immunity.
A user selected single level interrupt vector (RST 7) is provided to simplify real time, interrupt driven, small

system requirements. The 8228 also generates the correct centrol signals to allow the use of multiple byte
instructions (e.g., CALL) in response to an INTERRUPT ACKNOWLEDGE by the 8080A. This feature

permits large, interrupt driven systems to have an unlimited number of interrupt levels.

The 8228 is designed to support a wide variety of system bus structures and also reduce system package
count for cost effective, reliable, design of the MCS-80 systems.

PIN CONFIGURATION 8228 BLOCK DIAGRAM

Sffiii Vee

HLOA iDw

Wi �

OBIN 1i'QA

084 MEMR

O. iNTA

087 BU'SEN

07 06

083 086

03 OS

OB2 085

02 0;

0l1li 081

GNO 0'

07·00

sfflii -�---------'-'

OBIN ------_--------1

�--------------�
HLOA +-t..

r 00-
i g,:::

C"U

�
,

DATA 0)_
BUS 0,,-

0,-
I 0,
L·07-

PIN NAMES

I DATA 8U!; (SOao SIOEI__J liNT." INTERRUPT ACKNOWLEDGE

087·080: DATA BUS iSYS;C:�.' SIOEI i i HlDA HLDA !FRQM80BOl

t"IOR 1'0 t;EAD I! '!'iF! w� I:=MOM 30901

I-'OW I! '0 '/','RITE I i BUS EN SUS ENABLE INPUT

MEMR ! ....,n.·CRY READ I �f8 STATUS STROBE (FROM 82241

MEMW ! ME:.MORY �','�!TE

l,,,,'c�e_+-.s_v-",..- ___,
oalN j ODIN (FRO,"/. �cao\ I GNO OVOLTS
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Schottky Bipolar 8224

CLOCK GENERATOR AND DRIVER
FOR 8080A CPU

• Single Chip Cloc,k Generator/Driver
for 8080A CPU

• Power-Up Reset for CPU
• Ready Synchronizing Flip-Flop
• Advanced Status, Strobe

• Oscillator Output for External
System Timing

• Crystal Controlled for Stable System
Operation

• Reduces System Package Count

The 8224 is a single chip clock generator/drivel' for the 8080A CPU. It is controlled by a crystal, selected by
the designer, to meet a variety of system speed requirements.
Also included are circuits to provide power-up reset, advance status strobe and synchronization of ready.

The 8224 provides the designer with a significant reduction of packages used to generate clocks and timing
for 8080A.

PIN CONFIGURATION BLOCK DIAGRAM

!!> 5YNC----+__

ID miN ---il>---'Hi

RESET Vee

RESIN XTAL1

RDYIN XTAL2

READY TANK

SYNC esc

•• (TTLI .,

iffii ••

GND Veo

PIN NAMES

miN I RESET INPUT I
RESET I ReSET CUTPu,.-,
!=tOYiN 1 RE�-OY ,.�puT·i
Re.�OY I RE<l.OV OUT�
SYNC ! SYNC i��puT I

-m-iif1STATus"""STBr

kH IA,CTlVE
LOW) !

., 1W30 'i¢'Z I CLOCKS I

! KTAL' I I CONNECTIONS

��AL�2��I�I_F_O_A_eA_Y_ST�A_L� �

��_N�_�-:S-�-�L-�:���u�p0�E XTAL :
o. ci,x (TTL lEVELIi -'Z\!'Tl)

vee ... 5\1

! VC:J I +12\1

l G�O OV
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Schottky Bipolar 8214

PRIORITY INTERRUPT CONTROL UNIT

• Eight Priority Levels
• Current Status Register
• Priority Comparator

• Fully Expandable
• High Performance (50ns)
• 24-Pin Dual In-Line Package

The8214 is an eight level priority interrupt control unit designed to simplify interrupt driven microcomputer
systems.

The PICU can accept eight requesting levels; determine the highest priority, compare this priority to a soft
ware controlled current status register and issue an interrupt to the system along with vector information to

identify the service routine.

The 8214 is fully expandable by the use of open collector interrupt output and vector information. Control
signals are also provided to simplify this function.

The PICU is designed to support a wide variety of vectored interrupt structures and reduce package count

in interrupt driven microcomputer systems.

PIN CONFIGURATION

[!DffR
a; Vee !ll>ETlC--

a; ECS
GD Ao

B; A; liD A,
@> ii,

.. 50s 0I> iI;
INT R. [!!> A�

�
lE> R,

elK §? R�
INTE A, IE> R;

;:; R,
IT> 8�

", � CD Ii;

.., R. CD a;
ID SG§

fL" ENlG iW ill

GNO ETlG

LOGIC DIAGRAM

PIN NAMES

I';;:;' REOUEST ..VELI I., HIOH.ST ,.'ORlnl

I
a:;.i2 CURRENT STATUS

sis STA.TUS G'RO.U" SELECT

!ECS ENABlE CUR�ENT lUlU!

IINT£ INTeA;:tUP'T (NAILl!

iCLi CLOCI( ONT F,F)

i m iNASLI L.EVEL Ru'D

I ULG ENABU THI$ LEVU. GROU'

(OUTPUTS:
Act·... , "EounT LEVELS l OPEN

iNT 'NTlARUP'T {ACT, l.OWI J- COUECTOR

INl.G EN"'Ll NUT LEVU GROU'

5-153
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Schottky Bipolar 8212

EIGHT-BIT INPUTIOUTPUT PORT
• Fully Parallel8-Bit Data

Register and Buffer
• Service Request Flip-Flop

for Interrupt Generation
• Low Input Load Current -

.25 rnA Max.
• Three State Outputs
• Outputs·Sink 15 mA

• 3.65V Output High Voltage
for Direct Interface to 8080
CPU or 8008 CPU

• Asynchronous Register
Clear

• Replaces Buffers, Latches
and Multiplexers in Micro
computer Systems

• Reduces System Packege
Count

The 8212 input/output port consists of an B·bit latch with 3 - state output buffers along with control and device selection

logic. Also included is a service request flip-flop for the generation and control of interrupts to the microprocessor.

The device is multimode in nature. It can be used to implement latches, gated buffers or multiplexers. Thus, all of the princi
pal peripheral and input/output functions of a microcomputer system can be implemented with this device.

LOGIC DIAGRAM
SERVICE 'REQUEST FF

PIN CONFIGURATION

os, vee
MD INT

01, Ola

00, OOa
012 01,

0°2 0°7
013 016
0°3 0°6
01. 015

DO. 0°5
STB CLii
ONO OS2

Ill> OS2

DOs [i>

11> MO ",,-...-rH._-'

II!> 5TB------i__ �

PIN NAMES

00,-00. ! OArA OUT

-�:-DS;-:-ci-EV-IC-E-SE-L-Ec-r----<
--MD I MODE
�=--���----.----

ST8 I STROBE
tNT : INTERRUPT {ACTiVe LOWI

�=----,--_,--------

Cl,:A : CLEAR (ACTIVE LOW'

5-101
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Schottky Bipolar 8205

HIGH SPEED 1 OUT OF 8 BINARY DECODER

• 110 Port or Memory Selector

• Simple Expansion - Enable Inputs
• High Speed Schottky Bipolar

Technology -18ns Max. Delay
• Directly Compatible with TTL Logic

Circuits

• Low Input Load Current - .25 rnA
max., 1/6 Standard TTL Input Load

• Minimum Line Reflection - Low
Voltage Diode Input Cla'11P

• Outputs Sink 10 rnA min.
• 16-Pin Dual-In-Line Ceramic or

Plastic Package

The 8205 decoder can be used for expansion of systems which utilize input ports, output ports, and mem
ory components with active low chip select input. When the 8205 is enabled, one of its eight outputs goes
"low", thus a singl,e row of a memory system is selected. The 3 chip enable inputs 6n the 8205 allow easy

system expansion. For very large systems, 8205 decoders can be cascaded such that each decoder can drive

eight other decoders for arbitrary memory expansions.
The I ntel@8205 is packaged in a standard 16 pin dual-in-line package; and its performance is specified over

the temperature range of aoc to +75°C, ambient. The use of Schottky barrier diode clamped transistors to

obtain fast switching speeds results in higher performance than equivalent devices made with a gold diffu
sion process.

PIN CONFIGURATION LOGIC SYMBOL

AO V-cc

A, 00

A2 0,

E, °2

E2 O:J

EJ 0.

0) o,

GRD Os

PIN NAME,S
ADDRESS ENABLE OUTPUTS

A. A, A, e, e, e, 0 , 2 3 4 ; 6 I

l l l L L H l H H .. H H H ..

H l L L l H .. l H H H H .. "

L H l L L H H H L H " H H H

H H l l l H H H H L H H H H

L l H L l H H H H H L H H H

H L H L L H H H H H H L H rl

l H H L L H H H H H H H L H

H H H L l H H H H H H H H L

X X X L L l H H H H H H H H

X X X H L L H 11 H rl H H H H

X X X L H L H H H H H H H H

X X X H H l H H H H H H H H

X X X H L H H H H H H H H H

X X X L H H H .. H H H H H H

X X X H H H H H H H H H H H

I Ao- "', ADDRESS INPUTS

IE,. E, ENABLE INPUTS

I 0'0- 67 DeCOOeO OUTPUTS

5-147
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2708,2704

8K AND 4K UV ERASABLE PROrJl

• 2708 1024x8 Organization
• 2704 512x8 Organization

• Fast Programming -

Typ. 100 sec. For AU 8K Bits
• Low Power During Programming
II Access Time - 450 ns Max.
• Standard Power Supplies

+12V, +5V, -5V

• Static-No Clocks Required
• Inputs and Outputs TtL

Compatible During Both Read
and Program Modes

• Three-State Output-OR-Tie
Capability

The Intel 2708/2704 are high speed 8192/4096 bit erasable and electrically reprogrammable ROM's (EPROM) ideally suited

where fast turn around and pattern experimentation are important requirements.

The 2708/2704 are packaged in a 24 pin duat-In-llne package with transparent lid. The transparent lid allows the user to ex

pose the chip to ultraviolet light to erase the bit pattern. A new pattern can then be written into the devices.

A pin for pin mask programmed ROM, the Intel 2308, is available for large volume production runs of systems initially using
the 2708.

The 2708/2704 is fabricated with the time proven N·channel silicon gate technology.

PIN CONFIGURATIONS BLOCK DIAGRAM

A,

NOTE1:I'\\':
lis.

CSIWE

A,

A, PROGRAM

Aa O.

0, 0,

0,

NOTE 1. 2704, P'N 22 • v,..
2708, P'N 22' AI.

PIN NAMES

DATA OUTPUT

0, .0,

CHIP SELECT

LOGI� OUTPUT BUFFERS

y

OECOOER
V GATING

x

DECODER
60*)( 128

FlOM ARRAY

PIN CONNECTION DURING READ OR PROGRAM

Ao·A9 : ADORESSINPUTS �

�t1� O�ATA6uTPUTS-
------

r- cgNi'E'C'HIP-SELE'C=fM R"'iTe-e'N-ABlEINPUT"
- -_---

PIN NUMBER !
MOCE g.11,13·17 ! '2 18 19 20 21 2. !

READ DOUT

I
Vss v" i voo V"

!
V•• Vee:

PROGRAM 0" V,. "", ... Voo Vn-iW VB. Vee I
V1HP I i

3-23
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MM4357/M1Vl5357 a-bit AID converter

general description
The MM4357/\,','15357 i< an 8·bit 'T1ono!ithic il,lD
converter usinG
;:,._\). !t ..:.").'"".�.:;\.�, .:. �.:�;.... Ir)Pl�: i!:'\!;�'rJ'jnce -:Or'Tipzrator,

�::": '0) 't;.:':;l.j! � 2:',0 2:"Jiuq S'N'Tr;i1e5, cor-trcl ::::(:�
(,"\. ; � �C� ";'i. c.�,,,,, ',' .;r'�Ot1 is p�rformeCl I

--:-1· ''I : .o- ':!li:JU0 where the u . ;.'""r .'/'JI!

�'2 'I .. t '_:');;:')a:'��(j to the rasts tor tee v;'),01'.S

ttsi'1g .O((� .)'; s .. ·.·;t(r;?� .•\inen the ap;Jroprii:He tie point

voltage matches the unknown vottace. conversion is

complete and the cilgital outputs contain en B-blt com

plementary b.narv wor d correspond.no to the unknown.
T;'" brarv output is TRI·STi'TE to permit bussing oni
common data !if1es.

The MM4357 is snecified over -55'C to +12ScC and the

MMS3S7 is specified over COC to +70°C.

features
• Low cost

u :!:5V, 10V input ranges

+0 D' n +r» .t"".l � I OJ , .. ,<_,

Future Product

• No missing codes

• H;gh innut imr.ed;:r.ce
• Ratiometric conversion

• TRI·STATE outputs
II Fast
• Contains ourput :.telles·.'1
• TTl,. comlliYJi!eJ

key specs

• Resolutroo

• Linearity
• Conversion speed
• Input impedance
• Suppiv voltages
• Clock range

8 bits

±1/2 LSB

.';Ops·'
>100M'2

'is'! -12,:. G',;0

5.0 <.Hz to :'.0 i.Hiz

Dual-In-Line Package

lS8

voo r' r' 'VIIIH z·' ,., V,. CLOCl( v"

" 11 " 11 14 13 'Z " 10
._,....._

connection diagram

O,de, Numb., MM43570 0' MM53570
See P""kage 20

Order Number MM53S7N
sea Package 29-

I'
r r' z.. ,., ,. STRT DUTPUT Vo< EOt

MS. NU· CON'll EIIIAIL£

wo'

TD,.,.II:.

·lS'"
typical applications

OV -llY CLOClC
·'V'-4---...

ourp'lT EJI(A!lE

sc

I

I
L

v.,

General Co;,neetie"

I
I
I

f

I
I

:
j.

High Aceuriicy Cooeect.on11'-1

j.--------------------------,_ ... _----_.
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Industrial!Automotive/Functional Blocks

9·91

LX5600/LX5500A, LX5700/lX5700A temper ..ture transdi.Jcers"t!t"
1

general description ,

The lXS600/lX5700 se'ies temperature transducers are

highly accurate temperature measurement or control

systems fer usa ever a -co" C to � � "5" C temperature
range. Fabricated on a single monolithic chip they in

elude a temperctura sensor. stable voltage reference and

cperaticnat amplifier.

The lX5000 'uses. the difference in emitter- base 'mitan
of transistors operating at different'cuH�nt den,ities JS'"
the basic temperature sensitive elem�nt. Sj'lce t.his out-,

put depends only on transistor matching the Sill,).. ,

reliability and stability. i!�' present·-Dp:',amps can,,�
. expected. ,,..

The lXS600 and lX56QOA operate over a -5SoC to

+12SoC range and are available in 4 lead TO·S packaqe.
The LX5700 and LX5:'OOA also operate over the -S5°C
to +125° C range and are available in the 4 lead TO·46

package.

The output of the lX5600/LX5700 is directlv pro-

portional to temperature in degrees Kelvin at
• -" A

Using the internal op arnp with external res.sror s anv

temperature scale factor is easily obtained, By con

necting the Of) amp as a ccmosr ator. !he output-will
swire"," as the temperature transverses the set-point
ma�ing the device useful as an on-off temperature con

troller. features

An active shunt requlator is connected across the power
leads to the lX5600/LXS700 to provide a stable voltage
reference. .In �ddjtion to providin9 a, r!!ference. it.".

f;!'Ju!ates the 0.;�r.itjn9 �oitege ta o.8V:'lhis allows the
use of any power supply vclt•.with �uitable, externals
resistoes.

• Initial calibration ..iQ;�C;!;��over -55°C to

+12SoC
- ' "

' ...

• Imeinal Of) amp with freqcencv COmp.ms3tf6a'�

• ,[inearoutput of 10 mvt!?(JO mVfC)

The 0(:' amp can 201'lplifv the 11; mVfK from the sensor -":"

to ,.1'1105:, <lI"j jes!red oet!,u'L�l:;le mput bias current is
tow enc relatively constant with temperature, ensuring
high acCura';y when hig,' source lffipo!dam:e'_.js used.
Further. the output collector can be returned to a

volta� higher tnan a.8V a!lowing the LX5600/LX5700
to drive lamps and relays from a 28V supply.

• Directly calibrated in degrees Kelvin

• Output can drive loads up to 3SV

• Internal stable voltage reference

• Four lead .device-minimizing wiring

block and connection diagrams
Metal Can Package

••ur ..,*.(;r!�j
IN�:.;r�\'"

Order Number LX5500AH or LX5600H
See Pockage 38

TOPIIIEW

NOTE: PIN 4 CONNeCTED TO CASE

� Metal Can Package

OU:UT®",.'
v:

•• , I
If

INPllT 2 J v:

Order Number lX5700AH or LX5700H
See Packaqe 9C

TO'V:EW

NOTE: PIN 4 C!JN"E�TED TO CA.SE
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�?�A National
1·",'" • f"�'��.nnn-'uctort� �vi � U",",V1I (; ,.

Differential Pressure Transducers
LX16XXD, LX16XXDF; LX17XXDD,
LX17XXDDF SERIES

DESCRIPTION

The LX16XXD and LX17XXDD Series provides an

excellent selection of differential transducers with oper

ating pressure ranges of ±5 psid tc 0-100 psid. Because
of its ouat-cort input, a single differential transducer can

be used to measure fluid flow rate or flow totalization.
For each operating pressure range, the transducer is

availabie in the basic PX5D hybrid I C package for easy
PC board mounting or in the compact, rugged PX7D
brass housing with rigidly held 1/8" NPT female fittings
for isolation from high common-mode pressures. Either
unit can also be orovided with fluidic isolation for

systems using corrosive or conductive working fluids.

{-=;
��

•••. ">.

,._." .....". ,

iF,'
\.

Like other National IC pressure transducers, these units
art' designed to provide high accuracy and excellent

stability. They are field interchangeable and can easily
be interfaced with auto·reference, control and display
svsterns. Each device includes internal temperature corn

pensation. voltage regulation and full signal conditioning
by an operational amplifier with a low-impedance 10V
output. LX17XXOO ILX16XXO Insed

FEATURES APPLICATlONS

• 005 psid to 0-100 psid
• Easy one-transducer flow meter

• Hybrid IC package for PC board mounting
• Rugged brass housings
• RigiJ dual-port structure

• Fluid-filled versions

• Temperature sensor

• Easy auto-reference interface

• High accuracy

:I Excellent stability
• Field interchangeability
iI Available from National distributors

• Fluid velocity
• Volumetric flow control

• Flow totalization

• Fuel management
• Fluid dispensing
• Wind speed
• Water management
• Process fluid flow

BLOCK DIAGRAM
....---------------------....------.....-OVE(GREEN'

VT(ORANGE'
(POSITIVE BIAS
ONLY'

(YellOW)
FOR FACTORY

�--------....---�---+-----OUSE�
(DO NOT CONNECT)

'Na,ional oaten" 3836796. 38067!?9, �899695

2·8
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r------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------�

I
I f:';:;,:/l rJaGonal

L;LJ Semiconductor
Absolute Pressure Transducers
LX14XXA, LX14XXAF, LX14XXAS,
LX14XXAFS SERIES

DESCRIPTION

The LX14XX Series prov1des a selection of ruggedly
packaged absolute transducers with operating pressure

ranges of 0-100 psia to 0-5000 psia. These devices

feature the compact concentric PX4 brass or PX4S
stainless steel housing for easy installation with a crescent

vl,e.'lch and 10" flying leads for easy soldering and
Secure electrical connection. The leads are epoxv-sealed
to provide fully hermetic protection against hostile ex'

terior environments. Fluid·filled housings PX4F and
PX4FS are also available for systems using corrosive or

conductive working fluids.

LXt4XXA (LX14XXAFS Ins,tl

APPLICATIONS

• Engine diagnostics
• Machine tools

• Hydraulics
• Off-road vehicles
• Pneumatics

• Pressurized tanks and lines

• Pressure vessels

• Deep well pumps
• Oceanography
• Welding machines

Vp (GREEN)
I

2-2

..

Like ether National Ie pressure transducers, the
LX 14XXA units are designed to provide high accuracy
and excellent stability, They are field interchangeable
and can be easily interfaced with auto-reference, control
and display systems. Each device includes internal temp.
erature compensation: voltage regulation and full signal
conditioning' by an operational amplifier with a low

impedance 10V output.

FEATURES

• 0-100 psi a to 0-5000 psia
• Rugged concentric housing
• Flying leads

• Hermetic package
• Fluid-filled version

• High accuracy
• Temperature compensation
• High stability
• Field interchangeability
II Available from National distributors

BLOCK DIAGRAM

"National patents 3836796, 3886799, 3899695
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FOUR CHARACTER
SOLID STATE

ALPHANUMERIC.
DISPLAY

Features
• INTEGRATED SHIFT REGISTERS WITH

CONSTANT CURRENT DRIVERS

• CERAMIC 7.62 mm (.3 in.) DIP

Integral Red Glass Contrast Filter

• WIDE VIEWING ANGLE

• END STACKA8LE 4 CHARACTER PACKAGE

• PIN ECONOMY
12 Pins for 4 Characters

• TTL COMPATIBLE

• 5x7 LEO MATRIX DISPLAYS FULL ASCII
CODE

• RUGGED, LONG OPERATING LIFE

• CATEGORIZED FOR LUMINOUS INTENSITY
Assures Ease of Package to

Package Brightness Matching

package DImensIons

"""""
.===,

HEWLETTi PACKARD

COMPONENTS

HOSP-2000

TECHNICAL DATA APR!L �37,

Description
The HP HDSP-2000 display is a 3.8mm (0.15 inch) 5x7 LED array for display of alphanumeric information. The device is
available in 4 character clusters and is packaged in a 12-pin dual-in-line type packag�, An on-board SIPO (serial-in
parallet-out) 7 bit shift register associated with each digit controls constant current LEO row drivers. Full character display
is achieved by external column strobing. The constant current LED drivers are externally programmable and typically
capable of sinking

,

. Applications include interactive 110 terminals, point of sale equipment, portable
telecommunications gear, and hand held equipment requiring aiphanumeric displays.

I %.50,.'3 TYP.

t-- £.100 ,,0051
NON4.CCUM.

�, , .

." � :.(:(·�::�";,i :�:- ",.. "�",,,.;:' ',:;;Y '�
,

,:.:." ;:,;.:,/<:' '.",.,'
"

,,:..:} ,',,,'" .'., .

.. . '"� .. :,:��yi:��::.. ... ,.�_"..:..

°i �t� : .�����
I 8, v, I

} .;<�':i .' ,,",l--O-+���-+:�,��-'""�..LOC>-=K--;
, ""."

.

:; ! COlUMN a ,11 i 'GROUND !

�::':":" rr�INTCONNeCT· I 12 !-O..\TAI�
'

.. ;::00 NGfCO>lHECTOA usa
.

", ," .,,' ',,_

c, �. ,,:;,t� .: ".;,�.-:.
:::S'

.. ;.�" ..

v'. /,',',':..r-,:.:.''',:;<=(.'

NOTES:

TClE�A."�£ ON ALl. CIMeN$l�

'3.. ��-:��R�:�;.sGOLC PUTEO' .�.�
coPttER AlL-OY. : .j

... CJ-ot.<UtACTE1U ARE C£HTiiH:O �.j..WITH IUSPE-CT TO LEADS W',,""IN

�,3mnt (:.oos"}.

121
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Appendix G:

Flow metering Program Listing.
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page 1 calfly.c

/* program to calculate error percentages expected for
orifice flow meter. flwrate calculates the flow. */

/* surajit sa�kar • august 1978 • */
/* university of saskatchewan,

saskatoon.*/

double gamma{ 1. 27} ,spgr{O. 63} ,a{ 2. 54}, b{ 3 .O},
,c{453.0} ;

double d{2.0},e{4.0},f{O.5},kO{O.61},pb{14.65},
tb{520.0} ;

double pf,tf,ftb,fg ,hx ;
double orfdia,pipedia,kay,diffpr,factor,statpra,

abstem ;
double convwt,quan,coef,smalbee,bigbee,eee,beta,

fb ,fpb ;
double ftf,fr,y;
double ql[12],qh[12],qb[12] ,hwl[12] ,hwh[12],

erpcnt[12],qtem,qerr; .

double hw[12]{0.1,O.2,O.5,1.0,2.0,5.0,10.0,20.0,
50.0,100.0,150.0};

double ofd[11]{.250,.375,.500,.625,.750,.875,1.000,
1.l25,1.250,1.375,1.500};

double ebit{256.},tlvbit{4096.};
double apfer,atfer,ahwer,bstpr,bstem,hwxl,hwxh,tfl,

tfh,pfl, pfh;

int i, j
main()

{
extern double pow();
extern double flwrate()
bstpr=pf=100.0;bstem=tf=60.0;pipedia=2.0;kay=0.63;
apfer=300./tlvbit*2. ;

atfer=70.*5.1/(tlvbit*8.) ;
ahwer=(5.*453.)/(tlvbit*(pow(a,b»);
for ( bstem = O. ; bstem < 95. ; bstem =+ 30.) {
for ( bstpr = 80.; bstpr < 121. ; bstpr =+ 10.) {
for ( j = 0 ; j < 11 ; j++ )
{ orfdia = ofd [j] ;

printf("OO orfdia=%2.4f",orfdia) ;
printf(" , bstpr=%6.lf bstem=%6.lf",bstpr,
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page 2 caLf Ly s c

for (i=O;i < 11 ;i++)
printf(It%9.1f",hw[i]);

printf(ltOerpcnt[i]");
for (i=O;i < 11 ;i++) {

hx=hw[i]; pf = bstpr ; tf = bstem

qb[i]= flwrate();
ql[i] = qh[i] == qb[i] ;
hwxh = hx + ahwer ; hwxl = hx - ahwer;
hwh[i] = hwxh ; hwl[i] = hwxl

pfh = pf + apfer ; pfl = pf - apfer
tfh = tf + atfer ; tfl = tf - atfer
hx ""' hwxl; pf = pfl; tf = tfl;
compareO ;
tf = tfh ;

compareO ;

pf = pfh ;

compare() ;
tf = tfl ;

compareO ;
hx = hwxh ;

comparee) ;

pf = pfl ;'
comparee) ;
tf = tfh ;

compare() ;

pf = pfh ;

compare() ;

qerr :s qh[i] - ql[i] ;

erpcnt[i] = (qerr/qb[i])*IOO.O
} ;

printf(It It) ;
for (i = 0; i < 11 ; i++ )

printf ( "%9.2f",erpcnt[i])
printf ( "Oqb[i] It) ;
for (i = 0 ; i < 11 ; i++ )

printf ( "%9.If",qb[i)) ;

printf ( "Oql[i] If) ;
for ( i = 0 ; i < 11 ; i++ )

printf ( 1t%9.If",ql[i]) ;

printf ( "Oqh(i] ")
for ( i=O ; i < 11 ; i++ )

printf ( "%9.1flt,qh[i] ) ;
printf ( "Ohwl[i] If)
for ( i = 0 ; i < 11 ; i++ )

printf(It%9.3f",hwl[i]) ;
printf ( "Ohwh [i] ") ;
for ( i = 0 ; i < 11 ; i++ )

printf("%9.3flt,hwh[i]) ;
} ;

} ;
} ;

}



page 3 caLf Ly -c
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comparee)
{

extern double flwrate();
qtem = flwrate();
if ( qtem < q1(i] )

ql[i] = qtem ;
else if ( qh[i] < qtem )

qh[iJ = qtem;
return ;

}

double

{
flwrateO

extern double pow();
beta=orfdia/pipedia;statpra=pf+14.73;abstem=tf+460.0;
convwt=c/(pow(a,b));
diffpr = hx/convwt ;

fb=338.17*kO*(pow(orfdia,d));
.

fpb=14. 73/pb;
ftb=tb/S20.0;
fg=l.O/(pow(spgr,f));
ftf=(pow«S20.0/abstem) ,f));

..

bigbee=S30.0/(pow(pipedia,f»);
eee=orfdia*(830.0-S000.0*beta+9000.0*(pow(beta,d))
-4200.0*(pow(beta,b))+bigbee);
smalbee=eee/(1283S.0*kay*orfdia);
fr=l.O+(smalbee/(pow«diffpr*convwt*statpra) ,f»);
factor=(diffpr/statpra)*gamma;
y=1.0-(O.41+0.3S*(pow(beta,e)))*factor;
coef=fb*fpb*ftb*fg*ftf*fr*y; /* fpv*/
quan=coef*(pow«diffpr*convwt*statpra) ,f));
return ( quan );

}
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